
6. ETYMOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE GERUND

Daspite cerain unsetded morphological problems as to details, it is quite generally accepted
that the Old Indo-Aryan gerunds originate as petrified oblique cases of (defective) verbal
nouns (cf. 1.5.B-). As such they are thought to have independent parallels in the form of
(mainly) accusative and instrumental infinitives, supines andl/or verbal adverbs in lranian
and other Indo-European languages. But due to thei¡ early morphosyntactic recatego-
rization and paradigmatic isolation they cannot normally be formed by any synchronically
productive derivational and inflectional processes. This accounts for why the Indian
grammarians derived the gerunds by primary suffïxes directly from the root (1.5..{) and
why the formation of the gerunds has been subject to anatogical influence ftom other non-
finite verb.fornrs (mainly the past participle in -¡.â-l-îá.- and the various infinitives).I

6.1. STEM FORMATIVES OF THE GERUNDS

The non-past gemnd is the adverbiaf (originally perhaps cognate) accusarive of a radically
accented, strenghened and mostly compounded thematic deverbal action noun, showing
the canonical form: preverb/nouny'adverbr suFiltddhi{'-r-n (cf.2.f ; 1.5.K).

The allomorphs of the past gerund have been much more difficult to explain. A basic
problem is that there seems to be no unity as to either stem formative or case inflection for
the rwo complementary types of formation (viz -rv.. . vs. -(r)y. . . ). In fact, even the free
variants -uvâ, -rví(*nan) and -wâya are apparently of diverse origin. But since a clue to
the etymology of these forms must lie in this very suppletion with the obviously older and
somewhat mor€ rransparent allomorphs in -(r)yãl-(c)ye, it might be worth while
examiningthelacertypeoffomrationfi¡st Thebasicreasonforassumingthelattertypeof
formation to be more ancient than the sv-forms is that it has a formal cognate within the
Old Iranian infinitival system, viz the less productive and functionally more archaic
Avestan instn¡mental infinitive in -yã (> Khoranese Saka gerunds in -i).

I Wheteas 
-O. 

p"t! gerund has been intluenced mainly by rhe past participle (cf. 2.1), lhe non-past
gerund has been affected by rhe infinitive in -ro (= ¡t¡s accusative ofa zercglade root noun), as see¡¡ in
its sporadic tendency ûo palatalÞe a final velar, e.g. r¡rsórg-r-ûutg¡rj-r-; (cf. Renou tlis, p. :atr.
fn. l).
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6, ETYMOLOGY A}.¡D DEVEIOPMENT OFTTIE CERIjND

6.1.A. THE ALLOMORPHS rN {T)yÃt{T)yA

The de¡ivational suffix underlying the compound gerund in '-($yíl'-(t)ya has most

successfully been identified with that of thematic neuter action (and agent) nouns in -(t)ya-
< *-(u)io-, which ultimately descend from athematic root nouns, cf. (+)dfs-ya- 'view: to
be seen' (< d53-í- 'sight') < (+)dfs- 'view; seeing'; prati+i-r-ya- 'attack; to be trusted'
(< práei+i-t-i- 'approach') < *prati+í-c- 'going towards', cf. ¿rcùa+i-c- 'going to the

aim' (cf. Neisser 1906, p. 308ff.; Brugmann 1906 = Grundriss2 II:1, p. 186; Brugmann

1911 = Grundriss2 II:2, p. 189 $ 188 Anm.; Debrunner 1954 = Ai. Gr. II:2, p. 778 $

633; p.788 $ 641; p.804 $ 649b; p.824 $ 662).

The gerunrlial foms and action nouns in question are compounded and have mostly the

reduced accented grade of the root with an automatic 't-increment' ('ãgana') afte¡ a short
root vowel, conforming in this respect with agent KX)t nouns and mostly also the
gerundives in -(t)ya- (Debrunner 1954 = Ai. Gr. II:2, pp. 24-47). Compare also e.g.

vgtra+ûá-tyalã- 'slaying of Vrtra' (and vçtra+hán- 'slayer of V¡tra'), cf. vi+há-tya"/ã
'having slain'; vgtra+tür-ya- 'overcoming of Vftra', cf. vi+túr-yã 'having penetrated';

martra+srú-tya-n 'listening to advice' (RV 10.134.7 = 688), cf. upa+3ru-cya 'having
overheard', etc.

External support for this etymological connection is provided by Avestan compounded

insuumental infinitives in -yã < -ya- (6.4.8) and Latin and Old lrish weak compounded

action nouns in *-io- (e.g. Latin +i-tíu-m, cf. Ve.dic +í-ty-a; Lat. au+spic-1u-¡l vs.

specinen; Old Irish frecre, (t)acre, fócre < *+gair-io-a vs. gairm < *gar-s-mn :

gairid 'calls'; Hamp 1976, p. l0; 1986, p. 105Q.

But the correspondence between these formations is not complete: The action (and

especially agent) nouns in -(t)ya- may have the full grade of the root when the gerund has

the reduced grade (e.g. deva+yáj-ya- 'sacrifice to the gods', but +ij-yã-ldj-ya 'having
sacrificed'). The semivowel of the suffix appears as vocalic after -ã- in the nominal and

gerundival but not in the gerundial forms: +ôêy¿- (= *dã-ia-) vs. +dâ-ya (cf. Neisser

1906, p. 30Eff.; Debrunner 1954 -- Ai. Gr. II:2, p. 15ff.; p. 788 $ 641). Apart from
sporadic Vedic formations like hrsta+gfhyr'having grasped the hand' (cf. 2.2.A), the

gerund is not compounded with nominal and adverbial stems. These possibly a¡chaic

synthetic formations are later recast as compounded non-past gerunds with stative aspect

(e.g. hasta+grâûam 'holding the hand'), or they are supplanted by the corresponding

analytic constructions in accordance with the ve¡bal rather than nominal cha¡acter of the

past gerund (e.g. ûáscarir g¡hitvá).
These minor formal differences point to the early (probably Indo-kanian) morpho-

syntactic recategorization and paradigmatic isolation of the prehisorical 'gemnd-infinitive'

in -(tþãle < -(c)ya-. Apparently there has then been some secondary analogical influence
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6, ETYMOI,OGY AI.ID DEVELOPME¡¡TOFTI{E GERI,IND

from either the ta-participles or the ti-stems, cf. Vedic sarir+pä-ya 'having drunk all up',
but Epic and Classical Sanskrit sarir+pí-ya in agreement with sárir+pi-ta- and stuir+pi-
ti- (cf. also pi-wâ). A comparable case would be the leveling of ttre Latin and Lithuanian
-tu-supines with the weak ro-participles and d-abstracts (e.9. Lar da-tu-/da-riõ : da-
tu-m/da-tü; Lith. milsz-ua-/mìlsz-ti : ¡nilsz-tu, contrast OChSI ntës-¿i : mlës-tù;
Brugmann 1889 = Grundriss III:1, p. 305).2

6.1.8. THE ALLOMORPHS IN -TV.

The allomorphs in -cy... have traditionally been derived from feminine or masculine
(originally neuter) and mostly simplex pdmary action nouns in -tu- (< *-r-u-), which
appear widely in Indo-Aryan, Baltic, Slavonic, Italic and Celtic nominal and infinitival
formations, and in Iranian, Greek (> -tùs : tuos) and Germanic nominal formations
(Bopp 1816; Neisser 1906; Brugmann 1906 = Grund¡iss2 II:1, p. 440f.; Benveniste
1935a, pp. 57, 7l;1948, p. 65ff.; Renou 1937,pp. lf., 5ff.,20; Schwyzer I9j9, p. 502;
Kuiper 1942,pp. 195,213; Debrunner 1954 = Ai. Gr., p.652tr. g 484ff.; cf. 1.5.8,
6.1.4). The ¿u-formative appcars sporadically also in agent nouns (mainly in the Bgveda,
e.g. su/dur+máatu- 'easy/difficult to know', duçtarítrr-'irresistible'; Renou 1937,p.

2 A more popular but less convincing theory is that the forms in -(¡)yírlr-a¡e derived (directly) from
nominal or infinitival i- and d-srems @rugmann 1892 = 6¡¡¡6riss II:2, p. 632ff.; Whirrey f 8g9, p.
357 $ 993a; lvfacdonell 1907, p. 412 g 589; Debrunner & wackemagel 1930 = Ai. Gr. IrI, p. 34i.;
Bloch 1934, p. 284; Renou 1952, p. 374; cÍ. atso the discussion in leffers &, Kanror 1984, f.5O). The
main problem with this theory is that i- and si-stems are not synchronically in complementary
distribution with each other, cf. drt-gi-/drs-r 'view' (> d¡s-óy-e 'b se€') vs. +df3-tr .having 

seen;,
6tt-y'-'to be seen' (never +dg-ryr[-]); pr¡si+*ni-d-/pnri+sthi- .standing firm/withstanding'
vs. ¡nrti+¡rhi-ye 'having eståblished oneself' (never prúi+ltti-syrt-l). Moreover, i-srems are
mosdy simplex as against the gerund in -yr and ¡hus oot suppletive witl¡ either ri-, ru- or rvr-stems,
alrhough the discrepancy is somewhat alleviated by the (secondæy) teodency to suppletion between {o-
(for simplexes) and -ú- (for compounds) at least in Indo-Iranian (Lieben 194.9, pp. 16l, 1?l). It has no
bearing on the formation of the gerund that -(tþr- may be a tlrematic extension of -i-l-ri- (< *-(t-)r-).
Noæ also the change of accenr +ót3yt 'having seen' vs. dç:tt- 'view' (cf. Brugmann 19o6 =Gru¡eisf tr:2, p. 185; Debrunner t954 = Ai.Gr. n:Z,p.llt $ 633U; p. S0¿ $ è¿Sc).

As far as the suppletive tendency between -¡i- and -tu- is concerned, Benveniste (1948, pp. 65ff.,
l05ff.) argued thæ it follows ftom the diffe¡ent semantics of the fo¡mations: action nouns in -0ì¡- are
simplex because they (originally) denote the ve¡bal action in its leasr marked form, viz as a poæntial
'subþúve' activity, whereas action nouns in {i- may be either simplcx or compoundcd, because they
denote tlre verbal activity as an accomplished 'objective' fact, cf. gitu- 'ability to move; motion' vs.
geti- 'the act of going, moving; motion': Il. 19.206 Bpc¡rúç '(the poæntial act oQ eating' vs. Il.
19-210 ôpri¡o¡ç 'food'. As long âs rhis distinction is maintained, ru-derivatives ratber than ri-
derivatives would be used in verbal complements or recategorized as 'infinitives'. This sema¡rtic dif-
ferentiation parallels that be¡peen agent nouns in *-tor ('auteur d'un ææ) vs. *-oer ("agent voué à une
fonction), cf. diri visuni '(one) giving riches' vs. dãtí vtsù¡in '(a) giver ofriches,.
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22), and extended with the thematic suffix, it forms mainly agent nouns and gerundives in
-tva-, e.g. hán-rvá- (Avestan J¿-9wa-) 'to be slain'.

In fact, the w-gerunds have alternatively been derived from such thematic extensions of
the tu-stem, a possibility admitted by Brugmann (ibid.) and recently advocarcd by Hamp
(1986; cf. Benfey 1852a, Saussure 1878, Gune 1913). Inasmuch as the suppletive allo-
morphs in -(c)yela a¡e derived from thematic deverbal action nouns, a parallel formation of
the cv-gerunds f¡om zero-grade thematic acton nouns in -cva- would appear quite natural.

A major difficulty for any one of these theories a¡e the peculiar prosodic features and

suppletion of the w-forms, if compared with the said infinitival and nominal formations.

Nevertheless, also the infinitives display in the Bgveda some correlation between accent,

apophony and compositional status. Durr (1951) has shown that with some exceptions
(mainly for the infinitives) both the infinitives and gerunds (in concast with e.g. the past

participle) have the reduced accented form of the root if compounded, but not so when

simplex, cf. sadr+dfs-e 'to view' and sadr+gá-cya 'having come together' vs. dgS-é 'to
see', gár-tave 'to go' and dgç-¡vä 'having seen'.

In otherwords, compounded infinitives and gerunds are apophonically and prosodically

more constrained than simplex ones. Moreover, the constraints are strictest for the gerund

in -(t)ya (which must originally have been limited to compounds, as supported by
Avestan), a tittle less strict for the gerund in -tvl-cví, and least srict for the various infr-
nitives. Exceptions include the tendency to (retain) preverbal accent for compound infini-
tives (e.g. ¡l*tar-tave, cf. ai+tç-ca- vs. ni+tf-tya) and strong root grade for roots in
-ã- for both infinitives and gerunds (e.g. pra+thyâi pro *pre+thyé and abûi+thyâya
pro *abhi+thyiyr)-

The very fact ttrat the suppletion of allomorphs is better observed by the gerund than the

infinitive or action nouns points to its early fomralization and functional specialization, as

also reflected in its temporal differentiation and strictly verbal rection (contrast the

vacillation in rection of the Vedic -tu-infinitives).
With additional data from Celtic and Latin, Hamp (1976, p. l0f.; 1986) has shown that

complementary distribution in the formation of verbal nouns goes back to Indo-European,

being an indirect result of Wackernagel's Law and the Indo-European rules of enclisis, as it
reflects analogically the prosodic difference berween the unaccented simplex finite verb vs.

the preverbally accented compound finite verb of a main clause. In the non-finite and

nominal sysrens this fonnal distinction could only be implanented by deriving the simplex

and compound fmms in different ways: compound verb bases wsre then 'nominalizd'by
simply affixing a thema or other minimal (including zerQ suffix to the unalte¡ed base or to

its zero-grade (cf. the prevailingly compound status of root infinitives), while simplex non-

finite verÞforms rcceived a (stronger) nominalizing ma¡k, either an extended suffix or

apophony or both. In other words, simplex verbal nouns tended to be expanded, extended

or strengthened in relation to compound ones, which situation is also reflected in Celtic and
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Latin.
Hamp then ¡rostulates the following Indo-European suppletive derivational suffixes

underlying i.¿. sanskrit gerundial forms: *-zero -tuó-m, for simplexes: *-zero .-ío-m

for compounds. This derivation would parallel that of the allomorphs in -(r)yãla and
could be defended on the basis of Slavonic anf Germanic zero-grade wa-derivatives (cf.
Russian Sitvo 'sewing' < *syútwo¡n and Gothic waursÈw "werk" < *wrg-s-twon).
A problem is that the Indo-hanian sva-derivatives tend to have the srong root grade (cf.
Avestan stao-Owe-m 'praising', d?s-tvã- 'teaching'; see Debrunner 1954 = Ai. Gr.
f:2,p.713 g 527a).

In support of this etymology Hamp points to the mainly strong root grade of ru-
derivatives, the paucity (i.e. alleged preemption) of primary acrion nouns in -wl-, and the
difficulty of explaining -æiya as a pleonastic fomlation from -uvã + -ya (cf -ãs-aS nom.
pl. for -ãû, and -su-çu loc. pl. for -su, etc.).

Thes€ counterarguments are not unassailable, however. Though -wã could formally be
the instrumental of -rvá-, it is on semantic grounds unlikely that the gerund in -tväya
should be a dative form, since dative infinitives and verbal nouns have specifically final
sense. It is only toward the later Middle IndoAryan psriod that the (final) infinitive and
(non-final) gerund tend to coalesce with the loss of the infinitive as a distinct category (cf.
Subhad¡a Sen 1973, p.93).3

Moreover, -wiya is not a productive gerundiat suffix: it occr¡rs less than a dozen times
in the literature, being almost wholly resricted to the tenth book of the Bgueda (2.2.1¡.n
As for the paradoxical suffixation of -ye to simplex verbs, it may be said that -ya is not
actually suffixed to a sinplex verb, but to the gerundial form of a simplex verb.

Concerning the allegedly stnong root grade of n-derivatives, therc is sufficient evidence
for (esp. secondary) zero-grade and oxytone cu-derivatives in Indo.Aryan (cf. Vedic at-
tú- 'ointment', citit-v-â 'with consideration', tf-tv-ya- .acdve' vs. tar-tav-yà-, cl.
[Harivarirsa & R¡rãnas] k¡tvi- 'personal name') and othe¡ Indo-European sub-branches
(cf- Greek rÀer-rúç : rÀr-rúç; Lith. lè-cu-s : ly-rù-s; pIE *p¡-cú-/por-ru- ,ford'¡5
to allow us to postulate bott¡ barytone strong and oxytone weak tu-stems as ultimately
deriving through paradigmatic apophony, allegedly reflected in the prehisorical infrnitival-
gerundial w-paradigm:
1906 = Grundriss2 II:l

gá¡t-tu-¡n : ga-rv-ã @rugmann lB89 = Grund¡iss tr:l, p. 302;
p. 4411' Debn¡nner & Wackernagel 1930 = Ai. Gr. III, p. 140;

3 Cf. the nonhwesre¡n dialects of @ardic) Pashai, which use tho oblique case in -tr of the infinitive also
as gerund: t¡rtr'lbe able, begin, erc.] to do; by doing; having done'-(Mogcnstienre 1967,p.202).
4 Ttte fotm in -wí7r apptently sunived in the nortl¡west, as it seems to have a ¡eflex in the south-
ìr/esærn dialec$ of Pashai: --.:-.i . *-uvíyf, with double âcceû as in the infinitive in -tlrli, e.g.a¡.o -n¡:ri-o hta-ctw,,i-(or, ùrareë-em) Jåüweð-r- (51,2) .having killed my wire, i teit
her', Morgenstierne 1967, p. l36f).
5 Cf. also Old Prussian dative infinitives in -s¡ei (Beekes 1972,p.33; Srang 196ó, pp. 447i,21Ð.
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Renou 1937, p.2; Debrunner 1954 = Ai. G¡. I[:2, p. 663 $ 488a; p. 666 $ 490a;

Kurylowicz 1968, p. 38ff.; cf. 1.5.0.6

In addition, there appear to have been both hystero- and proterodynamic (t)u-stems,

although the latter type seems mosþ to be secondary in Sansl¡it, contrast Vedic pás-u- n.

'cattle' : paS-v-á!, pi-tú- rn- 'nourishment' : pi-w-$, trá-tu- m. 'ability' : trá-tv-
ã, krá-tv-al¡, as against Cl. Skt. Pas-u- m. : paS-ô-!, kró-tu- m. : krú-tu-nã, trl-
to-h, etc. (Renou 1937; Kuiper 1942; Beekes 1972; Burrow 1973,p.246).

If the gerund in -¿vâ once belonged to the same prehistorical paradigm as the -tu-
infinitives, this paradigm must have had a shifting accent and hysterodynamic inflection

before the separation of the gertrnd (Benveniste 1935a, P. 57; Kurylowicz 1968, pp. 38'

40; Kuiper 1942,pp. 195,2131' Beekes 1972,p.33; cf. 1.5.D. On the other hand, the

gerund may have been influenced by the weak and oxytone adjectival te-participle or the

originally mostly weak and oxytone ¡i-stems (cf. gacá-, g¿ti- : gatvã: gáatun/
gaîtíae; cf. the Latin-Lithuanian parallel, see 6.1.4), while one may also point to the

general tendency to final accent ofparticipially and nominally derived adverbs (cf. dráva¡-

'running', but dravát 'quiCkly'; sárãt 'old, abl.', but sa¡rât 'frOm Of old'; daksi¡â 'to

the south', raghuyâ 'swiftly', etc.; Macdonell [19161 1986, p. 464; tilhitney 1889' p.

409). Recategorization is marked prosodically, inflectionally or by paradigmatic

preemption also in inñnitival formations.

A major problem is the northwestem allomorph in -tví, which cannot be derived from

the ùr¡-stem, except over a rather poorly attested i-extension of the latter (Kuhn l8zl4, p.

114; Bader 1977, p.111), or in analogy with -tvâ from a lost gerund in *-ti- < -ci-
(Blankenstein 1907, p. 106; Debrunner 1954 = Ai. Gr. II:2, p. 654, $ 484b B; Hamp

1986, p. 104). But if -tvâ has been reanalyzed as deriving from -cva-, the variant -tví
could principally be based on a feminine foml of -wa-, i.e. -tvi-.

Whether -wí is derived from *-tvi-, *-cu-i- or *-CI < -ti-, it is a dialectal innovation

that presupposes the non-northwestern variant in -tvâ. Synchronically it may be compared

with other inflectional or derivational va¡iants with -ã- : -i-, e.g. RV sf-fi-hi vs- SV q-
+e-hi, TS cejas-vi < cejas-vin- vs. MS tejas-vãn < teias-vat-' MBh yai-via- vs.

Vedic and Cl. Skt. yaj-vat-, RV ci-tic-vic vs. *ci-tit-va!, cf. clkitviht+maûas-.
(Bloomfield & Edgerton 1932, p.280f.; Debrunne¡ 1954 = Ai.Gr. II:2, p. 916 $ 732f';

Bader 1977, p. 106ff.).7

It has sometimes been claimed that tt¡e va¡iant in -¿ví is older than the one in -wá, as it
is usually replaced by the laner in loans fr,om the $.gveda @loomfred & Edgenon 1932,p.

6 Sp"y"t (1896, p. 68) suggesæd tha the opposition betwoen the "amisr' value of the w-gerund vs. tlre

"presential- value of the -¡u-infinitives is connected with the apophonic difference (cf. Renou 1937, p.

2 ftr.). But the problem is that none of the zero-grade infinitives or verùal adverbs shows any signs of
temporal differenuation, cf. 3m;-çi 'in senrice; willingly'.
7 Cf. also the easærn Asoþn and Ardhamãgadtú present middle paniciples in -mtuy'4e- for -nr¡r-
(Bloch 1950, p. 80; Burrow 1973,p.46).
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281). But the fact is that the former va¡iant is neither relatively mo¡e common than -wâ in
the early strata nor less common in the younger strata of the $ryeda (cf. 2.2.4). In the
generally quite late tenth book of the Bgveda the relative frequency of -tví increases more
than the ¡elative frequency of -tvä, although in the almost equally late first book, -tvâ
shows higher ¡elative frequency than -tví (cf .2.2.A)-

This proves that -tví became at quite an early stage a popular quasi-archaism (cf. the
nom. pl. ending -es-"Þ) in the Bgveda, while the two va¡iants coexisted in most ggvedic
dialects from the very start (cf. the juxtaposition of forms in RV 5.53.14ab: hirvâ /vçsrvi
= ex. 75). Reflexes of -uví occur in the nofhwestem Asokan inscriptions at Shahbazgarhi
and Mansehra side by side with -c(c)u < -cvá, as they do in the Gãndhãri Dhammapada
(cf. Brough 1962, p. I 17 fn. l), and perhaps in Dardic Sau: -içó < *-iruwã ? < -icvã,
e.g. e¡hiwó giné 'having taken, bring!' @uddruss 1967, p.57). The fact that -wí alone
continued in the consErvative Niya Pralcrit (Burrow 1936, p. 420), (westem) ApabhradrSa,
and some of the Da¡dic and Nuistani languages does not enteil that it was older than -wâ,
unless it can be proved that it originated independently of -cvã in proto-Nuristani.

On the other hand, -rví must be connected with Vedic *-tvina(n) (p 7.1.4E; Jaina
Apabhrarirsa -(eþpi4u > late westgrn Apabhrarirsa -(eÞi¡u), which seems to exhibit the
(reanalyzed) 'adverbial' element -nám (cf. ¡ú¡-ám 'rlo!\r', ¡õnã-¡ám 'variously';
v/himey 1E89, p. 408 $ 1109a; Burrow 1973,p.283), or the enclitic suffïx -¡a optionally
added to the secondary personal endings in -ra, -tha (2. pl.) in the Veda.

If, on the other hand, -rví is derived from *-cu-i/i- (cf. Lat. -rui(-to)- i:t forrviüus,
etc.), then the extension in -tvinam could perhaps be compared with that of Old Prussian
sã-¿u-i-nei "sättigst" < *sãrui- (Bader 1977,pp.lll, 119 &fn.Z?A, fn.276). Bur
apan from the long vowel in -ry1ram, a problem would then be the corresponding Middle
Indo-Aryan variant *-cyãna.o, which can only be analyzed as -cvã(+aam).

6.2. INFLECTIONAL ELEMENTS

The suffix of the non-past gerund in -am contains the accusative ending -n, which is
probably also to be recognized in Greek (verbal) adverbs in -ôoy, -ô¡v and -oy, Larin
verbal adverbs in -r.in, oscan-umbrian infinitives in -un, and perhaps young Avestan
gerunds in -am, -tin @elbrück 1893 = Grundriss III:1, p. ó04f. $ 255; Brugmann l9l1
= Grundrissz II:2' p. 680f. $ 558; Benveniste 1935c). A comparable formarion is at hand
in the Khoønese Saka accusative infrnitives in -da¡u < -ra¡ram (Konow 1932, p. 59;
Bailey 1958, p. 147; Emmerick 1968, p. 119f.).

The past gerund in -wá has traditionally been etymologized as rhe ins6umental in -ã
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from an action noun in -tu- (cf. 1.5.B), alternatively -tva-, the ending reflecting either

PIE *-eHl or (in the latter case) *(-ole-)-Ilr. As an instrumental of the (prehistorical)

infinitival -rr¡-srem it could then explain the lack of an insm¡mental -tu-infinitive, while

this derivation would also be consistent with the origin of the gerund in -(t)ye as an

insrumental infrnitive.
Analogically, the variant in -tví has been explained as a lengthened locative of -tu-

(Bartholomae 1889, pp. 227,239; Macdonell 1907, p. 412 $ 589), but it is not possible to

explain it thus on the basis of any of the Indo-Aryan or pre-Indo-Aryan locative formæions

of either u- or a-stems (cf. 1.5.I). It could principally be the Vedic locative of an i-stem,

but this derivation is unnecessa¡ily complicated, seeing that the regular instrumental from

such a stem already gives the desi¡ed form. Even less probable is Renou's (1952, p. 313)

theory that -tví is an irregular lengthened locative for -wt (cf. camvì pro camvl <

canu- f. 'cup'), as this would require not only the accent to have changed, but also the

underlying stem formative to have been -tú-, for which there is no supporL (The

instrum€ntal of -tü- would be -cu(v)ã, but -wâ is never to be read thus in the $gveda, cf.

Arnold 1897,p.247).
Because of the difficulty of deriving -tvá and -uví along parallel lines from -tu-,

Burrow (L949, p. 49; 1973, p. 172) has suggested that they a¡e uninflected adverbially

used extended nominal stems in -tu-1- and -¿u-r- (cf. Old Church Slavonic gonitve
'persecution' and Gothic saliþrõs 'lodging'). This together with the optional addition of
the extension -nam would conform with the hypothesis that also -(u)ya is an uninflected

form (cf. Debrunner 1954 = Ai. Gr. '[I:2,p- 788 $ 641b), but uninfle¡ted or 'case-less'

forms exist only in compounds, while the Avestan cognate infinitives in -yã are clearly

instrumental forms. The optional addition of the element -ûem to the gerundial forms may

simply be explained by the paradigmatic isolation and recaægorization of the gerund.

In analogy with -tvá, also the forms in -þ)yeÊG)ya have mostly been explained as

instrumentals (1.5.B, 1.5.I). But only the longer variant can be a regular Vedic instru-

mental in -ã < *-õle < *-ole-If1 (cf. Beekes 1985, p. 193) from -(t)ya- or (as is less

likely) -¿í-l-i-. The assumed shortening of the case ending in -(t)ya could then be the

reflection of an old laryngeal sandhi: *aH => a/-## (Kuiper 1955, p. 259ff.) or it may

have followed upon the recategorization of the form, being funherrro¡e aided by the

prosodic asymmetry due to the radical accent and preverb (Bopp 1816, p. 55, cf. 1.5.B;

Brugmann 1906 = Grundriss2 [:2,p.189 $ 188 Anm. l).
It has also been suggested that -(t)yã is an analogical and/or originally only metrically

conditioned lengthening of -(t)ya (Benfey 1879; cf. 1.5.E). If so, it would either be a kind

of c¿s¡¡s absolutuslcoìnponens @ebrunner, ibid.), or it would contain the pre-Vedic

insrrumenral ending *-e(Hr) (cf. Latin ped-e), in which case it would have to derive from

an i-stem (Debrunner & Wackernagel 1930 = Ai. Gr. Itr, p. 35; Haudry 1979,p.35). But

while that derivation has already been ruled out in 6.1.4, neither of these explanations
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could account for the large rcsidue of cases of merically unmotivated -(t)yã.
The most probable and consistent theory that emerges from the above considerations is

then that the basic allomorphs of the past gerund derive as petified and reinterpreted
instrumentals of suppletive verbal nouns in -(t)y¿- (related to the Iranian yã-infînitives)
and -cu- (related to the Indo-Aryan -tu-infinitives, which were morphologically leveled

and fully recategorized only after the recategorization and isolation of the gerund). The

simplex form(s) in -rvã (etc.) were created specifrcally to supplernent the compound form
in -(t)yã in order for the new non-finite category of the past gerund to be formally
complete. But had it not been for the functional recategorization of the gerund in proto'
Indo-Aryan, there would have been no need to complete the system just to create yet

another'infinitival' subsystem.

This hypothesis is based mainly on mo¡phological considerations. It is not very well
supporæd semantically or even syntactically, because it implies that the original function of
the past gerund was that of an instrumental adverbial adjunct or complemenq which is still
the case in Avestan (cf. 6.4.8) and in the Indo-European sructural parallels. Although a
better staning point than an accusative, dative or locative action noun, an Indo-European
instrumental action noun (expressing accompaniment or attendant circumstance, cf.
Haudry 1970, p. 47) cannot function as a temporaVcircumstantial qualification expressing

antecedence of action, except by secondary parasitic inference on the basis of a causal

implicature (cf. 1.5.B).
The problem is that therc are hardly any traces of the assumed original modal-

instn¡mental value of the gerund even in the oldest Indo-Aryan documents. The gerund
must have been fr¡nctionally reinterprcte.d long before the composition of the oldest $g-
vedic hymns, but the question is why and how. The syntactico-semantic reinterpretation
and simultaneous or subsequent formal complementation of the prchistorical gerund must
have arisen out of a need to create a specifically indeclinable non-finite category for
backgrounding and sequencing clauses in additive-sequential and temporal linkage. As
such it came to form a subsystem with the perhaps more recent and altogether less
productive accusative non-past gerund, which has independent strucnral and functional
parallels elsewhere in Inde.European (cf. 6.4).

The contructional parallel alam + gerund/insrumental has occasionally been adduced to
suppon the instrumental derivation of the gemnd syntactico-semantically @opp 1816, p.

52; Debrunner t954 = Ai. Gr. II:2, p. 653 g 484a). This comparison is, however, a

precarious one, since the constructions do not seem to be synonymous (cf. 4.4.C and
3.3.C). Moteover, if the said gerundial construction was a genuine relic from the time
when the gerund functioned as an instrumental infinitive (orinstmmental action noun with
verbal rection), it is curious that it is not documented in the Veda and that it disappeared
already in the early Middle Indo-Aryan perioa (Hendriksen 1944,p.143; Debrunner 1954
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= Ai. Gr. II''2,p.654 S 484b). Judging by the opacity of the allomorphs of the Old (and

Middle) Indo-Aryan gerund, especially -(¿)ya, -rví and *-rviaan, the putative instru-
mental origin of the gerund tü/as more or less i¡relevant for the development of this con-
structional parallel.

On the other hand, it cannot be denied that the gerund or is analogues have often been

associated with the instrumental case not only in Indo-Aryan but also in many other
languages of north(west)ern South Asia (cf. especially Da¡dic Torwali, where the gerund is
formed by adding the postposition of the instrumental (æ) to a verbal noun similar to rhe

pfesent base, e.g. beS-te mê sara¡ buã 'having gone, look at this gid!'= 'go and look
at this girl!'; Grierson 1929, pp.83, ln þxt Itr.31). Instrument¿l and (yeÐ basically past
gerunds with simila¡ functions as the Old.Indo-Aryan gerund reoccr¡r also in some Nonh
Munda, Tibeto-Burman and Dravidian (here mostly with non-preterital sense) languages,

being funhermoæ paralleled in Central Asian Altaic (Ra¡nstedt 1952,p.132; Brockelmann
1954, p. 243 Anm. 1) and Uralic. But before exploring these connections, let us take a
brief look at the lat€r developments of the IndoAryan gerund(s).

6.3. MIDDLE AND NEW INDO.ARYAN DEVELOPMENTS

The past gerund continued as a productive category in some form or other in Middle and
(excepting Romany) New Indo-Aryan. It is also found (though not as often used especially
in additive-sequential linkage) in the archaic Nuristani languages, its rcflexes being then
mostly based on the form in -ya or, more rarely, the B.gvedic/northwestem form in -wí
(cf. Kati, Ashkun, V/aigali and Khowar [Dardic] -ti, perhaps Kashmiri [Dardic] -t8¡.
rùy'here absent or of restricted use, its place is taken mainly by finite asyndetic sructures
and (to a lesser extent) participles, cf. Torwali yõ mõ-bizr res-ki mubãrati de 'come,
let us go to him (and) let us give him our congratulations' (Grierson t929, p. 113 text
I.36), contrast bes-æ mê saran buã (see 6.2; ú. also Morgenstierne 1949, p.Zafl.

The non-past gerund, on the other hand, was lost as a productive formation already in
the Vedic pedod, due to the overlapping present participle and the possibility of expressing

its sense by repeating the past gerund. It has continued only in some Nuristani languages
(e.g. Kati = Bashgali; cf. Konow 1911, p. 38).9

8 Cf. Konow (f9ff, p. 38); Morgenstierne (1929, p. 223; 1947a, p.27; 1949, p.243; 1944, p.
294ff: lW , pp. l36ff., 297): Edelman (1983, pp. 92, 126, eæ.). Noæ, however, that Tedesco (1923, p.
383 fn. 3Ð prefened to derive Kashmiri -it! from tv- over MIA -tti. The Apabhrarhsa form in -ppi
(> -vi) shows a western ar¡d cent¡al rather than northwestem (esp. Dardic a¡ lr[uristani) neaunent of the
cluster -sv- (cf. Turner 11926) 1975, p. 262), implying tlut -sví was r¡ot confined o a single dialect
area in ùe (north)w€st (cf. Schwar¿schild 1950.
9 For tlre hisûory of Fdmrt, see Renou (1935, p. 3?6ff.); cf. also Edgenon (1953, p. l?l).
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6.3.A. MORPIIOLOGICAL CIIANGES

The most conspicuous morphological change in the formation of the gerund after the

(early) Old Indo-Aryan period was the gradual loss of allomorphic suppletion, as partly

conditioned by the loss of the Vedic accent and tendency to uniform symbolization. As for
the specific formations, there has been secondary morphological leveling with the present

stem (more rarely the infinitive; cf.2.l-2.2), while also some new or heavily transformed

gerundial suffîxes have appeared on the scene.

Some of the new suffixes s€€m to go back to unattested Vedic dialectal variants. E.g.

Pali and Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit -tvluãna < *-tvena(m)I0 with svarabhakti (cf.
Sauraseni, Mãgadhi, Dhakki gadua < *gatva < gatvã, tadua < tr-sve) and -iyãne (cf.

Ardhamãgadhi -yã+atñl) < *-yãaa(m) in analogy with *-tvãna(m). Similarly, Western

Apabhrarisa -vi(+u) < -(e)ppitu < *-(i)cvitr¿m; Ardhamãgadhi -ccã(na[ñ]) < -[yã-
(+nam) in analogy with -tvã or < -tyã(+¡an) (Schwa¡zschild 1956, p. 111f.; Norman
r9s8).

The peruliar but common Middle Indic form complex -(ld)ü¡/na(dr), occuning in e.g.

Mahãrãsui, Sauraseni, Ardhamãgadhi and þrobably) once in the Asokan inscriptions at

Bhabra, has usually been connected with *-sva¡a(m) by a 'Middle lndrc sathprasãrala-
altemation' (cf. Pischel 1900, p. 395; Schwa¡zschild 1956, p. 113). But as such this type

of alternation would be an isolated case (cf. Berger 1955, p. 78). Recently Sakamo¡o-Goo
(1987) has discussed these problematic forms, deriving them over *-tü or -Èu, as attested

in the Asokan inscriptions (except at Girna¡).ll The laner form (-ua) she explains as being
the contamination of -ttu with the infinitive in -tum. (which is sometimes used also as a

gerund in Adhamãgadtú, Jaina-Maharagtn, Mãgadhi and Buddhist Hybrid Sanslait), cf.

tãtúra¡ir : tãturh vs. tat¡ã/tattu. The long vowel would then be in analogy v¡ith fonns
like -ttã(aarir). Note, however, that the gerund in -tu, which may also represent -t!u,
could principally be a shonened instrumental in -cu < *-uü (cf. -¡únadr) < *-ru- (cf. jã-
tü 'by nature', LaL tre-tü, Avestan xratu/xra9wã < racu- = Skr. tratu-).

The A¡dhamãgadhi and Jaina-Mahãrasri fomr in -rru (cf. also Pali damùu) was
explained by Pischel (1900, p. 391 $ 577) as deriving from the infînitive in -¿um. A
simpler explanation has now been offered by Sakamoto-Goto (ibid.), according to which

r0 Cf. also soulhweste¡n and southeasæm Pashai -n(a) and -¡y'r¡ with r < ¡v (Morgenstieme 1967,
p.297). Bloch (1979, p. 2?l) suggesæd that the Marathi and Gujarati gerunds in +irn[¡a] þrobably rhe
locative or dative plural of the prresent participle) rnight be connected with Ardhamãgadlri -qi+rrn, bur
syntactically and semantically they cørespond o the oblique present participles of Hindi, Bengali, eæ.
ll Prcviously -tu has been explained as a shoræned saitprasîrz4ralæmant of -wi @loch 1950, p.
78f.; Edgenon f953, p. t77) or (as is less probable due þ rhe lack of a final nasal) recaægorized
infinitive in -suo @enou 1935, p. 390f.; Sen 1960, p. 178). This form seems ro appear with passive
sense in the Niya Kharo$hñ inscriptions, e.g. virirñ¿v-€rr¡ "it having been reported" (F. Thomas 1934,
p. a9 ftt. 5).
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this allomorph has developed phonologically from -tvã by the shoræning and subsequent
labialization of the final -ã before the regressive assimilation of -v- with +-, rhus: -we >
-üva > *-tvu > -ctu (cf. adhva¡ã > *adhvu¡ã > Pali addhuaã; warit¿- > *Gv¡riÈa- >
Pali curita- (for this phonological explanation of Middle Indtc saùprasãra4a in case like
these, see Berger 1955, pp. 31f., 61f., 78f.).

A modified relic of the non-past gerund in -a¡n has been suggested in the enigmatic
form in -(i)ut¡irl (? < -o + -añ) in the Asokan insriptions ar Girnar, corresponding to a
present paniciple in the parallels: Rock Edict xI, 6 so tacül ta¡'u[rn] (Kalsi: talarirr,
Shahbazgarhi, Mansehra: taracarir) ilotaccass¡ ãraddho hoti... "En faisant ainsi on
gagne ce monde..."; XII, 6 evarirtarstil (K.: f,evatal¿ta, Sh., M. evarir-lan¡am,ltil)
ãtpapãsarirdarir ca vaddhayaei... "En faisant aurem€nt, on nuit à sa propre sect..."
(Btoch 1950, p. 120f., l. 33ff., p. 122,1. 27ff .; L934, p.284).

Among the more radical formal innovations one rnay mention e.g. the passive gerund in
Pali (e.g. duyhiwe 'having been milked': cf. Hendriksen 1944, p. 126), the Ardha-
mãgadhi gemndial ending -ãe, being perhaps the instn¡mental of a feminine ã-stem
(Pischel 1900, p. 401 $ 593), or (morc probably) isolated from forms like ã+dã-ya >
Ardhamãgadhî ¡+ee (Roth 1983, p. 157; Hinüber 1986, p. 200), the Old Marathi
gerundial endings -olau+ni(yam) and Modern Marathi -ün (explained by Bloch 1920,p.
261 as the ablative of an a-stem followed by a postposition, rather than as from -rt¡arñ,
but contested by Master 7964, p. l42ff.), the Gujarati gerund in -i+¡.e (-ia < -ira- ,past

pple', or < -y¿ + dative), the late Eastern Apabhrarirsa gerundial ending -i(a) < -ira- 'past
pple' (Subhadr¿ Sen 1973, p.29), the Hindi gerundial forms n -Ø+Ltr(l)ke (< -i < -ya
+ 'having done'), the Torwali gerund in re (cf. above), etc. (cf. also Grierson 1905, p.
473ff.; Chanerji 1926,p.1003ff.; Dwarikesh 1971, p. 6ff.)

occasionally Middle Indo-Aryan gerunds in -t¡ã (< -wã) have been reanalyzed as past
participles (and vice versa) or even agent nouns, as shown by the fact that not all 'proto-
Pali' gerunds in -tcã have been restored as -üva and that genuine past participles have
sometimes been reinterpreted as gerunds (Hinüber 1982, p. 134ff.).

ó.3.8. SYNTACTIC, SEMANTIC AND PRAGMATIC CHANGES

Ever since the early Vedic period (cf. 3.3, 4.2-4.3,4.7,5.3r, therE has been a gradual
relaxation of the constructional, temporal and operational constraints of the gerund. Thus
the number and types of absolute constn¡ctions have increased considerably since the Old
Indo-Aryan period. The coreferentiality constraint still exists, but it requires no more than
that the implicit or explicit subject of the gerund be coreferential with any referentially
contiguous topical argument, cf. Hindi divär girkar ¡raahar gk gae 'The wall having
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collapsed, stones fell down' (example quoted from Davison 1981, p. 122 fn).12 At this
juncture one is reminded of the equally free construction of the modern Dravidian verbal
participles (cf. 6.5.8). Similarly, the 'passive gerund', which allows coreference of the
subject of the gerund with a topical Undergoer, has becorne increasingly frequent in Middle
and New Indo-Aryan (c{. Hendriksen 1944, p. 120ff.; Kellogg tl8931 1965, p. 453).

It was also observed that Vedic Sanslrit uses mainly paniciples or verbal nouns instead
of the gerund to embed clauses within non-ñnite (incl. action nominal) pbrases (cf. 4.4.4).
Later IndeAryan uses the gerund freely (and often with neutralized tense value) in such
construçtions, especially o avoid subordinating a participle to anotherparticiple in the same
case (cf. Hendriksen l9M, pp. 109ff., 131tr). Cf.

(716) Jat. 19 comm. (ed. Fausb6ll I, p. 169, l. 23')
...esã pãaãeipãtüir t¿tvã nutti ¡an¿ bãlassc b¡adhe¡am eva houi
'...such a release (as is brought about) by committing (or: having committed)
murder, is the fool's fetter'

(717) Mil. (ed. Trenckner 158, 20; quoted from Hendriksen 1944, p. 115)
. . .y a'di ajãaitvã pãnãtipãcarir t¿roato balavarararir apuññarir pasavati
'...if he who without knowing (or: without having reatized) commits murder
produces a grave demerir' (cf. ibid. t7 yo aiãrarro pã+ãripãta¡ir tarori 'who
commits murder without knowing')

As mentioned in 3.3 and 4.Ø,¡he æmporal neurralization (against P 3.4.21= ex. 33) of the
gerund in mainly Classical and Epic Sanskrit appea¡s mostly in adjuncs and complements
of manner, where the gerund depends on a verb signiffing a durative atelic activity, e.g.
'subsist', 'behave', 'spend one's time', 'speak', 'move', etc. (cf. arso 4.2 and 5.1.I). This
use is more widely attesred in and afær Pali (cf. Hendriksen 1944,p.114f.).13

(718) Jãt. 41 (ed. Fausbøll I p. 239, l. 9)
...ath¿ so... bhatfuir tarvã jivati
'...and so he lives by doing day-labor'

Qir 'by earning/*having eamedÊwhile earning daily wages'; cf. = ex. 52)
12 Note thât in this sentence, the subject of the gerund is not at alt corefere¡ced in the main clause,
whereas e.g. in bi! [hirea ko] legtrr tir4 mer gryi 'The anow having struck (tlre deer), the deer
died' (quoæd from Davison, ibid.), tlrere is coreference between the ropical anirnare Undergoer of the
gerundial clause and the subject of the main clause. To tha¡ extent ùe constnrtion is rcgular, thc main
deviation being the pesence of an explicit grammatical subþt of the genrnd-

l Note that according to Sadd. m g I152 th€ Pali gerund may also be used wirh rofaence ro relative
future time: 'r¡rte tile', e.g. dv¡nm ivæitr'¡ prvisrci 'he cnters shutting the door (afterwards)'
(Hendriksen 1944,p. llSf.). This use is not attested in the Fali litôrarure, Oui¡t ¡s ¡eminirent of rhe
gradml confusioo of the gerund and infinitive especially in later Middle Indic (cf. Rcoou 1935, p. 391).
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(719) Dhp-aItr (p. 164,1. 19)

...a¡etãni hi buddhasahassãai gi¡ldãya, carirvã jivirirsu
'... several thousand Buddhas lived by wandering about fo¡ alms'

(720) MN II (p.5,1.24)
...sa¡ra¡oñ. ca patra gotamarir sãvatã sattatvã garutacvã upenisseya
vihara¡ci
'...the disciples are living with ttre ascetic Gotama, respecting and honoring him'

QzL) làt.37 (ed. Fausbøll I, p.218, l. 10)

...cumhe idã¡' eva evarir agãravã appatissã gacchance gacchante tãle
kin ti katvã viharissatha
'...you who already now are so disrespectful and disobedient, by doing what will
you, as time passes, spend your life (i.e. how will you live your life)?'14

Q22) l^t. 42 (ed. Fausbøll 1242,1.9)
...so pãto v¡ ¡itttamitvõ gocare c¡ritvã sãyarir ãgaatvã r¡ttha
vasarco kãlarfu the¡reti
'...he spends his time living there, flying out in the moming, seeking for food, and

renrrning in the evening'

Q23) l-a¡.393 (ed. Fausbøll III, p. 310, l. 21)

...ath' aññatarasmiñ tãsigãme satta bhãtaro... nãnappatãrakarir
trlitañ tilitv¿ caririrsu
'...in a village in the Kasi country seven brothers... spent their time pursuing

differcnt kinds of sport' (varia lectio: k4a¡tã for tilitvi)

(724) Dhp-a rV þ. 31,l. 17)

...casmirir tira kãle rãjãno rna¡usse piletvã rajjarñ taro¡ci
'...at that time kings ruled (by) oppressing (pilewã) the people' (cf. ex. 198)

Being obligatory or optional manner complements, these constructions entail temporal

neutralization of the gerund. In the New Indo-Aryan languages the gerund is quite
frequently used as a perfective manner complement or adjunct lacking rclative past tense

(cf. Kellogg tl893l 1965, p.452 $ 755 (5)). E.g.:

14 Contrast MN I, p. 350, l0 bhittlu..peghr.nrrir jbiarrir rrpasù¡p¡ij. vih¡rúi "a monk is
living in the ñrst søge of meditation", lit. "having ætained (the fìrst sage)" (Hendriksen 1944, p. I 15

fn. l).
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(725) Prerrrand: Godãn, p. 80,1. 6 f¡om bottom
vah ticãbê oaqal tarke tapre sikar laçkõ to pagåãtar apnã guzar kartã
¡hä
'He made his living by copying books, sewing clothes and teaching children.'

(726) Premcand: Godãn, p. 13, l. 14f.

hãs-boltar apne vidhur jlvaa ko bahlãte rahte the
'He kept on living his widower's life (in the manner of) laughing and chatting.'

(727) Premcand: Godãn, p. 100,1. 19

...cãhe hãskar sãbhãle yV rckar
'...whether he would keep it up (in the manner of) laughing or crying'

(728) Premcand: Godãn, p. 63, l. 1

mirzã' ne ghighiyã&ar tahã
'Mirza said faltering'

(?29) hemcand: Godãn, p.93,1. 3
phir vat bain tahk¡r roae lagi
'Then she started to cry lamenting'

(730) Premcand: Godãn, p. 296, l. 8
...aur rotar boll
'...and he said crying'

(731) Ask Paccís sresth ekãkJ (Ilãhãbãd 1969), p. 287 (Schumacher t977,p. 103.)
naí ab jitar karñgã bhi tyã?
'What is the use for me now even to live?'

(732) Mohan Rãkes: Ãdhe adhüre (DilE 1971), p. 15 (ibid.)
din-bùar ghar rahtar ãdmi aur tuch ¡ahT ro aprre tapçe ro çhitäae se
rath hi sat¿ã iai
'When a man just lingers about at home, he could at least put his clothes in their
right place!'

(733) Mohan Rãkes: Lahrõ ke rãjhãs (Dilli 1971), p. 105 (Schumacher 1977,p. 108)
mai ne altã to ua ke piche jãae se rokkar acchã a"hi tiyã
'I did not act wisely in keeping A. from going after them.'
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Confer also Hindi idioms like häthi jhümkar caltã hai 'an elephant walks with a sway'
(lit. 'walks in the manner of swaying', McGregor 1977, p.38), pet bharkar khã¡ã 'to
eat one's fill' (lit. 'eat in the manner of/until filling one's stomach), dhamtã&.ar bolaã
'speak in a menacing manner' (lit. 'speak menacingly'), martar t¿mä¡ã 'work till one

dies' (lit. 'earn in the manne¡ of/until dying'), ghürkar dethnã 'glare' (lit. 'look
staringly'), etc. (see Schumacher 1977, p. 100ff.).

As noæd above in connection with the Pali gerund, the later Middle Indo-Aryan gerund

is not infrequently used as a final infinitive depending on a verb of motion (cf. Pischel

1900, $ 576ff.; Bloch 1934, p. 285; Renou 1935, p. 391). Conversely, in late Middle
IndoAryan, and sporadically even in Pali, the infrnitive is sometimes used instead of the

gerund (cf. Renou 1935, p. 391; Edgerton 1953, p.177).
In Vedic and eady Classical Sanskit, the gerund was frequently construed with stative

or habitual auxiliaries, but only in and after Pali do we find it to be construed with
perfective auxiliaries that often add some additional shade of meaning indicating the point
of view or role of the speaker ('subjective aspect'; 4.4.D), e.g. gam- 'go; do all the

waylaway with', dã- 'give; do away for someone else' (cf. Hendriksen l9M, p. 134')-

The use of perfective auxilia¡ies in connection with the gerund is especially common in
New IndoAryan, cf. Hindi patr garh do'read the letter for me!', patr par.h Io [enä
'take'l 'read the letter for your orüi'n good', patr par.h jio [jãae 'go'] 'read the whole

letter through', vah merã patr pach baichã [baithnã 'sit (down)'] 'he went and read

my letter', us ne merã patr k4 Çãfe ldehe 'throw'] 'he cut up my letter', tum kab tal
soc rakhoge [rathnã 'place, put'] 'by what time will you make up your mind?', vah
caÍk parâ/u¡åi [paçne 'fall'/uth¡i 'rise'] 'he staned up', ets. (cf. Vale 1948; Porizka
1967 -1969; Nespital 1980; Kachru 1979).

This usage cannot be explained as a replacement of preverbs, since there are no

preverbs synonymous with these auxiliaries. Some of them do, however, make up fo¡ the

loss of the middle voice conjugation in Middle Indo-Aryan, but it cannot be a coincidence

that lexically, semantically and morphologically analogical constuctions especially for
perfective aspect are widely attested in South, Central and East Asia (cf. Aalto 1973;

Masica 1976,p.141ff.; Hook 197Ð.15

15 This development is usually attribuæd to Dravidian influence, bu¡ it is hardly thc only source, since
some of the auxiliæies (e.g. 'sit', 'throw') - if not necessarily the specifrc verb-forms - used in these

constructions conførn betær with Ce¡rual Asian Turkic and Eastern lranian (cf. l"fasica 196, p. 154).

A similar case of subregional variation within the 'Indian linguistic area' is the use of the gerund in
combination with a æmporal auxiliary for expressing the perfecr and pluperfect in some easæm and

northwestem Indo-Aryan languages. tn Sanslrrit this is very rare, being apparently found only once p) in
the Bombay edition of tho Mahãbhãrata (cf. 4.4.D). Another case in point is the formation of the
quotative marker. Although most Indian languages have quotative consm¡cdons with posposed quoøtive
markers, the lâtter are based on gerundial forms of ttre verb 'say' or 'speak' mainly in the peripheral
Indo-Aryan and contiguous non-Aryan languages (cf. Itifeenakshi 1986).
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Another functional extension after the Old Indo-Aryan period is the use of the gerund in
complements of modal and conative verbs, e.g. ApabhrarirSa tenavi ga4¡vi ¡¿ satki)zai
'cannot be accounted for (gaaivi) by anyone', Old Rãjasthãrri boE ¡a satai 'cannot be
said (boli)', Hindi bol ¡ahí sa&tã 'cannot speak (bot)', Prasun (Nuristani) no orodi
woloksr¡o 'I cannot beat him' (Bloch 1934,p.285; Morgensrierne 1949,p.243). In this
function the gerund almost replaced the infinitive, which was lost or confused with the
former in later Middle Indo'Aryan, cf. Apabhrarirsa pesu (< paisu) ?a dei 'does not
allow to enter (pesu)', lahivi 4a sattau 'was not able to obtain (lahivi)' (Subhadra
Sen 1973, p. 93). In the modern Indo-Aryan language, the inñnitive has been reformed on
the basis of mainly thematic verbal nouns, which a¡e 'declined' for case (mainly by the
means of postpositions).

Some of the New Indo-Aryan languages have introduced a formal and functional
distinction berween a full and a reduced form of the gerund: the former is used in normal
non-pcriphrastic as well as manner adverbial/complemental fi¡nctions, the latter in peri-
phrastic constn¡ctions, verbal complementation and 'loose verb serialization', cf. Hindi: us
ne soc-tar tãm tiyã 'having thought (s)he worked'/'(s)he worked carefully' vs. vah
tãm tar-ø (tte) gai 'she went having done the wo¡k'/'she did the work and Ìvent',
vah kãm tar-ø gai 'she did the work all the way', vah soc-ø saktr hai 'she can
think', zarã soc-ø lo Just think a little for yourself!' (cf. Dwarikesh 19?1, p. gff.;
Davison 1981, p. 105; 1986, p. 5).

According to Davison (ibid.) these uses do not, however, involve any syntactic or even
semantic (ruth conditional) distinction. But surely the¡e is a (potential) differcnce of truttr
conditions between (absuact) manner adverbial interpretations like 'ca¡efully' vs. concrete
actional s€quence like 'having thought', and especially periplrrastic aspecnral inærpreøtions
like 'do all the way' vs. 'do and go'. on the other hand, there is some pragmatically
conditioned predetemrination of interpretations, inasmuch as the manner adverbial reading
frgures most prominently (i.e. as a 'preferred reading') when the main verb ranks low in
discourse prominence, i.e. relative information value (cf. thus also vaå ûãstar boll .she

said laughing', hardly ever: 'she laughed and said' = vah hãsi aur boli; daur.kar ão
'come speedily', hardly ever: 'come having run [e.g. somewhere else]'). To some extent
these readings are, in fact, distinguished morphologically (the endings -ø and -tarte
being excluded for the manner adverbial reading and the endings -tar(*trç) for the peri-
phrastic aspectual reading) and syntactically (in terms of stricter word order constraints for
the manner adverbiat and especially periphrastic aspecn¡al reading).

The role of the gerund in both (quasi-)complex and simple sentences has thus continued
to increase in the Middle and New Indo-Aryan languages. In particular the ability of
gerundial clauses to replace coordinate finite clauses sharing Actor/subject, illocutionary
force, modality and tense has expanded with the increasing potential dependence of the
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gerundial clause on any operator of the superordinate clause. Davison (1981, 1986) claims

that Hindi gerundial clauses cannot be in the scope of negation and question under the

coordinaæ-like or 'sequential' reading, but this is not correct, cf. (735)-(736).

It appears nevenheless ftom Davison's penetrating study that the operatiutal inægration

or interpropositional predicative force of 'subordinate-like' gerundial clause is or has (?)

decreased, inasmuch as the interpropositiotøl or conjunctive relation exprcssed by such

clauses in Hindi is incapable of being asserted, negated and questioned per se, which is a

cha¡acteristic of adpositional or adverbial phrases and embeüed adverbial clauses of time

or cause, cf. ??tye vah dostõ se niltar der se ãyõ 'did he come late because of
having met his friends' = tyã vah dostõ se nil¡e te kara¡ der se iy-a; ??vah c-ay

pikar nahi jãegi 'he won't go a/rer drinking tea' = vab cãy piae te bãd rlhi iãegã
(Davison 1981, pp. 109, 113). Conuastive negation is possible only in alærnative and

adversative tinkage: lãhaur aa j-tar ba¡aras jão 'don't go to Latrore but to Bena¡es!'.

Even when having the subordinate-like or restrictive reading, the gerundial clause is

thus syntactically rct an operatíonally fully íntegrated adverbial cotstítu¿nt of the

sentence, explaining why temporal and causal qualifications whose interpropositional

relation is foregrounded by a yesþo-question or contrastive denial tend to be based on

adpositional or adverbial phrases or embedded clauses rather than gerundial clauses.

With the exception of thematically 'inverted' gerundial clauses (4.7.C.3), this seems to

be essentially rue for Sanslsit as well, although testing is impossible. Since the syntax of
the genrnd is mse or less identical in all the New Indo-Aryan languages, we may conclude

that the increase ofoperational integration has affected only propositionally non-restrictive

(semantically 'coordinatelike') gerundial clauses. This has enhanced the 'functional
profile' of the Inde'Aryan gerund in favor of operationally unconstrained additive-
sequential linkage in narrative, procedural and hortatory discourse, but operationally

cowtrained terrpr:! causal and modal-instrumental linkage in expository discourse.

In Vedic Sanskrit, operaúonal dependence (i.e. scope inclusion) was possible (for

additive-seqential genrndial clauses) only inposirive assertive and directive sentences. In

Epic and late Classical Sanskrit, dependence on negation and interrogation was possible

but evidently not with several marked operators having simultaneous scope over the

gerundial clause. But especially in late Middle Indo-Aryan (e.g. Apabhrarhsa) and New

Indo.Aryan (with the possible exception of some Da¡dic [and Nuristani] languages), there

seem to be virnrally no restrictions on the operators that may simultaneously have scope

over a thus non-presupposed peripheral (and especially core-layer) gerundial clause. Cf.:

(734) Siddhahemasabdenusãsana VtrI: IV 341,1 (frrom Subhadra Sen 1973, p.127')

...gharu melleppim ma¡usaharir to vi na rsccai nrruru
'... still rnen do not like to leave home and take o the forest'
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(735) Premcand: Godãn, p. 239,l. llf.
vaû tabûi us te üpari vilãs-ãvara4 to chedtar us te a¡t¿htara¡ t¿t ¡¿
paûûc s¿ti t"hi

'She had never been able to pierce (chedtar, ger.) his superñcial playful exterior
and reach his heart.' (*'Having pierced his superfïcial playful exteriot, she had
never been able to reach his hearr')

(736) Premcand: Godân, p. 17, l. 9f.
use dãl&ar boll: ab god se ur¡rtar pãv-pãv þõ aahi caltl
'She said scoldingly (4ãFkar, ger.) to her: ..Why do you nor now get down from
(utartar, ger.) (daddy's) lap and walk on your own feer?"'
(* 'Why do you not walk on yo¡rr oìñrn feet, having got down from daddy's lap?')

The fact that the New krdo-Aryan gerund is functionally mo¡e or less equivalent to either a
coordinate or subo¡dinate frnite verb/clause is corroborated by the following types of
deviant usages of coordinate finite clauses in subsundard Indian English (quoted from
southworth 1974,p.217.): I'll jrtst eat and come (Hindl ¡rai tá¡t¡¡ iûgã = 

.I'll come
having eaten', i.e. 'when I have eaten'), Btty the vegetabres and co¡ne (Hindi: sebzi
&harrdktr io ='Having bought vegetables, come! ', i.e.'Go and buy vegetables,,
altematively: jãkr.r sabzl t.h'arido = skt. gtcvi iãtãni triqrçva), you take the
book and go (Hindi: tirãb leter jão = 'Having taken the book, go', i.e. 'Take the book
with you' = sh. pustat¿¡r -dãyz gaccha), He did not ask me and go (Hindi: ?vah ro
mujh se püchtar lra.hí gtyã ='He did not go having asked me').

6.4. INDO-EUROPEAN FORMAL AND FUNCTIONAL PARALLELS

In the above preliminary discussion it has been taken for more or less granted that the
Indo-Aryan gerunds arc etymologically or structurally related to nominal and infinitival
formations in other Indo-European languages, especially Iranian, Greek, Latin, Baltic,
Slavonic and Tocharian. In the following sections the external morphological relations and
functional parallels of the gerund will be explored in somewhat greater derail.

6.4.A. NURTSTANI (.KAFIR')

The phonetically archaic Nuristani languages, spoken mainly in the river valleys along the
Kuna¡ (and its tibutaries) in the Hindukush mountains, represent an early, if not the
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earliest, Aryan migration from northeastern Iran towa¡d the Indian subcontinent, where

they have converged with the Northwestern Indo-Aryan and Easærn hanian languages (cf.

Morgenstierne 1926,p.69;1929,p. 201; Èdel'man 1963, p. 77; l981,p. 2lff.; 1983, p.

13ff.; Toporov 1966, p. l72ff.: Buddruss 1977; Nelson 1986).

As mentioned ea¡lier (6.1.8, 6.3), almost all Nuristani languages possess reflexes of
the past gerund as it appeared in the $.gveda and the northwestern Pralcits, although the

more isolated dialects do not seem to use them as frequently and widely as the (non-

northwestern) Indo-Aryan languages. E.g. Prasun tsr'12 iç'-l orod'ogo 'seizing his

swold, he struck them', to orod-i wolotsun 'I cannot beat him' (Morgenstierne

1949,p.243); Ashkun ti msë-I agesten 'f ran up' (it. 'having fled I came'; Edelman

1983, p. 103). In particular, the additive-sequential function is then typically expressed by

asyndentic finite clauses in the same way as in most of the Eastern Irariian languages.

Since the Nuristani and northwestern Indo-Aryan gerunds in -ti do not seem to descend

from *-ti which could be compared with the Iranian instn¡mental infinitive in -ti (cf.

Brough 1962,p.117 fn. 1), it is, however, unlikely that a gerund (of the Indo-Aryan type)

existed in proto-Nuristani. The use of va¡ious case forms of tuderivatives as infinitives
(and gerunds) is a pre-$gvedic Indo-Aryan innovation, while Nuristani does not seem to

have (had?) such infinitives. (-tu-infinitives seem, however, to occur in Northeastern

Iranian, possibly as Dardic loans, cf. Shugni -tao < *-tavai; Geiger 1901, p. 309;

Morgenstierne 1938, pp.371,509.) On the the other hand proto-Nuristani may have had

an instn¡mental infrnitive in -yã 1-ya-, corresponding to Avestan -yã and the Sanslsit
gerund n -yel-yr.If the Nuristani gerund in -il-i is a direct reflex of the said infrnitive,

rather than of the Old Indo-Aryan gerund in -yã, it must have been reinterpreted in
accordance with the laner, while at least the dialectal iv-forms would seem to be ancient

Indo-Aryan loans.

6.4.8. IRANIAN

The compounded gerundial fomrs in -(t)yãl-(t)ya have a formal parallel in the rare

Avestan instrumental compound infinitive in -y- < -yt- < *-ia-. Unlike the said gertrndial

forms, the Avestan yã-infinitive is not, however, supplemented by simplex forms from

suppletive stems, such as *-tu- or *-tvl-. Syntactically they form (with their adverbal

dependents) nominal rather than adverbial constituents of the sentence, being obviously

used only in nominal complementation of dã- (middle) 'be intent on doing'. On the other

hand, they are attested only twice: Y 11.17 aibigúryi dai0e vispã humatãëã ...
paiciriëyã dãi9e vlspã duSmatãëã... "Ich nehme mir vor, anzunehmen (eig.
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einzustimmen in) alles was gut gedacht ist, ...2r unterlassen alles, was übel gedacht ist";
vidëvdãt 5.60 nõig zI aåuro mazdù yûr¡h¡yanqm evaretanam (Gen. part.)
paitiricyã daige "denn AhM. ist nicht willens bewegliches Besitztum verkommen zu
lassen" @eichelt 1909, p. 34a g 700; cf. Pobozniak 1965, pp. 145, 169).16

The form and function of these 'infinitives' have been questioned by Benveniste
(1935b, p. nr, according to whom they are to be taken as simple locatives of root nouns
¡ather than as instrumentals of an "unattested type of derivative" Gt y^-,riðya-).
Pointing to the fact that di- is also constn¡ed with the locarive, he concluded that these
constructions can be rendered literally as: "je me liwe à I'adoption, à I'abandon, etc.,'.

It is true that verbal rection is not a stfficient requirement for a nominatly derived form
to be classified as a non-finite form, because not a few plain verbal nouns and adjectives
may govern an accusarive object (cf. Rv ¡l tâtå¡. dhõrtls .there is no injuring him';
Whitney 18E9, p. 9Of.). Equally important criteria for proper infinitival formations are
productiveness, functional specialization and paradigrnatic isolation. Nevertheless, I do not
see how Benveniste's altemative syntactic and formal analysis can be accepted. It is only in
the young Avestan example (V 5.60) that the æction of these forms appears somewhat
ambiguous, while as locatives they would be formally anomalous. Moreover, ya-
derivatives of the assumed type are ancient, occurring also in 'genuine' infinitivat forms in
Gathic Avestan (cf. usyãi 'à proclamer' < *uðyãi < ? {vah uzúiOyõi [= uz+ú_gyaiJ
'pour le sauver', Benveniste 1935b, p. 68; Debrunner 1954 = Ai. Gr. tr:2, p. g31).

Of øucial importance for this etymology is the fact that the said Old Iranian forms
continue in EastErn Mddle kanian (mainly Khotanese Saka 'absolutives' in -i), but then
reinterpreted accorrding to the Indian morphosyntactic model. Alttrough not very frequent,
these forms are mostly used to translate gerunds in Buddhist Sansk¡it texts, e.g. Vajra-
cchedikã herirberi, hatirbiri < *hampãrya 'having filled' (skt. sarir+bh¡-rya),
pajlryi 'having removed' < *apa&,arya (skt. apa+&r-rye), cf. Konow (lg3z,p. 59).

such 'gerunds' a¡e nevenheless not very productive in Khotanese saka, and many
other constructions are used to translate Sansk¡it gerunds, e.g. finite co. and subordinate
clauses, instrumental action nouns and prepositional phrases. In the Bhadracaryãdesane,
the original Sanslcrit version of which contains only a handful of gerunds, all gerundial
constructions correspond to subordinate æmporal clauses or instrumental action noun

16Cf' also young Avestan peiri+e¡re¡ze (Yt. 10.105), interpreted by Bartholomae (19O4, col. gó2) as
an instrumenlal noun "mit den Armen ihn umfassørd", but by Debrunner (l9f = Ai. Gr. II:2, p. zél $64lc) as perhaps a 'gerund' comparable m Skr pry+ipy., then to be read as +ipyr..umfassend-. Thi
enigmatic young Avestan forms ige and rvrege in yï tg.sz,60,63 , which Ëíve raditionally been
pa.ssed over as "sinnlose Fluchworæ" @anholomae 1904, col. 366) or as a..meaningless collection of
words, expressing a curse" @eichelt, Avesa Reader, p. l3l), have been interpreted uy nsani (lgul4s,
g. 67) as 'gerunds' (e.g. Yr. 19.5?: ige ige yegor rùmü rõig r¡g ryrronõ ¡rdri.ebeon"andando cosi son sforzo fino ad esso, non ho conquislato quel rvere¡õJ, cf. skr *i-ryr [pro iwi]
'h3r]lg gone', eve+tye 'having gone down'). Bur oore thai oe sanskit gerund in -1j¡7r is atmosi
wholly resricæd o compounds.
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phrases, e.g.: 59.2 (Plate 55, v3) khu tsva hame sa¿vã¡ir hye udi3ãyi lrait¡Ã'when
go-pASTppLE-NoMSc. be(come)-paes.Ìt4tDDLE-3sG. being+øtttt. good-oøtsc. for sit-rnW-

JSG.'= 'when he has gone (there), he sits for the good of beings', cf. Skt. gttvt
¡isrdati sattvahitãye 'having gone, he sits for the good of the beings'; 66.1 (P. 57, v.

3) khu vyãr4a byudi yinúrh vara ççelil aysi 'when prophecy obtain-

%AST.1qLE-ACCSC. malæ-pneS.-15c. there stAnd-PRÆaPLE.I-NOM.SG.' = ''When I have there

been able þ attain the prophecy', cf. Skt. ryãtaraaarir prz,tilr,bhyt ca tasnin 'And

having obtained the prophecy'; 68.1'2 (P. 57, v.2-3\ bhadpcar;re prraaihfnytuh
hvQlQme jsa I cu nera harirjsãrirdã pgñi ai¡ta m¡si¡tir 'Bhadracaryã-GãN.sa.vow-

GEN.IL. preaching-fromlwithwhich here accunulate-pesr¡pte. merít-¡.toutt. so ûuny' =
'\ilith preaching of vows of the Bhadra-caryã (Good Cou¡se of Life), so many merits that

have been accumulated here', cf. Skt. bhadracaripranidhãîs pachicva yat tuSaladr

ø.xyí sariacitu kirircir 'By having preached Bhad¡acari-vows, what merit that has

accumulated in me' (Asmussen 1961, pp. 34,37,38).
Also the Khotanese Saka forms in -tanu < ¡r'-¡atrarn have occasionally been classified

as 'gerunds' (Bailey 1958, p. 147), but actually they are final infrnitives or supines, e.g.

tvarñdanu csuce 'hc lr¡rent to salute' (Konow 1932, p.59; Benveniste 1935b, p. 105;

Emmerick 1968, p. 119f.).

It has been hypothesized that there was once an instrumental genrnd in *-ti ( -ti-,
which in contamination with -cvá produced the northwestern variant in -tví > -ti (cf.

6.1.8). But there a¡e no reflexes of such an instrumental gerund, although it could be

formally compared with Avestan instrumental infrnitives in -til-ui (cf. Reichelt 1909' p.

343f.).
The laner app€ar also as simplex and form final or instrumental adverbial adjuncts or

complements. Howev€r, the only genuine instrumental infinitive accepted by Benveniste

(1935b, p. 62) is the following:Y 32.11taêcIg nã mõre¡den j7õtän yõi dregvantõ

nazbi3 ðitõi¿ere3 a¡uhiScã a¡hvasëã apa+yei-ti (yan-) raërna¡hõ vaëden
'those deceitful ones who appear in grandeur as lo¡ds and ladies, even they have ruined

this life by stealíng the property of the (true) inheritor' (Insler 1975, pp. 46f.,2O6).

Further comparison might bc made with nominative-accusative and/or insrr¡mental verbal

adverbs such as young Aveslan e+paici+bus-¡i 'without noticing', also paralleled in

Greek verbal adverbs such as Homeric ô+orqr-rí'in floods' (contrast sróY-ônv'in
drops') < sróf o '(let) fall in drops', åv+oTo-tí'unexpectedly' < oíoPot
'believe', etc. (Wackernagell924,p. 288; Bader 1970).

Infinitives and supines derived from ti-stems a¡e not very frequent in Sanskrit (which

favors -cu-), but they are amply reprcsented in Old kanian, Baltic, Slavonic and Celtic

(Brugmann 1906 = Gn¡ndriss2 II:1, p. 429 g 219).In the instrumental case they are

represenred in Vedic Sanskrit mainly by adverbialized forms such as sruç-!í 'willingly in

service' (= 676,67E) and cognate instrumentals, cf. RV 7.l.zlb su+di-ú--- didihi
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"glãnze mit hellem Glanz" @ebrunner 1954= Ai. Gr. II:2, p. 635 $ 470b).
Although most of the modem hanian languages (incl. the Pamir dialects, cf. LSI l0)

seem to lack a category that can be fomrally compared with the Indo-Aryan o¡ modern
Nuristani gerund, they do have a syntactic parallel in the (occasional) use of the
(indeclinable) past participle as an active conjunctive participle, although with mainly
backgrounding or propositionally restrictive function, cf. Modern Persian: wãrid-i utãq
sude glf¿ 'having entered the room he said', ki¿ãbrã ntxãade balaS natun 'without
having read the book, don't enter into dispute!' (Rubincik 1970, p. 831).

Similar uses are met with in Pashto (Coletti 1980, p. 62), the Pamir dialects, and
Baluchi, which then adds the coordinative conjunction o 'and' to the past participle (LSI
10, p. 354). E.g. Pashto ðerðerak dù-nùëei labäre wãwredè dere ptemãnei
wotra 'the cricket, having hea¡d the bee's ralk, repenr€d Fearly' (cf. coleni 1980, p. 62).
The reinterpretation of the past participle in this consruction as active even when formed
from a transitive verb is suggestive of Indo-Aryan or (in some cases) perhaps Altaic or
Bun¡shaski influence. It must, however, be sEessed that even the Eastem Iranian langua-
ges prefer asyndetic clause chains in additive-sequential linkage, e.g. Yidgha lo'yõi de
kye- sa'lãm te¡ 'he entered the house and salaamed', Wakhi 'rõnar riç cebas \reze
'go home and cor¡e back' (Morgenstieme 193E, pp. 168, 511). To the extent that the past
participle often serves as the basis for finite preterital tens€s, some of the above participial
consEuctions may, however, be indistinguishable from finite asyndetic constructions.

6.4.C. TOCHARIAN

The Tocharian 'adverbial participles' (as the functional counterparts of the Indo-Aryan
gerunds will be called here) a¡e formed by adding the ablative orperlative case marker to
what appears to be an isolated substantivized form in -r of the perfect ('preterital')
participle (Sieg & al. 1931, p. 338; windekens t944., pp.100 ff., 294; I(rause 1955, p.
40 fn. 28, p.42 fn.2).t7 E.g. A tatlyus-ur-åç .having heard', tålp-or-ås (abl.),
tãlp-or-- (perl.) 'having amained'; B tetlyaus-or-nerñ (abl.), tatãrn-ar-sa (perl.)
'having taken'.

According to Krause (1952, p. 37) therc is a notable semanric distinction between the
ablative and the perlative adverbial paniciple in the westem Tocha¡ian diatect ('B'), and this
has been confinned by w. Thomas (1960; 1985, p. 102) also for the easrem A-dialect. It
app€ars namely that the perlative adverbial participle expr€sses mainly the manner, means
or cause of an anterior or simulta¡eous action, whereas the ablative adverbial participle

17 According to Pedersen (1941, p.2l3ff.; 1938, p.45f.; 1925,p.42t.) thßundertying srem is nor
really the perfect participle, but an analogically reduplicated deverbal noun in -oúfo)å-r-).
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expresses merely the prior completion of an action (with or without logical implicatures).

Despite the formal paradox, the ablative adverbial paniciple is much morìe conìmonly used

than the perlative adverbial participle in translating the Sansk¡it genrnd, e.g. B 198a5

yñakterir ykuwer-medr : Skt. devãrir gtcva'(on) having gone to the gods'; cf. 81b5

uane brãhmani terciyeti-te yaipor-aedt poñc çar t.o9 ceccalor-s¡ ka lãste
yarke yamtskerir 'then the brahmins having entered Çtaipor-meth) into the palace,

they all paid reverence to the king just by raising (ceccalor-st) thei¡ hands' (W. Thomas

1960, p. 197; K¡ause 1955, p. 4l). When the perlative adverbial paniciple is used to

translate the Sanskrit gerund (e.g. B 304b5 yaipor-se = Skt. pravisya 'having

entered'), this may then be due to a conscious personal effort of the scribe to interpret the

text (cf. W. Thomas 1960, p. 203).

On the other hand, also the ablative adverbial participle is often used to express back-

grounded or propositionally restrictive qualifications. Cf. A 395: ¡¡m kaklyago*âg
cem priyadattes pãcar mdcar cam klop-yo i¡ne crakår 'having heard that,

Priyadatta's father and mother lost thei¡ pr€sence of mind by griefl, tm-¿ç prãmnãñ
priyadatcerir nairtal-çinãs wrã¡cu-yo yãyvrvr-ág mandl-arir ywãrcl-ã
wãnor-ãf cami sepal-yo talte yasi ãrwãr tãtar 'thereupon the brahmins purifîed

Priyadatø with auspicious \ilater, l€d him into the middle of the mal(ala and made

themselves ready to sacriñce him with grease'; B 8lb5: ..,pi3 uwerir atalçålyerir-3cå
nat'ã-yðtae p.p.vctr-merh wesårñ¡-ne-3c '...(and) having flattered the five
(most) skillful pupils in many,nays, (Rudramukha) said to them' (Krause 1955, p. 39ff.).

This functional differentiation of forms can be explained on a semantic basis (abl. vs.

perl./instr. preterital paniciple), but does not conform with the etymology of the Sanskrit

gerund. In view of the many peculiar features in the structure of Tocha¡ian (e.g. the loss of
voiced and aspirated stops and the partly rebuilt sructure of the declensional system),I8 it
is, nevertheless, unlikely that these isolated fomrations, which have Altaic, Uralic and

Tibeto-Bu¡man süuctural parallels, are entirely spontaneous developments.lg

6.4.D. GREEK

The Greek verbal adverbs in - õq, - ônv, - ôov have usually been compared with the

Sanskrit accusative non-past gerund in -am, cf. Od. 4.218 er 6' óvo¡toxùfiínv
Aoyoôy ôvópqfeç ôpíoroue 'and you called aloud mentioning by name the

18 Cf. K¡ause (1951; 1955, p. 35ff.), and for a more critical ¡rss€ssment of tl¡e difficulties involved in
determining and identifying the foreþ influences on Tocharian, W. Thomas (1985, p. l47ff.).
19 Cf. the Finnish ablarive pasr parriciples meaning 'after V-ing' vs. instructive infinitives meaning
'in the manner of/while V-ing': H¡rr toin tuol-ru-r-¡rsr, illei cl¡-e-ss¡-¡s¡'a good dog afær
having died, mean while living', pres-e-! peheste piisin 'by escaping I got out of the bad'
(l{akulinen 1979, p. 576ff.; cf. 6.4.Ð.
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chieftains of tlre Danaans'.

It is generally assurned that these verbal adverbs are peuified 'adverbial accusatives' of
neuter and feminine deverbal (occasionally denominative) stems, the final dental of which
is a generalized extension added to roots ending in a vowel or taken over from roots ending
in -d: -don/-da þlur.) < *-(d-)o-, -dãr < *-da- < *-(d-)ã- (cf. Fraenket 1911,p.225;
Schwyzer 1939,p.626).

But pointing to the paucity of such actual nominal derivatives in Greek, Haas (1956)

has instead argued for a somewhat fa¡-fetched connection with the Sanskrit gerund in -ya
(with d from *bd . ty). Thus he compares e.g.ÈE òvoUorÀriôny in Il. 22.415
nóvrqç 6è Àuróyeue ruÀrvóópevoç xqrò rónpoy lè\ övousxÀñónv
ôvo¡ró¡cov övôpq Ërqoroy 'he beseeched all, groveling in the filth, calling on each
man bylwhile mentioning his name' with Vedic nãna+gçhya.

Against this it may be obsen¿ed that in one third of the cases in Homer these verbal
adverbs are simplex, and they correspond forn.:ally and semantically more closely to the
(mostly compounded) Sanslait genrnd in -am, cf. aãma+grãhan 'taking/menúoning the
name'. The morphologicat isolation of these verbal adverbs is not a problem, if it is
assigaed to their early functional specialization, cf. the paucity of post-$gvedic nominal
su-derivatives @enou 1937, p. 1lff.)

According to Haas, these verbal adverbs are not, however, always expressive of
attendant circumstances or concomirant action, cf. fl,. 1.292 ròv õ' öp' úno0ltú6nv
rìUeíBero ôîoç 'AXtÀÀeúç "ihm fiel Achilleus in die Rede und anrwortete" (Haas
1956, p. 135). Temporal indifference might be at hand also in cases like od,. lz.3gz
veíreov öÀÀo9ev öÀÀov ê¡tora6óv "ich rügte sie, wobei ich von einem zum
andern trat" (ibid.),lit. 'I upbraided [them], coming/having come up to €ach in turn' (cf.
13.54.), od. l0.l72ff ....ôvéyerpa 6' êrcípous | ¡rerÀuyíorç ènéeoor
napooraíòv öv6ga ëxoorov '...and I hea¡tened my comrades with gentle words,
coming/having come up ro each man in tum'; cf. also Aristophanes, plutus 646 rl¡ ç
üyoOò qv^Iú86nv iÍnovró oou çépo "ich habe alles zusammengerragen und
bringe es dit''(Haas 1956, p. lal).

Unlike the Sanskrit past gerund, these verbal adve¡bs have nevertheless remained
basically non-preterital or temporally unma¡ked and operationally constrained. In one case
the verbal adverb seems to be ellþtically in the scope of a negative main clause, but this
could also be explained by instmmental implicature:

(737) rL t5.22
Àûoor ô' oúr èôúvqvro napøoraöóv
"they could not come nea¡ and get (you) loose"(Hock 1984, p. 96)
"howbeir they availed not to draw nigh and loose rhee" (Murray 1952, p. 109)
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Haas (1956, p. 13O aryued for a preterital and operationally dependent int€rpretation of the
verbal adverb here, but his translation shows the possibility of a purely 'insm¡mental'
interpretation: "durch hin-zutreten konnten die Götær sie doch nicht befreien: vielmeh¡
mussten sie erst hin-zutreten, um sie loszubinden, und die erste dieser Handlungen war
ihnen unmöglich."

According to Haas' ú*ty, the Greek verbal adverb which would show the greatest

formal correspondence with the Sansk¡it gerund in -ye is the one in -õ0, but this is
conspicuously absent in the triad (except when simplex), being, however, rather common
in the Odyssey. Haas compared the form in -ôny with the$gvedic variantin -yã,
explaining the final nasal by analogy with othe¡ adverbs or adve¡bial accusatives in -n, but
even - õny is ra¡er (except when simplex) than -ôoy in the Itiad and Odyssey.

Hence, the only convincing structual and functional parallel is that between the Greek
deverbaVdenominative adverb in -ôov (once also -ou) and the Sanskrit non-p¡tst gerund

in -am, cf. Il. 4.529 à,fXípoÀov õÉ oi fr)rge 'and he went up to him coming near'.

6.4.8. LATIN

An independent rnorphological parallel o the gerund in -w¡ may be at hand in the (instru-

mental) ablative of the Latin supine in -ct (cf. Wackernagel 1920, p. 280). But unlike the

Latin supine, the Sanskrit gerund is seldom, and neve¡ in early texts, used as an instn¡-
mental or nominal complement of a verb or an adjective in constructions like [ita,) dictu
opus esc 'it is necessary to speak thus' (Terentius, Heautontimorumenos 941, quoted

from Wackemagel ibid.; cf. Haudry 1979, p. E6). Even when the supine expresses a

temporal or instn¡mental qualification, it corrcsponds better to an ablative or instn¡mental

tenseless infinitive:

(738) Cato, De Agd Cultu¡a 5.5 (cf. ex. 101)

Primus cu,bicu lrurgat, postremus cubicum ea¿

"er soll als der Erste von allen vom Liegen aufstehen und als der Letne zu Bette
gehen" (Wackernagel 1920, p.280)

(739) Plautus, Amphitruo þrologus) 109

...ec gravida¡n feci¿ is ea¡n cor¡pressu suo

'...and he made her prcgnant (\'ith/by) lying with her' (cf. Hock 1984, p.96)

It has been customary to compare the Sanslait gerund also with peuified unproductive

ablatives of (defective) deverbal action nouns in *-tu-, which lack temporal differentiation,
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e.g. iussü 'by order', i¡iussõ 'against order', adve¡¡ü 'at/on a¡rival', {lsçs5s[ 'at/gn

departing', silnrtu (< *-ei-) going together: simultaneously', cf. Skt. sam+i+itya
'[having come] together' (Wackernagel 1924, p. 2EE).

Even the Latin dative supine -tu-i has sometimes been compared with the Sanskrit

gerund, cf. Plautus, Bacchides 62 istaec tepida sun! tnenoratui (lVackernagel 1920,

p. 280), but the former corresponds morphologically and syntâctically to the Vedic dative

infinitive in -t¿vai rather than o the gerund in -wã. The va¡ious cases of the Iatin supine,

which lacks suppletion, are therefore synchronically on a par with the Indo-Aryan

infinitives in -tun, etc. ratherthan with the gerund.

As pointed out alrcady by Bopp (cf. 1.5.8), there is a grcater functional correspondence

between the Sanslcrit gemnd and the ablative of the Latin gerund (-ndo) as expressing

means, cause or (secondarily) an attendant circumstance (competing with the present

participle). E.g. C-orpus lnscriptionum Latinarum L125,5 (Col. Rosn) Macel[amque
opidom p]ucaandod cepe¿; Tacitus, Annales 15.69 ¡rihil netuers a¡ dissinulaodo
metu 'fearing nothing or pretending not to fear'. (For the semantic and syntactic

development of the Latin gerund, cf. Wackernagel 1920, p.276ff.: Aalto 1949, p. 65ff.;
Risch 1984, pp. 95f., 100f.) Simila¡ functions are also ascribed to the (Old and Modem)
Armenian instn¡mental infinitive (cf. Jensen 1959, $ 482; Haudry 1970, p. 45). But, of
course, the L¿tin gerund is based on an entirely different stem2O and may not be used in the

ablative with preærital sense or additive-sequential value.

6.4.F. BALTIC AND SLAVOMC

Adverbially used instrumentals and verbal adverbs derived from verbal nouns are found in
Baltic (Zubaty 1894, p. 119ff.; Endzelin l9?2, p.473f.; Senn 1966, p. 432 $ 972), and,
mainly as cognate instrumentals, in some Slavonic languages (Liukkonen 1974)- Cf-
Iættish:'Welme 1.1.23 pèlda pèldét"schwimmend schwimmen" (Zubaty 1894, p. 126).

(7¿10) Ausrums V 15

tad ¡ri Sis puskurtelis bija vél cápat seå'ru nùtùpts
"nachdem auch dieses Halbviertelchen noch ebenso im Stehen (stehends)

abgethan worden" (Zubaty 1894, p. 119f; cf. Endzelin l9?2,p.473f.)

20 The Iatin gerund is etymologically and functionally connecred with the gerundive, but tbe question of
the diachronic priority of tlrcse categories has been thc subject of much controversy. Although the maüer
has little consequøtce for the Sanskrit genrnd (which cannot be dcrived from the non-suppletive gerun-
dives in -(r)ye- and -we-), it may be noæd that Riæh (1984), while arguing agains i.a. Aalto (194.9),
has defended the theory tl¡a¡ the diathetically neutral gerund is a substantivization of the mediopassive
genndive in -ndo' < t-¡no- (reinærpreæd on the basis of impersonal absolute participial consEuctions
like scrib eado/scribundo rdf¡ere/rrfuere = T o ! y p o rp oU e y o¡ r).
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Zubaty (ibid.) thought that these fomrations are etymologically related to the Aryan non-
past gerund in -rm, which he therefore reconstructed as *-ãrn, i.e. the disputed (or mainly
Balto-Slavonic) instrumental in *-ã-m of an ã-stem. In terms of case inflection they could
be compared with the gerunds in -svâ and -(t)yi, but they contrast semantically by having
the expected non-preterital modal-instrumental sense.

Apart from such verbal adverbs or adverbially used instrumental action nouns, most
Slavonic and Baltic languages possess peuifred nominative present and past participles
used as 'gerunds' or 'adverbial paniciples' of the present and past, e.g. Old Russian reta
'while saying', pomoljac' 'having prayed' (Kiparsky 1967, pp. 24Of., 248f.;
Issatschenko 1983, p. 399f.; cf. Gâte¡s 1977, p. 14lff.; Eiche 1983).21

6.4.G. INDO-ET.JROPEAN BACKGROUND OF THE GERUND

Although many of the Indo-European formational or structural analogues of the Indo-
Aryan gerunds may be quiæ ancient in ttreir rcspective suÞbrranches, it is clea¡ that none of
them can as such be reconstructed to primitive Indo-European. In fact, as far as I am
awâre, Old Gennanic, C-eltic and Hinite have nothing ürat can be morphosyntactically com-
pared with the Old Indo-Aryan gerunds in terms of peuified oblique deverbal action nouns
recategorized as verbal adverbs or 'modal infinitives', while the diverse Armenian,
Slavonic, Baltic and even Latin 'gerundial' fonnations are comparatively recent deveþ-
mens (especially when based on participial or adjectival forms). It seems that there are

nowhere any 'genuine' verbal adverbs, i.e. adverbs derived from the r@t or verbal stems
by specifically adverbial suf;ñxes and having verbalre.ction.

The primary syntactic function of Indo-European infinitival formations seems to have
been that of complementing verbs of motion (later also wish, intent, ability, etc.) by
exprcssing purpose or goal (as associated mainly with the accusative and dative cases). It
has been suggestei that a similarly ancient function was that of exprcssing concomitant
action or attendant circumstances, as associated mainly with the instrumental and/or
accusative cases (Gippert 1978). The generalized function offorming a clausal subject or
object (originally expressed by finite correlative or asyndetic sructur€s, cf. Holland 1984)

would then be secondary developments, mostly associated with incteased formal
assimilation of the infinitive into the finite verbal paradigm (cf. Jeffers 1972).

It may hence seem like a paradox that the most ancient functions a¡e often handled by
'recent' innovations (cf. the Vedic -tu-infinitives and Latin supine) with partly nominal

2l Note that the Slavonic adverbial present parriciples have ¡elative pas, tense when formed from
perfective verbs (ibid.). In the case of the Sanskrit gerund, it was seen that the aspect of the verb has
only sæondary inlluence on the relative lense of the gerund (cf .2.3.8,3.2,3.3)-
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character, while some of tt¡e less productive infinitives (cf. Vedic -dhyai, -sani, -ase)

are acn¡ally the ones that have the widest disuibution in Indo-European, appearing often in
'secondary' infinitival functions and assimilated into the finiæ verbal system. This state of
affairs may be explained by assuming several chronological strata in the formation and

functional development of inñnitives (Jeffen 1972).

\ilhile the Old Indo-Aryan and Avestan infinitives have noq despite many fomral inno-
vations, developed far beyond the morphosyntactically "nominal" stage (as also seen in
their imperfect exprcssion of finite verbal categories such as tense, voice and mood),

ancient Greek, Latin and the modern Gemranic languages developed a purely "verbal"
system of 'proper infinitives' side by side with a formally largely renewed "nominal"
system ofinfinitives or 'supines' (cf. Gippert 1978).

Although we cannot reconsruct any one speciñc infinitival fomration to proto-Indo-
European, the very process or model of infinitivization', i.e. paradigmatic isolation and

recategorization of va¡ious case forms of nominal derivatives as more or less integrated
parts of the (non-finite) verbal paradigm, is thus an extremely ancient22 and recurrent
phenomenon throughout the history ofthe Indo-European languages.

The system of 'verbal adverbs' or'modal infinitives' (exprcssing concomitant action or
attendant circum$ances) is closely linked witlÌ this process, although the underlying stems

or paradigms as well as cases tend to differ from those of the productive infinitival
formations, cf. the Greek ve¡bal adverbs in - ôov, -Tu, etc., the Classicat Latin ablative
gerund in -¡do (as expressing ûìanner or circumstance), and the Indo-Iranian compound
instrumental infinitive in *-(t)yã, which was recategorized as a (productive) past verbal
adverbÂndeclinable conjunctive participle in proo-IndeAryan and (hence) formally com-
plemented with a simplex allornorph (-rvá) from the emerging paradigm of -tu-infinitives
(which are paralleled in I¡anian only by purely nominal formations). Thus the recatego-

rization of the gerund is hisorically linked with the enrcrging of ¡he -cu-infinitives.
However, 'verbal adverbs' do not appear as productive in any ofthe other subbranches

(except in late l-atin), while in Indo-Aryan they are so only by virtue of having received a
new function. Evidently, verbal adverbs did not play a crucial role in the expression of
concomitant action or anendant ci¡cumstânces on the clause level in early Indo-European.

In this function we find instead mainly asyndetic clauses and conjunctive participles.23

22Cf. Brugmann 1906 = Grundrisf n:t, p. 638f.: Sy'ackernagel 1920,p.2571f.
I Conjunctive and non-restrictive atriburive paniciples, especially of the present, expressing
coocomiÞnt action or anendan¡ circumsunces are found in all ancient Indo-European languages, though
lheir use seems to have been most profuse in Classical Greek and Latin (cf. Delhrück 1879, p. f25:
Stolz & Schmalz 1928, p.602ff.; \Vackernagel 1920,p.282ff.; Schwyzer 1950, p. 385ff.; Chanraine
1953, p 3l9ff.; Humbert 1972,pp. l27ff., l70ff.). In medieval I¿tin the conjunctive prcsent participle
rose to a more prominent position in additive-sequential linkage (Tidner 1982, p. 214), but was
operationally more oonstra¡ne¡ than e.g. tbe Sanskrit genrnd. As for the absoluæ participial construction,
it can be traced ûo backgroundd nominal incorporated sentences, being originally rest¡icted to
nominative, rather tt¡an insrumenøl (as argued by Aalto 1979) or locative absoluæs (cf. Holtand 198Q.
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In panicular, none of the ancient Indo-European languageshad preterital verbal

adverbs, the functions of which could be performed by absoluæ and conjunctive paniciples

and finite coordinate or dependent clauses. Thus the Indo-Aryan past gerund corresponds

functionally to a conjunctive or absolute preterital participle or a finite coordinate clause

rather than to an oblique action noun orverbal adverb in Indo'European at large. Its closest

functional parallel (apart from the Tocha¡ian adverbial pa:riciple) is the Greek aorist

paniciple (and the corresponding Old Church Slavonic preterital participþ, which unlike

the verbal adverbs may be used with dependence on the mood of the main verb in additive-

sequential linkage (cf. Ru2iëka 1963, p. 78ff.):

(741) Luke 17.14 (cf.5.14; Mark 1.44; Matthew 8.4)

¡opev?évreç ènrôÉrÈqre èo0roùç
'Go and show yourselves to...'

(742) Luke 14.10

nopevîeiç ôvóneoe eiç ròv äolcrov rónov
'Go and settle dov,¡n on the last place!'

Cf. Latin ...yade, recumbe...'... go, settle down...'

In Homeric Greek this sort of 'modal transfer' is mainly rcsricted to the present or aorist

participle of verbs of motion (e.g. Od. 2.288 åÀÀù où pèv npòç õópo¡' íàv
!.rvnorñporv ö¡ríÀer 'but go you now to the house and join the company of the

wooers'). Of cou¡se, the panicipial clause may also be propositionally restrictive or pre-

supposed, in which cases the rnood does not carry over elliptically:

QaÐ b¡ke22.32
roi oú ¡o¡e é¡tsrpévqç orúptoov roùç ôôeÀeoùç oou

'And upon some time returning, strengthen your brothen!'

It appears now that the Indo-Aryan gerunds are distinguished from their Indo-European

functional count€rparts by distinctive featu¡es on all linguistic levels: morphology, syntax,

semantics, and pragmatics. In addition, they are typologically aberrant in Indo-European,

since they are temporally differentiated (mainly) on the basis of a reinterpretation of the

opposition between the accusative and insm¡mental cas€s. By this set of c¡iteria it is
obviously impossibte to reconstn¡ct such a system of'verbal adverbs' to any early form of
Indo-Euopean.

A somewhat different view has been taken by Hock (1984, p. 96f.), who compales the

Sanskrit genrnds with Indo-European adpositional or nominal phrases as found also in
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Hittite, Armenian and Celtic. But the latter formations ar€ pu€ly nominal or even phrasal.

Thus, for example, Avestan prepositional phrases headed by pasca (e.g. Yt. 10.133

pasca jaiaci daëvaa¿m... 'after the smiting of the evil gods...') can be etymologically
compared only with post- or prepositional phrases in Sansk¡it (cf. 5.1.M). Similarly,
locative verbal nouns used as temporal-circumstantial adjuncts are coûrmon in ancient
Indo-European languages (cf. Holland 198ó, p. 190), but only if syntactically recate-
gorized as verbal adverbs (with verbal rection) could they be compared with the Indo-
Aryan gerunds.

6.4.H. PREHISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT ON TITE INDO.ARYAN GERUNI)

Even if one could reconstruct some of the Indo-Aryan gerundial formations to at least
proto-Indo-Iranian (the chief candidates being -y^ < -ya- and -am), it would not be
possible to account for their temporal differentiation in þre-$gvedic) krdo-Aryan. There is
no Indo-Iranian, let alone Indo-European, basis for a spontaneous development of ttre pre-
dominantly past relative tense (and additive-sequential function) of primary instrumental
action nouns.

It is true that deverbal action and agent nouns are temporally unmarked (cf. root nouns
like v.rtra+ûea- 'one who killsÍras killed ¡/illkill Vgtra'; Biese 1945, p.lZ), but there is a
long way to predominantþ past relative tense (as established already in the B.gveda) from
temporal or aspectual irdifference. This long way has been tr¿versed in arema¡kably short
time, especially if we assign it to the specifically Bgvedic dialects, considering the rather
close (or secondary) dialectal unity between the (early) $gveda and the Avesra, cf. I > r in
most of l¡anian and eady Bgvedic, but not in Nuristani nor in eastern old Indo-Aryan.

It is well-known that old Indo-Aryan was far from a homogeneous language. Even the

!.gveda contains phonological and morphological variants belonging to diverse dialects and
periods, while some of the most a¡chaic variants are actually attested only in the post-

$gvedic language (Renou 1957, p.7ff.; Emeneau 1966; Gonda 1971, p. l7ff.; Burrow
1973, pp. 45ff., 95; Deshpande 1978). This is consistenr with the archeologically
established fact that the Aryan migration to India suned alrcady in the beginning of the first
half of the second millennium B.C. (Allchin & Allchin 1968, p. 149; Jarrige 1987), while
the ea¡liest hymns of the $gveda were composed probably only after the middle of the
second millennium by a later wave of immigrants, as suggested by certain late Indo-I¡anian
cultural (e.g. the soma-cult) and linguistic featu¡es (e.g. t > r, see above; -nas '1. pl. act.
prim.' > -m¿si; -is 'nom. pl. them.' > -ãsas) of the $ryeda (cf. Parpola 1974, p. 96ff.;
1983, p. 42tr.).Íthas been hypothesized on archeological, cultural historical and linguistic
grounds that the Dãsas, the chief opponents of the B.ryedic Aryans, were speakers of such
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pre-Bgvedic (Indo-)Aryan dialects (cf. parpola 19g3, lggz). Inasmuch as the g.gvedic
Aryans were probably first directly confronted with such pre-Bgvedic A4rans, any non-
Aryan linguistic influence at this stage must therefore have spread as dialect loans from the
pre-Rgvedic dialocts into the Bgvedic dialec(s).

There a¡e several reasons to assign the syntactico-semantic development of the past
gerund (incl the developnent of the suppletive simplex cvã-form which was necessary for
the subsystem to be complete) to the more easterly or peripheral non-$gvedic Indo-Aryan
dialects. These dialects display certain innovations, e.g. retroflexion ofdental stops after
liquids (cf. Deshpande 1928, see 6.5.A) and the (predilection for) originally mostly
simplex -m-infrnitives (esp. -tun, which has, as it seems, independent parallels in Baltic,
Slavonic and Latin; cf. Renou lg31|l.?A

The fact that the gerund in -¡vá (like the Bgvedic nominal ru-sæms) resists composition
more strongly than the infinitives from -tu- (or even the rva-stems), although gradually
losing much of this aversion @enou 1937, p.20f.), shows that the past gerund emerged
as a distinct morphosyntactic category at quite an eady stage, in morphosyntactic dis-
association from the emerging -tu-infinitives. This is also confimred by the strictly verbal
rection of the gerund, as against the frequent nominal rection of most of the -tu-inñnitives
in the $gveda (cf. Renou 1937,p.24ff.). on the other hand, it is hardly a merely internal
chronological development that the increased use of the gerund in the post-$gvedic
language is paralleled by increased use of the infinitive in -tum, and that the gerund is less
coûlmon in the Kãthakasarhhitã (of the northwest) than in the more easterly and southern
recensions of the Yajurveda, i.e. Taittfuiya- and Maitrayani-sa¡nhia (for the original areas
of the Vedic schools, cf. Witzel 1982, 19EZ).

The hypothesis that the past genrnd of the Bgveda is an easern or peripheral dialect
loary'featu¡e would also be in harmony \r,ith th€ fact that the B.gvedic va¡iant in -tví, which
is evidently an innovation based on -rvi, is confined to the (norttr)west (cf. 6.1.8), and
that the relative frequency of the gerund shows remarkable anach¡onisms in most of the
!.gveda (cf.2.2.A\. Moreover, it would explain why there are hardly any faces of the
original 'non-preterital' ortemporally unmarked modal-instrum€ntal value of the gerund in
the early Bgveda (cf. 3.2). on the other hand, the two cognate and two final gerunds in the
Atharvaveda could principally be syntactic a¡chaisms (stemming from the older, pre-
Bgvedic dialects), especially because they no longer reprcsent productive constructions
even during the eady Vedic stage. Non-preterital gerunds do occur in Epic and Classical
Sansl¡it and especially in Pali and later Indo-Aryan, but they a¡e more productive and
syntactically of a different type than ttre said Atharvavedic constn¡ctions.

It is well-known that the syntactico-semantic and morphological development that led to
the category of the past gerund occuned in a linguistic area which is cha¡acterized by

]a feffen Q972, p. l00ff.) has argued that tt¡e Sa¡rslait inñnitive in -rum is rhe resutt of secondary
inærdialectal inflrænce wilhin Indo-European afær the Indo-Iranian st4ge, but this is, after all, unlikely.
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stn¡cturally and syntactically more or less analogous categories, some of which are quite

ancient in their respective families. But if this development is due to a non-Aryan sub- or
adstratum, one should expect there to be other early linguistic influences from the same

sou¡ce, in particular lexical loans. Although smrctual borrowing presupposes lexical
borrowing, these processes need not, however, be commensurate: several cases have been

reported where there has been consid€rable structural borrowing without large-scale lexical
borrowing (cf. Weinreich 1968; Wein¡eich & al. 1968; Moravcsik 197Ea, p. 107f.). This
is amply illustrated even in the modern Indian context (Gumperz & \I/ilson 1979;

Krishnamurti & al. 1986).

In cases of str¡ctu¡al borrowing, it has also been observed that "the ease of adoption of
outside feanues depends on the degree of va¡iation admined in the respective component of
a language" (Winter 1973, p. 1zl4). It follows that "syntax is particularly amenable to
change where a variety of synonymous expressions is found in a language anyhow (i.e. in
major constructions), but on the other hand be relatively stable where certain configurations
have no intralinguistic competitors (as would be the case in very many phrasal con-

structions)" (ibid"). On the other hand, once the loan or calque has been established in one

dialect, it is easily ransferred to other dialects of the same language, sinc€ "there is [within
a languagel no limitation on the patterns and features transferred, lwhile] the impact of
outside languages va¡ies considerably depending on the component ('level') of language

involved" (Winter 197 3, p. 146; cf. Anttila 197 2, p. I 69ff.).
These general observations have particular bearing on the present issue: the syntactico

semantic reinterpretation of the prehistorical past gerund did not affect any linguistic
segment or immediate syntactic environment of the formation (excepting possibly the
development of the suppletive simplex form, which nevenheless may have antedated the

semantic change and which was based on inherited morphological maærial). Neither did it
introduce a new semantic distinction or even a new con$ruction into the system of clause
linkage. Hence it was liable to escape rectification er¡en in the 'literary' language, especially
since it simplified a more cumbersome expression, i.e. the adnominal reduplicated perfect
paniciple, and reduced corcferential and temporal ambiguity in topic-continuous additive-
sequential linkage, which until then had been mainly in the hands of frnite clause chains.
By contrast, any change that might have influenced a morphemic or phonological segment
or tight morphosyntactic subsystem of the language, would have been more strongly
resisted under the circumstances.

Although the theory ttrat the syntactico-semantic reinterpretation of the gerund was due
to an Indian suÞ or adsuatum (most probably Dravidian) is quite otd and in some fomr or
other accepted by many schola¡s, the identiñcation of this suÞ or adstranrm is made ex-
cecdingly difficult by the obscurity and considerable complexity of the linguistic prehistory
of the Indian subcontinent.
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Since the deveþment of a category corresponding morphosyntactically to the Indo-
Aryan past gerund did not occur in Old hanian (cf. 6.4.8), $,e may at least conclude that
this sub- or adstratum wÍß not a language (goup) whose contact with Indo-Aryan was

confined to the common Indo-Iranian period. This would a priori exclude e.g. Finno-
Ugris2s influence, although we fînd highly productive (genitive-)instrumental verbal
adverbs with mod¿l-instumental and (especially in Permic) additive(-sequential) or'copu-
lative' function in most of the Finno-Ugric26 and, some of the Samoyed languages
(Hakulinen 1978, p. 575ff.; Collinder 1957; Fokos-Fuchs l95E; Künnap 1971,p.152l'
Ba¡tens 1979; Janhunen 1982, pp. 33f., 38t.¡.zt

Unless it is because both instrumental gerunds and retroflex systems have had wider
and rnore complex a¡eal implications in the western parts of C-ennal Asia at the time, it must
then also be a mere coincidence that at least a voiceless retroflex sibilant has been

reconstructed to proto-Finno-Ugric (cf. Janhunen 1982, p. 24). Retroflex cerebralizing
voiceless sibilants, which were alþhonically voiced and then lost with the general loss of
voiced sibilants in Indo-Aryan, a¡e considered to have been pivotal in the pre-S.gvedic

development and spread of retroflexion in the so called r¡¿*i-context (e.g. PIE *dvis-to-

> IIr. *dviS¡a- > OIA dvista- 'hated'; PIE *ni+zd-o- > IIr. *¡iZda- > pre-IA *îi14a'-

> OIA ai{a- 'nest'; see below).
Since both the past gerund and the retroflex system appear fully established already in

the !.gveda, their emergence must have been pre-$gvedic and perhaps due to the same

nonhwestem suÞ or adstratum. It is the¡efore important to deal with these features in
relation to each other. The major problem is that apart ftom a vague þost)alveolar or
prepalatal affricaæ/fücative *c (and its dental, palatal and occasional retroflex reflexes) in
Dravidian, retroflex sibilants are conspicuously absent in the non-Aryan languages ofthe
Indian subcontinent. An exception may be the nonhwestern isolate Bunrshaski, where,

25 For Finno-Ugric influence on Qndo)Iranian, see Joki (l%2, 1973,p. 373); cf. also Rédei (1936)

on more recent lexical explorations in Indo-European-Uralic contacts.
26 Due to the loss of the Uralic geoitive(-instrumental) case affrx *-rr in Ugric and Permic (cf.
Majtinskaja 1974,p.238), the¡e ca¡¡ be no (inheriæd) instrumental genrnds in ûese subgroups. In fact,
the Hungarian 'modal gerunds' (-v¡l-vé, -v&/-véa) go back o lative and lative + superessive case
forms of the (imperfective) agent nounþøticiple (cf. Majtinskaja 1976,p.400; Papp 1968, p.212f0.
The instrumental 'modal<opulative' gerunds of Permic Votyak and Ziryene and (perhaps) Ugric Vogul
must lhen be innovations inspircd by the surrouoding Turtic or Finnic languages.
27 Fron an areal linguistic and typological point of view i¡ is noteworthy that e.g. Old Tukish and

Uigur had perfecúve/non-durative gerunds formed by instrumental (possibly also ablative) case afñxæ
from verbal nouns or perfective verb stems, while also the bare perfective stem (underþing Turtish -p <
.-brf-bi; Ramsædt 1952, p. 132; Brockelmann 1954. p. U2î.) served as an originally operationally
non-inægraæd modal-copulative gemnd (Schulz 1978, p. 128; cf. Jansþ 1954, p. l07ff.; I¡wis 1967,
p. l77ff..). Similarly, many of the Tibeo-Burman languages posses modal-copulative gerunds formed
from (de)verbal stems by means of eqpecially ablative and instrumental postpositions (cf. 6.7), while
even lhe Tocha¡ian adverbial participles are formed by adding ablative or perlative/instrumenlal case
markers o the subståntivizod perfect paniciple (cf. also the Finnish partitive (< ablative) past participle
used as a æmporal quasiclause exprcssing a completed action, æe 6,4,C).
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however, (part of) the retroflex series seems to be recent and phonetically þost)alveolar
rather than retroflex, as is (or has been) the typical case with the ¡et¡oflex systems of the

Nuristani, Da¡dic and Eastern Iranian languages (cf. Grierson l924:Morgenstierne 1926,

p. 41; Morgenstierne in Lorimer 1935a, p. XXItr; l.orimer 1935a, p. 5).

6.5. POSSIBLE DRAVIDIAN INFLUENCES ON R.GVEDIC SANSKRIT

The Dravidian languages are now spoken mainly in South India (incl. the adjacent islands)

and by small scattered populations in certain mountainoous a¡eas in central and northeastern

India and western Pakistan, southeastern Afghanistan and Southern Turkmenia (cf.

Andronov 1980, p. 15).

The geographically extemely wide but remarkably scanered distribution and generally

\r,estem and central Asian typological affiliations of the Dravidian languages do not lend

suppon to the hypothesis that the Dravidians settled in India from the south or east.

Though not necessa¡ily the only ethnic element in this a¡ea, Dravidian speakers probably

occupied at the time of the Indo-Aryan conquest a much larger territory in North and

Cencal India. The displacement of the North Dravidian languages by Indo-Aryan
languages has been slow and incompleæ, being in some casês hampered by envi¡onmental
or sociolinguistic isolation or extensive bilingualism in peripheral language contact ateas
(cf. Southworttr 1974; Gumperz & V/ilson 1971).

The isolated Brahui spoken by nomadic peoples in the highlands of Baluchistan and

Sind in westem Pakistan and adjacent rcgions in the neighbouring countries to the west and

north, is usually linked with North Dravidian Malto and Kun¡kh, though according to
Andronov (1980, p. lSff.) it is lexically and phonetically rather uniquely opposed to all ttre
other Dravidian languages. But even if Brahui should not turn out to be the fi¡st relic-like
offshoot of Dravidian, which according to Emeneau (1962, pp.62-7|, ft. l0) is repre-
sented by the central group Kui-Kuvi (in Orissa), it does not follow that it has moved from
the same secluded a¡ea which is now occupied by the latær Soup. As observed by several

schola¡s in the past, it would indeed, V prima facde improbable that a tribal non-Aryan
language such as Brahui could have made its lvay so far up to the specifically (and from
ancient times almost exclusively) Indo-Aryan nonh(west) from an original southern or
central Indian position, when the general tendency is for the northern non-Aryan languages

to be absorbed or recede towa¡ds the south and east, unless protected envi¡onmentally or
by bilingualism.

The presence of Brahui in the Indus Valley has been used as a major argument for the
hlpothesis that the adminisuative language of the Indus City Civilization (appr. 260G1800
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B.C.) was Dravidian. Recently more and more compelling evidence in this direction has

been brought to lighr Especially significant a¡e ttre early Dravidian loanwords for cultural
products that can be traced back to the Indus Civilization. E.g. the [.ate Harappan type of
fireplace consisting of th¡ee supporting stones is known in the Indo-Aryan languages under
(pa¡tly reinterpreted) Dravidian nam€s (Sanslsit and Pralsit (cþlli-, cf. proto-Dravidian
*cull-V 'fireplace, heårth' DEDR 2857; Pa¡pola 1985, p. 56ff., E4ff.).28

An even stronger indication of the (partly) 'Dravidian identity' of the Indus Civilization
is the Dravidian word for sesame (imported from the Indus Valley) in Mesopotamia, cf.
Akkadian ellu/älu'sesame oil; pure', to be compared with Tarnil el,e4'Sesamum
índicum', Malayalam el(lu) 'sesame', Kannada el(lu) 'Sesarnutn indicun', Kodagu ellr
'gingly seed', Tulu e?me 'gingily oil seed' (DED 726; Bedigian 19E5, p. 163, 165).

Simo Parpola (personal communication) has pointed out that this word must have been

borrowed through Sumerian (ilu/ili), attested already in a lexical text from Ebla around
2400 B.C.), and this makes is appearance in Mesopotamia coincide with the heyday of the

Indus civilization (for the Sumerian textual reference, see Ciril 1982, pp. 4, t4').

It has also been suggested that the name for the Indus Civilization in Sumerian

cuneiform sources, Melu!!a, derives from Dravidian, cf. proto-Dravidian *Mël-atam
'High country', which word would then also underly Sanskrit ¡nlecch¡l- 'savage who
speaks (Sanslcrit) barbariously' and Pral¡it milattha- (Parpola & Parpola 1975; Pa¡pola

1974,p.93 fn. 3; cf., however, also the suggested IE etymology *mlais-sko- > Cymric
bloesg, Latin bleesus; see Liebich 1936). $imil¿¡[y, the toponyms Magan and Malaan
may go back to Dravidian makag 'son, man, people' (Hansman 1973, p.568 fn. 9l;
Parpola & Parpola, ibid.).

The most compelling piece of evidence would neverúrcless be the Dravidian identity of
the language underlying the Indus (Ha¡appan) script. The only promising attempts (e.g.

Parpola 1975; 1986) to decipher some of the Indus characters ale, in fact, based on this

assumption, though none of these attempts has met with universal approval due to the
fragmentary and - in the absence of bilingual texts or larger material - necessarily

unverifiable character of the proposed interpretations (cf. Zvelebil 1970, p. l94ff.).
Although this does not prove the said hypothesis, recent computational studies of the

formal structure of the script show that the underlying language was specifically of the

agglutinative and left-branching type (Koskenniemi 1980), which typology would fit
Dravidian (and Elamite, which may be a distant relative, cf. Vorob'ev-Desjatovskij 1956,

p. lO0f.; McAlpin 1979), but not equally well (Old) Indo-Aryan, let alone Munda,

Burushaski or (early) Tibeto-Burman.

In view of the enormous expanse and cultural homogeneity of the Indus Civiliz¿tion,

28 For furtlrer possible cultural-linguistic evidence, €.g. ti¡¡¡¡'l- 'divi¡re musician' < *'harp' < Drav.
*ti¡+¡rn¡¡ '(musical insrument) with a resounding string' > Old Babylonian *Li"oairon 'lyre',
etc., cf. Papola (1983, p. 57ff.; 1986, p. ll9).
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this assumption would imply that Dravidian was spoken over a vast territory centering
a¡ound the Indus Valtey at the time of the Indo-Aryan wave-like invasion(s) in the
beginning of the second millennium B.C.

One would then expect mutual linguistic traces of the inevitable contact of these peoples
from an early period. Because of the absence of North Dravidian literary sources, such
linguistic contact is first demonstrated on the Dravidian side only in the comparatively
recent Old Tamil literature (from the second or thi¡d cenrury B.C.). On the other hand,
Indo-Aryan influence has been found at all levels in the modern Dravidian languages (fora
concise assessment, see Sridhar 1981).29 On the Indo-A¡yan side, the first possible
indications of Dravidian influence a¡e met with in the much ea¡lier Vedic (though mainly
post-Sadrhitäic) literanre (cf.'Burrow 1973,p.33ltr). Of particular interest a¡e the North
Dravidian loanwords having an (optional) initial laryngeal reflecting a subphonemic glonal
stop absent in south D¡avidian (e.g. cl. skt. eda- 'goar', cf. Brahui hèc .she-goat', DED
4229; ho(*'boat, raft', cf. Tamil õ¿aE, DED 876; cf. parpola rg77lrg7g).

Nevenheless, prehistorical Dravidian influence on Inde.Aryan has often been doubted,
because there are no absolutely certain Dravidian loanwords in the ea¡liest Indo-Aryan
documenq the hymns of the Bgveda. Thus of the alleged 10-20 Dravidian loanword.s in the
Bgveda (e.g. mayúra- 'peacock', phála- 'fruit', tã+á- 'one-eyed', tátuta- .bitter',
khála- 'thrcshing floor', ulúthala- 'mortar', bíla- .cave,, mulhl- .mouth'; cf.
Bu¡¡ow 1973,p.385; Emeneau 1954, 1971; Southworth 1979; Mayrhofer 1956-19g0,
s.w.; DED, s.w.), there is none that has not been assailed on the str€ngth of a competing
IndoEuropean etymology, or because of the uncertainty of the Dravidian etymology (cf.
Thieme 1955, p. 436ff.; Hock 1975, p. 85ff.; 1984, p. 9lff.; Mayrhofer 1956_19g0,
s.w).

As a necessary wo¡d of warning against trusting the alleged Dravidian loan-words too
easily, Hock (1984, p. 92) has shown with two examples (car- .move' 

and ng- .cnrsh')
that it is sometimes possible to come up with Dravidian chance corrcspondences for Indo-
Aryan words with an impeccable lndo-European etymology (cf. Tamil cel- .go' and
mu¡i- 'break'). One may, nevertheless, query the alleged facility with which this is done
and the notion that it is quite accidental that so many early Vedic words lacking a
satisfactory Indo-European or at least Indo-Iranian etymology (and they are not, after all,
statistically frequeng should be found ro have an arracrive Dravidian explanation,
especially in view of the many cerrain Dravidian loanwords in later Vedic/early Classical
Sanslsit and Pali, which words must have been borrowed mainly in the central Gangetic

29 According o Zvelebil (1970' p. 18) the disinægration of proo-Dravidian rook place well before the
15ù centr¡ry 8.C., while Andronov (ct 1980, p. l?) postularcs on glouo-chronological grounds that itcannot have taken place later than between the fourth and rhird-mi[ennium B]C. u-ur ne glotr,o-
chronological method is far fro_m ¡eliable, especially under circumstances of exænsive borrowin! as in
North a¡¡d ce¡¡tral Dravidian (cf. Hock 1925, p. gg a¡rd rhe reference to tucerpin t9is, p. I r4).
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plain (cf. Burrow 1973,P.381tr).

6.5.A. RETROFLEXION

Since the alleged Dravidian loanwords in the Bgveda ¡emain more or less uncertain 'acts of

faith', one may try to find other possible indications of eady Dravidian influence on Indo'

Aryan. The oldest and most widely supported case in point are the retroflex consonants

(for a brief history of research, see Deshpande 1979, p.236tr.; cf. also 1.5.P). A major

argument is that apart from Dravidian and þrobably) Bumshaski, such segrnents cannot b
reconsm¡cted ¡s ¿ similarly early stage in any other exlanf contiguous South Asian family,

while they cleady represent a very ancient innovation in Indo-Aryan.

Retroflex (or at least postalveolar) consonants appear as fully established systems of

allophones (of dentavalveolar stops and palatal sibilants) and phonemes (contrasting with

dental stops and sibilants) already in (pre-)$gvedic Indo-Aryan. Deshpande (1979) has

argued on the basis ofinternal and textual evidence that¡euoflexion (as defined according

to the major classical tradition) was still a foreign habit to the speech of the $gvedic poets.

His conclusion that the retroflex/dental contrast is post-$gvedic has, however, been

contested by Hock (1979) on the grounds of such external evidence as "the highly

pattemed, nrle-governed degeneralization of reroflex sandhi across wo¡d boundary, which

can be observed in the $gveda and lwhich] constitutes an eady phase of a change that gets

vinually completed in the Classical period" (Hock 1984, p. 102).

The phonological contrast dental vs. retroflex/postalveola¡, ifphonernatic and involving

mo¡e than one phoneme, is, by and large, a raÊ one in the world's languages. Hence it is

a priori not likely to have arisen spontaneously in two unrelated but adjacent language

families "roughly" at the same time. The recent and mostly quite resuicted cases of retro-

flexion elsewhere in Indo-European evoked by Hock (1975, p. 101f.; 1984, p. 104) are

hardly comparable to the Old Indo-Aryan reuoflex system, which remains ttre earliest and

yet the largest-scale case ofretroflexion in Indo-European and one ofthe largest-scale cases

of retroflexion in the whole of Eurasia-3O As a point of contrast, it may be mentioned that

it took Swedish, which has never been spoken in an area with retroflex systerns' nearly

three millennia longer for a system of roughly similar complexity to do,rcþ (and that only

in the 'main dialects'), while in other non-Aryan Indo-European languages, retroflexion is

mainly confined to allophonic variation in asinglephoneme.

30 Hock (198a, p. 104) hâs pointed to the presence of retroflex systems and some other shared typo
logical features, such as'absoluúves'and SOV-order, in both Archaic Chinese and some Australian

a6origlnal ta"goages. In Archaic Chinese medial r me¡ged with a preccding dental sop or afticaæ ino a
conesponOing rer¡oflex stop or affricaæ (Li 1983, p. 397f.), while this tlAe of clunge has æcurted only

in tlre nonhwesterr¡ Arya¡r andTibe¡o-Burman languages.
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Outside the pfesent South Asian context, ¡etroflex systems rep¡esent, in fact, such a
marked and areally restricted feature that none of the Indo-Aryan Romany languages has

been able to retain a single ret¡oflex segment (cf. Turner tl926l195, p. 258), and retro.
flexion has never ext€nded beyond India to the east (or even wholly to the Tibeto-Bumran
north), despite extensive lexical (incl. 'orthographic') borrowing from Indo-Aryan and
Dravidian. On the other hand, if Indo-Aryan retroflexion is not an entirely spontaneous
development, it must have been so in the ultimate substratum on which it (pa¡tly)
developed

Judging by the facts that the ¡etroflex consonants are Qargely) due to cluster simpli-
fication and partial assimilation also in proto-Dravidian (Zvelebil 1970, pp. 172ff.,178ff.;
Andronov 1978a, p. 160ff.; cf. Hock 1975, pp. 89ff., 98ff.) and that cluster simplification
and assimilation have been on the whole more pervasive phenomena in eady Dravidian
(Zvelebil 1970,p.177; Meenakshisunda¡an 1965, p. 19) than in early Indo-Aryan, retro-
flexion has been part of a larger and older phonological evolutive process in Dravidian than

in Indo-Aryan. The fact that proto-Dravidian had a thi¡d contrast, i.e. alveolar g and g,
which was lost in North and parts of Central Dravidian, does not signiñcantly disnub the
picture, since the phonematic disuibution shows that the alveola¡ series was originally just
as secondary as the retroflex one and only partly contrastive with the latte¡ (cf. sporadic
alternations like t : g and a : g; Zvelebil 1970, pp. 102,129f.,171ff.).

Both alveola¡ization and retroflexion of dental stops in proto-Dravidian a¡e thus
reflections of the same coa¡ticulative process, i.e. the rctraction of the point of a¡ticulation
of dentals after retroflex and alveolar sonorants (with or without subsequent merger),
mainly!(=Í), 1,4,r, landg,cf.+<rÄ+N,4!<*gù,r(g)<*lr,nr<*lat,t(-t)<*lc,
etc. (Zvelebil 1970, pp. 1D2ff.,171ff.¡.3t As such, Dravidian alveola¡ization/ret¡oflexion
may have developed spontaneously over a long period of time, or it may have received
some kind of initial impetus from an extinct South Asian substratum.

Now these combinatory changes give chronological and structual precedence to retro-
flex and alveolar sonorants (especially liquids) in the system and processes ofDravidian
retroflexion, whereas in Indo-Aryan it is usually assumed to have started in native words
with the retroflexion of on one hand the palatal(ized) sibilants in the so called n¡t¡'-context
(except when followed by F, or word boundary), and on the other hand of the spirantized
palatal stops before t, d and (word-final) s: *sl*z > *s/*z > s.l*qll1,,u, k, i)_{-¡n 4};
*k'lt'g' > çl*Zl_{¡. d}. Analogically also *g'h > *Ihl_l¡, d}, but due to the phonetic
and typological oddity of voiced aspirated alveola¡ and retroflex fricarives, Nelson (1986,
p. 105) has recently suggested that the preceding Indo-Iranian change yielded *Jh, rather
thân *zh > *qh, thus e.g. *lig'h-t¡ > 'Ìlithr¿ > (Bartholomae's Law) IIr. *liJdha >
*liidha >Skt.lilha'Iicked'.

Given the progressive assimilation of rctroflexion to following dentals, occasional loss

31 Cf. also ç < rt in Kui ¡r¡r¡¡i (obl. sg.) < ¡ru{i-li < iri 'she' (Bloch lgztó, p. 20).
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ordissimilation ofthe conditioning context, and the ret¡oflexion ofn afterr and ç (except

when a palatal or dental intervene) and the ea¡lier dialectical change l+s[h]/d[h]/s/¡ >

çthVdth/ç/+, we can then explain the retroflex segments in most of the Indo-Aryan wo¡ds

in the $gveda, e.g. vçççi- 'rain' < *"llti- < *vg3ti- < *v¡sti-; dvi¡ 'foe; nom. sg.' <
*dvigs < *dvi¡ç < *dviçs < *dviss < *dvit's; tar4a- < *tar¡a- 'ear'; tãrola- <
*tãra¡a- 'reason', etc. (Cf. Wackernagel 1896 = Ai. Gr. I, pp. 164ff., 229ff.; Burrow

1973, p.976ff.) In other words, retroflex segments occurred mainly as allophones of
dentals in the Bryeda (cf. Elizarenkova 1974, p. 203).

According to Hock (1975, p. 114f.; 1984, p. 103f.) the absence of retroflex sibilants in

Dravidian as against the absence of final retroflex sonorants in Indo-Aryan and the

(wrongly assumed) absence of progressive assimilation of renoflexion as¡oss syllable and

word bounda¡ies in Dravidian prove that Indo-Aryan retroflexion could not have originated

and proceeded by way of convergence with the Dravidian retroflex system.

Cleaily there a¡e conflicts that cannot be easily explained on the assumption of early

convergence on this point, but many of the divergent patæms appear in a different tight if
we consider the respective inherited subsystems, e.g. the general lack of sibilants in proto-

Dravidian and the complex rules of extemal sandhi in eady IndoAryan.

The absence of final retroflex sonorants in Indo-Aryan is a restriction which did not

apply in internal sandhi nor when relroflexion extended across the word boundary (cf. TB

¡aq giramimita; \ilhitney 1889, p. 67), while the progressive assimilation of retroflexion
(and alveola¡ization) ac¡oss the word boundary is a common phenomenon also in Old

Tamil (cf. PN 43.12 taiva4 Fõscal [< t. .. ]), being still found in the context of word-

initial nasals in at least one Modern South Dravidian language, viz Kota, e.g. 4 +õð! 'the

husband having looked' (Emeneau 1967, p.67). Initial retroflex stops arc on the whole
just as ra¡e in early Dravidian as in Indo-Aryan (outside the northwest), while it must be

s¡essed that the only retroflex segment allowed in this position (outside external sandhi) in

early Vedic Sanslrit is ç, which is lacking in Dravidian, and which occurs in this position

only in a few words (e.g.çaç- 'six'; cf. Berger 1955, p.70f.). It is hardly a coincidence

that (also) the voiceless retroflex sibilant was lost in the Middle Indo-Aryan perid
specifrcally outside the extrem€ northwest, where retroflex sibilants and other scgments

still occur in all positions. This together with the fact that Nuristani and Da¡dic have not

always undergone retroflexion under the 'normal' conditions, points to the complex and

non-synchronous origins of retroflexion in early (Indo-)Aryan, only part of which

deveþments need or can be due to Dravidian influence.

The apparently crucial fact that Dravidian does not possess retroflex sibilants, which

were allegedly so pivotal in eady Indo-Aryan retr,oflexion, loses some of its contradictory

force, when we conside¡ that Dravidian does not have any sibilants at all, excePt mainly as

allophones or later developments of þost)alveolar or palatal *c (and possibly *Í if = ¡U1,
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but cf. Zvelebil 1970, p. 148f.¡.32 It was also observed that the Indo-Aryan system of
sibilants was greatty simplifred outside the extreme northwest by the already pre-$gvedic

loss of the voiced retroflex sibilant and the somewhat later loss of the voiceless one, which

had a rattrer small functional load, being largely allophonic with both s and 3, though also

occurring in loanwords and as a dialectal combinatory development of ls (cf. Vacek 1976,

p. 6ff.). The fact that *ç was retained only in South Dravidian suppons this (secondary and

binary) convergence of North and Cental Dravidian with Indo-Aryan.

Even if the retroflexion of sibilants in the ruti-context can hardly have been due to

Dravidian influence, the subæquent (yet distinctly pre-$gvedic) retroflexion of dental stops

after preceding retroflex segments and the probably pre-$gvedic retroflexion of dentals

after I (into one segmenr) and r ( without fusion) arc changes that a¡e principally paralleled

at all stages of D¡avidian.
Furthernrcre, it may be noted that the actual pronunciation of the retroflex consonants

has until recent times remained pa¡tly (post)alveolar rather than properly retroflex in the

northwest (Grierson 1924;1929, p. 9; Morgenstierne 1926, p- 95), while the gradual

retraction of the point of articulation in the more easterly dialects must have been a pre-

condition for the retroflexion of dental stops after retroflex sibilants, which change did

obviously not occur in proto-Nuristani, nor perhaps in all ancient Northwestern Indo-

Aryan dialects. In other words, those developments of the pre- or proto-$gvedic retroflex

system that increased the resemblance with the Dravidian system occurred after the

separation of Nu¡istani and perhaps also some of the oldest Da¡dic dialects. If so, they

must have occurred in the prehistorical Indo-Aryan dialects that had penetrated funher to

the (south)east, beyond the ea¡liest Aryan senlements in the Hindukush region.

6.5.A.1. PREHISTORY OF INDO.ARYAN RETROFLEXION

The expectedreEoflexion of siblans, which is regular after r, does not always appear after

i and u in Nu¡istani and Dardic, nor does the progressive assimilation of reroflexion (or

palatalization) to following dentals (*ft/*st> st) always appear in these groups. E.g.

Ashkun (Nuristani) wis 'poison' (< *wis?), Kati (Nu¡istani) wi3, Skt. viça-, but Kati
vi; 'n. of a plant', cf. Skt. vfçr-; Kati woç 'rain', Waigali (Nuristani) waç, SlÍ. varfa;
Kati dus 'yesterday evening', Prasun (Nuristani) ulus, rffaigali, Ashkun dõs, cf. Skt.

do¡ã- 'evening'; Prasun nusc 'fist', Ashkun !rus!, cf. Skt. musti-; Prasun 'l/tisti

'rise', but Kati uçç, cf. Skt. uæisthari; hasun mõsu 'mouse', Ashkun mu'Så, but
Gawa¡-Bati (Dardic) muço, cf. Skt. núça-; Prasun põsiigt 'flea', Skr. plusi-; Kati

32 Thecomplex system of sibilants in Toda (cf. Emeneau t1957)1967,p.4) resuls mainly from
combinaory changes, while Saka (kanian) influence has alsobeen suggesæd (hrpola l9e2).
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zõtr 'friend', but Shina (Da¡dic) joFhl 'female paramour', cf. Skt. joç.tr.- 'friend'; Prasun

'ãstè, 'astê (< *ac'te) 'eight', Kati ugt, (w)u$ (< IA), Glangali (Dardic) aSt, Khowar
(Dardic) o3t, cf. rWaigali õ$ç, Skt. estau- < *¡ttau- < *ol'tõu (cf. Morgenstierne
1926, p. 54ff.; 1929, p. 199ff.; 1945, p. 229ff.; 1949, pp. 20/.,ãVl,2Il; 1954, p. læi
7973b,p.340; Hamp 1968; Nelson 1986, p. 97).

Since the change *ßlu > (r)V? is found also in proto-Nuristani and early Eastern

Iranian (cf. below), while the change 3t > st is a specifically Indo-Aryan development
(Nelson 1986, p. 78), we cannot accept Vacek's (1976, p. 85) theory that (Indo-)Aryan

rcüìoflexion staræd as a reinterpretation of the spirantized palatal stops before dentals, e.g.

s¿ > *st > tth, etc. The phonetic status of proto-Nuristani r+sibilant clusters is not very
well-known, but it seems that if the sibilant had been properly retroflexed, it would have

caused the retroflexion of a following dental stop, especially because retroflex stops

emerged from the combination with preceding or following r, which changes are paralleled

in Da¡dic and Eastern Iranian, but not in (eady) non-northwestem Indo-Aryan (cf. Nelson
19E6, p. 63ff.). Although the Nuristani and Indo-Aryan retroflex systems and processes

conform in general with quite different areal patterns, being largely independent of each

other, they have a common ancient denominator in the increased retraction of palatalized

sibilants afær (especially) r. Thus we must assum€ that also proto-Indo-Aryan retroflexion
sta¡ted with the retroflexion of sibilants after r, for which development it may have relied
upon the sa¡ne extemal influence as Nuristani, or even Nurisani itself.

Thus it is not surprising that the failure of a preceding u or i to cerebralize a following
dental sibilant in the sarne morpheme is sporadically observed even in Bguedic and post-
ggvedic Sanslrit, which cases have been discussed in detail by especially Burrow (1976),

e.g. RV gbísa- 'cleft, abyss' (JB arvrça-; cf. Lith. ùrve 'hole in the ground'), kiscá
'praiser, poet', cf. kaêJ- 'teach' (Scheftelowitz 1907, p. 131),33 busá- 'vapour, mist'
(> 'chaff < ? *bhu¡a-), AV blsa- 'lotus stalk, root-fibre, bulb' (lex. visan{a- 'the
fibres of the stalk of the water-lily'; cf. Lith. vaisi¡ù 'make to grow'), TS bársva-
'gums' < *b¡lwa- < *wolswo- ('ti*wets-rtots-/wls-, cf. German Wulst, etc.).

Burrow (1976, p. 36f.) argued against Morgenstierne on the basis of the antiquity of
the preceding change s > 3 in Indo-Iranian and Balto-Slavonic in these contexts that the

above group of words does not show a preservation of Indo-European *-s-, but a¡e due to
later dialectal developments (shift from -ç- to -s-) within Nurisuni and Indo-Aryan. This
has been queried by Buddruss (1977, p. 38 fn. 61) and Nelson (1986, p. 96), who rightly
observes that not all palatal sibilants revert to s in Nuristani as they do in (tJ/estern and

Central) Middle Indo-Aryan. One may add some further arguments for considering this

theory implausible. The change s > S does not occur in Sanshit when r follows, showing

33 Bailey (1955, p. 6ó) connecæd this word with Skr tirti- 'fame' and Avestan trên and Middle
haniu tõ¡ 'learned man, magician', i.e. with -tc- > -s!- (cf. Burrow 1976, p. 37).
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that palatatization was rather heteregeneous in the diverse pre-Indo-Iranian dialects.

Moreover, there is no equally natural phonetic explanation for the reuoflexion of s after

labio-vela¡ vocalic u as there is after alveolar r, palatal i or even consonantal velar k.

Obviously because of the loss or combination with s, the cluster ts tended to yield an

alveolar, palatal or even retroflex afticate in Nu¡istani, which is a conspicuous feature in

the absence of retroflex affricates in non-northwestern Indo-Aryan and Iranian (Nelson

1986, p. 82 ), cf. Ashkun aùd 'eye', Kati aci, Prasun iZï, (contrast ¡ruç 'demon', cf.

Skt. yakça-), cf. Skt. á,t¡i- < *at$i- [Av. asi-] < *atsi- < *aksi-.

The early Nuristani state of affairs is secondarily reflected also in Middle and New

Eastern lranian, which show retroflexion in the context of the palatalized sibilants and

spirantized palatal stops, though often resulting in one segment' e.g. *sr, *str, *r3, *xJ >

I; *rz t *e > *I1> z(d) (Èdel'man 1963, p. 70ff.). But as in Nuristani and Dardic, pro'

gressive assimilation of retroflexion to following dentals, has not always occurred, despite

the presence ofretroflex stops (deriving partly from *rt) in all Eastem I¡anian languages

except Munji, cf. Pashto (= paS6) calwêft < *-rsf 'forty'; 1ôú < *rz- 'millet'; lesta
.srick' < Dardic (cf. Panjabi faççhi); múç 'fist' (cf. Saka mu5!i, Skt. mus¡i-), Wakhi

môst, nið, Yidgha nu!h, misc, Munji n,usk, Shugni muc (Morgenstierne 1940, p.

140f.; Èdel'man 1963, p.77); Saka EãsdeatÍ?'zó-l < *mçZdãaa 'gtacious' (Konow

1949, p. lE; 1932, pp. 8, 38; Èdel'man 1963, p. 70ff.). As a tunher point of difference, it
may be noted that in the Nuristani, Dardic and Eastern Iranian languages retroflexion of
sibilants occurred frequently also before a following r, cf. (Northþastern Iranian *sr >
*$, *zr > *2 (Morgenstierne 1940, p. 141; 1938, p. xvi; 1926, p.56f.;194E; 1950;

Èdel'man 1963, p. 70f.; Nelson 1986, p. 108).

It has been suggesred that retroflexion occurred originally as a spontaneous phono-

logical development of polarization to differentiate ttre inheriæd palatilized sibilants derived

from dental sibilans from those derived frrom prepalatal stops (Hock 1975, p. 101Ð. But it
is somewhat doubdul whether this alone would explain the alleged retroflexion of sibilants

in Nu¡istani, where the prepalatal stops or affricates 1*¡', *g') remained partly distinct

from the palatalized sibilants (*t, *t) anyhow (cf. Kati tsui 'empty', Waigeli tsõl,
Ashkun lsu¡ = Skt. sûaya-). According to Morgenstierne (1926, p. 58), the fluctuation

between S and c' < *t' in Nuristani might in some cases have besn caused by some kind

of sentence sandhi, which presenred the affricate in certain positions, cf. Kati 3åi 'head',

but ptsîr' [-c'-] 'on the head'. Mor€over, this polarization has not operated in some of
the most crucial contexts even in proto-Indo-Aryan, e.g. *Si > st < *st/{r,s¡,i}- and
*t5>tç<*ts.

The Indo-European background of Indo-Aryan and Nuristani retroflex sibilants is thus

to be sought in the ea¡lier palatalization of dental sibilants after r, u, k, i in the satem

group, i.e. Indo-hanian, Baltic and Slavonic (cf. H. Andenen 1968). Since Nu¡istani (and

Dardic) cercbralize sibilants more regularly after r than after i and u it stands to reason to
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assnme that the inhe¡ited point of a¡ticulation of sibilants after r, ç in proto-Indo-hanian
was somewhat rnore rttracted than in othe¡ contexts of the rr¿ht-ruIe.

The deveþment of a new distinctive fean¡re on the basis of this retracæd p,ronunciation
may have been aided by the introduction of an opposition berween *ilz <r,ilz after r and
*slz < *c'li' < *k'lg' , anüor through the introduction of loanwords with s/2. Since this
change affected only those ancient Aryan languages that were spoken in and around the
Hindukush a¡ea, it can have been due to a pre-Aryan Western Cenral Asian substratum,
such as Burushaski, which has not only voiced and voiceless postalveolar-retroflex vs.
dental and palatal sibilants, but also postalveolar-retroflex vs. dental-alveola¡ voiceless
affricaæs. Retroflex voiceless affricaæs are also found in Nuristani and rrost of the Da¡dic
and some of the Eastern Iranian languages, but nowhere else on the South Asian sub-
continent (cf. t¡rimer 1935, pp. xxüi,5f.; Toporov 1965, p. 327f.: t966,p. 185; Nelson
1986).

Itrith the exception that the point of a¡ticulation of dentalValveolars after postalveolar or
retrofl.exed sibilants may have been somewhat retracted due to coarticulation, this is
probably as far as proto-Nuristani or prehistorical Eastern Indo-hanian and early Eastern
kanian ¡etroflexion of (palatalized) sibilants went, and as such it may have fomred the
originat basis also for pre-Indo-Aryan retroflexion before the leveling of the originally
allophonic feature [+reroflex] to all palatalized sibilants and extension to following dentals
or alveola¡s.

Together with these specifically Indo-Aryan innovations there \À,as a change in the
manner of a¡ticulation of these emerging retroflex ('nürdhanye') segments involving the

curling backwa¡d of the tip of the tongue ('jihvãgrerir prativesritan'),34 thus giving
the proper retroflex pronunciation of *f/*? > s/*z vs. sl*z < *sl*z < *¡' f*g' , which may
have been a prerequisite for the retroflexion of following dentals or alveola¡s. On the other
hand, it is also possible that it was the very retroflexion ofdentals after these palatalized
sibilants that caused them to acquire a properly retroflex pronunciation. Perhaps a different
substran¡m was at work here.

But proto-Nuristani and proto-Indo-Aryan rctroflexion wa.s not confined to the contexts
of palatalized sibilants and palatalized spirantized stops. Retoflex segments a¡ose also
from the combination of stops with preceding alveolar liquids. Apart frrom the ¡etroflexion
of a after r, f and ç (which assimilative process operated even at distance unless a dental,
palatal o¡ retroflex stop intewened and r o¡ # followed), at least in the pre-Bryedic l-and-
r-dialects a dental stop or sibilant preceded by I rnerged wittr the latter into a corresponding

34 Thus according to the Arharvaprãris¡khya I.22 (Grierson t924, p.658). Noæ, however, rhat the
!.þratisakhya (l.ll) æems o define I and dh as palan'alveolan Qihvioülrri¡ rilu ce) and rhe
denøls (durye) as (pre-)alveolar (1.9: drateotliye), as against all other traditions including Pãnini
@eshpande f979, p. 243). This would, indeed, suggest that retroflexion was still only an emerging
sociolectal or dialectal featue in Bgvedic Sa¡¡skrit and that reroflection was more advanced in the speech
of the pre-S.gvedic IndoAryans.
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retroflex stop or sibitant by a nrle known as Fortunatov's Law.35 E.g. tpalte- > pega-

'cloth', cf. Russian polotnó 'linen cloth', Modern Persian pardeh 'veil'; pãça4a-
'stone, rock', cf. German Fels, Nuristani -rl- (Burrow 1972, pp. 531, 543; 1973, p.

97f.). This rule is also attested for r+¿16/t> çl4l+ in Nuristani (cf. Nelson 1986, p. 88).

Thus any ggvedic word with ç deriving from this combinatory development must
(originally) belong to the ea¡lier dialect(s).

In addition, in most (nonh)western and, especially, eastern Indo-Aryan dialects
retroflexion of a dental stop (wittr regressive assimilation or fusion) occurred quite eady
also after r, e.g. f t ) !, g-t, çn > 4, cf. RV vita¡a- 'formidable' < vitr-¿a- 'deformed'er e c,
(cf. lWackernagel 1896 = Ai. Gr. I, p. 167ff.); Gawar-Bati weq Khowa¡ bort 'stone';
Tirahi ure, Pashai ha¡ã 'heart', Skt. h¡daye- (Grierson 1906, p. l22ff.; Morgenstieme
1947b, p. 150).

The retroflexion of a dental stop after r or ¡ with (subsequent?) fusion and frequent
compensatory lengthening of a preceding vowel, e.g. rt > *ç > *{ > gi r(z)¡ > +, -f; rot
> o.t (+g), is also quite cornmon in Modern Eastern lranian, and is perhaps not wholly due

to Indo-Aryan or Nuristani influence, cf. Yidgha yãçè 'flour', Pashto õre < *ãrtaka, cf.
Hindi eË; Yidgha, Parachi nu¡ 'man', Pashto me¡, Saka mu{a-, but Ossetic ûlard,
Wakhi Írorc < mgta- 'dead', cf. Kati karã 'done' < fpa-; Yidgha pü4ã 'leafl < *pã+ <
*paraa, cf. Skt. paraa- (Morgenstieme 1938, p. xvif.; Èdel'man 1963, p. 69f.).

From the point of view of articulato'ry phonetics, alveolar liquids provide the most
natural contexts forretroflexion by combinatory or coarticulatory changes, cf. Swedish rs
> s, rc ) Ç, rs' > ?; Archaic Chinese Tr > T, etc.; proto-Nuristani *cr ) t, pre-proto-
Nuristani sr > s (Nelson 19E6, p. 95), Sindhi tr > Fr, Shina tr > ç, Pashto *rt > f;,.etc.).
It is therefore hardly surprising that also early and modern Dr¿vidian has analogical cases

of 'Fortunatov's Law'36 (e.g. *r/lu > dl¡ l¡ > g; Zvelebil 1970, p. 174), but as such this
rule could not have affected the (north)westem $gvedic r-dialect(s), where I had merged
with r and where retroflexion of dental stops (esp. ¡) occurred only afær ç, r or r.

Apart from retroflex segments derived through the above-mentioned combinatory
changes, there is a fairly large and early group of words containing (esp. intewocalic)
retroflex stops and sibilants that have obviously arisen through spontancous retroflexion
of dentals in Old and, to a lesser extent, Middle Indo.Aryan (e.g. B.gvedic sthüga-
'pillal', cf. Avestan stüaõ-; Cl. Skt. ltas 'scratch', cf. Lithuanian tasy'ri 'id.'; Vedic
mándala- 'circle', cf. Old Church Slavonic mgdo 'testicle'; Burow l97l).

35 This controversial rule has been defended by Burrow (1972) against all ¡he classical objectiurs. The
main objection has been that this change occurred only Þcause of an earlier change t > r, but the
problem is ùat I is normally preserved in the eastern diâ¡ects and rt yietds ç or tt in the kalcrits. On
the other har¡d, the northwestern dial€cls as well as Nuristani and Eastem hanian exhibit a somewbat
different trearnent ofrc, see below.
3ó E.g. Kui sõl+te > sõge 'I entered'; lõ{i 'cow' vs. tõn¡ 'buffalow' (Winñetd 1928, p. 6; cf. Bloch
1946, p. ?-0).
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Previously this group of words has often been thought to consist mainly of Dravidian or

other foreign or dialectal loans, but Burrow (1971) has been able to show that most of
them can be explained as inherited, given spontaneous fetnofleúon of dentals. On the other

hand, as pointed out by Hock (1984, p. 104), the spread of spontuneous reuoflexion is

hardly attributable to bilingual Dravidians, who had the o'pposition dental vs. retroflex, and

if any extemal influence is involved, it might have been that of speakeæ of eaily forms of
Munda or Tibeto-Burman, or, as I would hasten to add, some extinct North Indian

substratum where rhe said phonematic opposition did not prevail tluoughout the system.

At any rate it is clea¡ that when sporadic retroflexion emerged, the opposition between

dentals and retroflex segments was still purely allophonic, and panly subject to free

variation. It may be of some semiotic interest that at least a few of the words with sponta-

neous retroflexes belong to the 'descriptive', 'affective' or perhaps 'colloquial' vocabulary,

cf. pinda- 'lump', kulgha- 'blunt', ma+{- 'adore', kaldû- 'scratching', khalda-
'piece cut offl, ã?{a- 'egg', ghaqga- 'bell', ja{a- 'dumb, stiff', latuça- 'cudgel',

abhi+las- 'desile, nanavata- 'lad' (cf. ¡ranava- 'man'), etc.

6.5.A.2. POSSIBILITY OF DRAVIDIAN INFLUENCE ON IA RETROFLEXION

Even from this cursory survey, it should be clea¡ that neither eady Indo-Aryan37 nor eady

Dravidian reroflexion was a monolithic (chronologically and dialectally homogeneous)

phenomenon, while it is possible to adduce arguments both in favor and against North

Dravidian bilingual speakers having initiated or controlled some part of IndoAryan retro-

flexion already in the prehistorical period. At least it can be assumed that eady Dravidian

loanwords with phonotactically unconditioned retroflex stops (e.g. TS tuçi- 'hut', cf.

Tamil turi 'house', DED 1379) did contribute to the spread and phonematization of retro-

flex segments. Moreover, outside the extreme (north)west the later hisorical deveþment
shows increasing convergence with the Dravidian retroflex system, whereas in the case of
the Dravidian alveolars, the convergence went in the Indo-Aryan di¡ection, leading mostly

to a simple two-way opposition retroflex vs. dental.

A further indication of (partly mutual) convergence is that only the modern Vfestern,

Central and Southem Indo-Aryan languages show a text frequency of retroflex vs. dental

3? Turner (1924) distinguished between the following major dialectal phases of ret¡oflexion
('cerebralization') in Otd and early Middle Indo'Aryan: (i) Cerebralization of palatalized sibilanß, (ü)

cerebralization of denral sops after cerebralized sibilu¡ts, (iiD cerebralization of dental sops after r, ç in

the (north)wesæm urd eastern dialecs, (Ð c¿rebralization of -¡- a¡rd -t- in many æntiguor IndoAryan
diålects in rlre norrh and west beginning in the æcond century B.C., (v) cerebralization of d- and -dd- in
the Indo-Aryan dialccß undølying Kacchi a¡¡d Sindhi, and tl¡e southern and westen¡ dialecls of khrda,
which took placo posterior to the frst century A.D.
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consonants which is comparable with that of Dravidian. The modern Eastern IndoAryan
languages conform more closely with Tibeo-Burman (and Munda) in having a much lower
text frequency ofreuoflex vs. dental consonants (apart from having other structural iso-
glosses in common with Tibeto-Burman). In Assamese retroflex€s and dentals have, in
fact, merged into alveola¡s (Southworth 1974, p.21| Deshpande 1979, p.297), while in
Bumes€, Kuchin, Naga and (Austroasiatic) Khasi and Nicobarese there a¡e no traces of
retroflex phonemes or allophones at all. Local areal influence is even more striking in the

case of Dravidian Brahui, whose rctroflex stops have come to be pronounced as alveola¡s
(Bray 1908, p. 26f.; Ramanujan & Masica 1969), obviously owing to \ryesrern Iranian
(Baluchi) influence.

Similarly, it was noted that the Indo.Aryan retroflex sibilants, which cannot very well
be attributed to Dravidian influence, appear in contrast with dental and, sometimes, palatal
sibilants only in the extreme northwest, in Dardic, Nuristani, Burushaski, Tocha¡ian and
Eastern Middle and New kanian.

This gives a roughly three-fold typological subpanerning of South Asian retroflexion
along a mainly northern-southern and panly western-eastem axis: In the northwest retro-
flexion centers a¡ound or cltaracteristically includes medial, final and initial sibilants (ç, ?
[or f, ?]), to som€ extent also affricates (c), and phonotactically initial retroflexes. In the
northeast it cenærs around or characteristically includes cereb,ralizing alveolar liquids (r, l),
but displays relative poverty and low text frequency, while only in the south do we find
cerebralizing retroflex liquids (f [!], !) in medial and frnal position, and occasionally a
Partly three-way opposiúon dental vs. alveola¡ vs. retroflex. Only the rctroflex non-nasal
stops (ç[h], 4[h]) a¡e found in all three zones, while retroflex nasals and laterals a¡e a little
less wide-spread in the central a¡ea. Thus the richest and munrally most diff€rent sysrems
a¡e found in the extreme northwest and the exreme south, whereas intervening areas
display more or less converging patterns.

The general conclusion, then, is that the development of the retroflex system in the pre-
and proto-$gvedic Indo-Aryan dialects involved four more or less synchronous
innovations operating on the germinal or emerging pre-IndoAryan ret¡oflex system, which
was originally confined to reuoflex allophones of palatalized sibilants after r and perhaps
some unconditioned þhonemic) retroflex sibilants in loanwords:

(Ð the leveling of the distinctive feature [+reuoflex] vs. [+palatal] vs. [+dentaValveolar]
to all palatalized sibilants and the transfer of this featu¡e to following dentals (or alveolars)
and the subsequent loss of the conditioning voiced sibilant in all prehistoical Indo-Aryan
dialects

(ü) the retnoflexion of dentals afterl (Fornrnatov's Law) in the pre-$gvedic dialects
(üi) the retroflexion of n (dialectally also t[h], d[h]) after r, r, s (except when a retroflex,
palatal or dental stop intervened and something else than a [semi]vowel, nasal or word
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boundary followed) in all prehistoricat Indo-Aryan dialecs
(iv) sporadic spontaneous retroflexion of dentals aided by the originally allophonic nature

of the featu¡e [+retroflex] in at least some prehistorical IndoAryan dialects

While the incipient retroflexion of sibilants after r may have been spontaneous or due to

e.g. Bunrshaski influence, rhe later developments are in the main too comprehensive and

isolated (especially if compared with early or even modern Eastern kanian) to be readily

understood as spontaneous or due to the same substratum that caused retroflexion in proto-

Nuristani. Since these innovations must have occurred after the separation of Nuristani in a

more (south)easterly area, at least part of them (esp. (ü), which is clearly pre-Bgvedic)

could be explained as due to abducúve innovations3S in accordance with the phonological

system of acculturated bilingual (North) Dravidian speakers of pre-$.gvedic Indo-Aryan

dialecs.
The common denominator which could principally link these changes with the

Dravidian system, is ttrat proto-Dravidian had retroflex stops and liquids but no sequences

of retrroflex or alveola¡ and dental segments in the same word. When such segments met in

inflection or derivation, there was always partial or complete assimilation of the following

dental to a pr,eceding retnoflex or alveola¡ (this rule being still productive). A foreign cluster

like ¡t or even Sc, where the dental-alveolar t must have been somewhat retracted due to

coarticulation, would probably have been reevaluated and pronounced by eady North

Dravidian speakers as *Sg or *Sc (rather than *fg, since the Indo-Aryan dentals were

originally alveolar), while the regressive assimilation of the feau:¡e [+reuoflex] would then

have yielded ¡t. Similarly, *1ô > *?4 > *4 (= I in the Bgveda). The changes *lt > ç, 
*ln

> n (better if *tn > 4) an¿ *rn > rn are to some extent paralleled already in proto-

Dravidian and, mainly with alveolar outcome, in later Dravidian, while ls > s is analogical

with this change and could be understood on a Dravidian basis given ttrat; already exisrcd

independently from the cluster *rs > rç. Deshpande (1978; 1979, p.265ff.) has suggested

that the palatalized sibilants were reinterpreted as retroflex only due to leveling with

reuoflex s as deriving in the eastem pre-$.gvedic dialects from ls. But the problem is that

the eastem dialecs (which supposedly did not cerebralize the palatalized sibilana after r,
etc.) did not preserve the voicedreuoflex sibilant z which is needed to explain supposedly

western developments like *7d > {, cf. úlllt- <*ltzóa- < *aizda- < *nizda- 'nest'.

Thus, the western dialecs must have had retroflex *z <*z and therefore also ç < *3, the

38 Abductive innovations are based on aMuctive inference, i.e. the possibly faulty postulation of a
premise on the basis of an assumed conespondence (type: since A correlates with B aûd X cørelates with
A, thcn X is a case of B). On the other hand, it is is only through deduction tlrat inductive changes are

manifested, e.g. Middle English *cheri¡ 'cherry' => (clvriz¡.l => cheri sg., clæris pl. (H. Andersen

1974, p.23). Thus if palatalized sibilants were conceived of as rctroflex due to the existerrce of the

opposition /dentayvs. /rer¡oflex/ in the substratum language, then all rules applying to retroflex seg-

menß wor¡ld come o apply ûo theæpalatalÞed sibilants.
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sibilants being purely allophonic.
But these possibly substratum-induced innovations could not have spread to all dialectV

sociolects so quickly, unless we assume that the non-Dravidian speakers of those Indo-
Aryan dialects where these innovations fust occr¡rred came to be outnumbered or linguisti-
cally dominated by Dravidians who used or learned Indo-Aryan as a secondary language
(cf. Deshpande 1979, p.295ff.).In the spread of this pronunciation to all dialects, the

existence of loanwords with unconditioned retroflex s€gments must have played an

important and cumulative role.
It may also be observed that there are sporadic cases were inten'ocalic Dravidian c

corresponds to Sanslrit s in loanwords, although the normal correspondence is s or s
(suggesting that Dravidian c was indeterminate in relation to the Sanskrit system of
sibilants). E.g. Sanslrit masi- 'ink, lampblack', cf. Tarnil mai 'collyrium, ink, black-
ngss, spot', macaitu 'become dull, loose lustre', malulu 'become dim', mici 'cloud',
mãcu 'spot, stain'; Kannada nasi 'dirt, soot, la¡npblack, blackness, ink'; Kodagu masi
'charcoal'; Tulu maji 'coal, black powder, ink'; Telugu ¡nasi 'blackness, charcoal, ink';
Kurukh rnaís'ink' (cf. Burrow 197 3, p- 384; DED 4187, 377 8, 389O, 3918, 3927 ;
Zvelebtl1970, pp. 111, 114). On the other hand, Indo.Aryan ç (as well as t and d) is
often replaced by [ (rather than c) in Old and Middle Tamil and Malayalem, e.g. Skt. usaû
> Tarnil ulai 'dawn'; Skt. puruça- > Malayalam purola 'male' (Zvelebil 1970, p. 150).

lt is prematurc to speculaæ about details of pronunciation in the ancient Norttr Dravidian
dialects, with which the comparison should ideally be made, but the possibility of *-c-
having been pronounced as a (post)alveolar or even retroflex rather than dental sibilant in
early Dravidian cannot be precluded: the curious development -c- > -y- > -Ø- in e.g.
Tamil *maci > mai cannot be motivated by postulating an intermediare srâge with -s- as
obviously assumed by Zvelebil (1970, p. lll). Nevertheless, retroflex sibilants a¡e
exceptional in Dravidian loanwords in Sanskrit and therc is no clear evidence of retroflex
sibilants ever having been instrumental in the origin or spread of retroflexion in
Dravidian.39

The above hypothesis must now be judged against the altemative explanation that Indo-
Aryan rctroflexion owed its origin to some extinct northwestern subsuatum (that did not
affect Nuristani) and that the convergence with Dravidian was only a secondary pheno-
menon, partly due to retroflexion being an ancient a¡eal featu¡e that in som€ way or other
affected all South Asian languages including proto-Dravidian. Although Ìve cannot postu-
late an identical subsuanrm for both (Inde)Aryan and Dravidian retnoflexion, such a theory

39 Noæ, however, that the complete lack of sibilants on the phonemic level is t¡pologically just as
remarþble as the presence of reuoflex ficatives or liquids (mainly *ç). One might therefore s?eculate
that there has been a loss of pre-Dravidia¡r sibilants due ¡o ret¡o0exion or assimilation with preceding
cerebralizing liquids or palatal vowels, e.g. *rl(l)lile + rs > *ç, possibly also *l * *r;' r,!.
Progressive assimilaúon with fusion might then have caused changes like *çr > *4, *!c > *5 etc.
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could account for certain identical developments, such as the retroflexion of dentals after
liquids in both proto-Dravidian and proto-Indo'Aryan and the progressive assimilation of
ret¡oflexion to dentals.

What with extant language isolates such as Nahali in Central India and Burushaski in
the extreme northwest, the Indian subcontinent is even today - despite considerable
leveling of major cultural features - a (socio)linguistically remarkably stratified area,

where extensive bilingualism and even multilingualism is the n¡le rather than exception in
language contact areas (cf. Gumperz & Wilson 1971; Southwonh 1974; Shapiro &
Schiffmann 1981; Pandharipande 1986b).

The linguistic and ethnological diversity (esp. in the northwest; cf. Toporov 1966, p.

172) cannot by any positive evidence or rational inference (pace Parpla 1974, p. 9a) be

assumed to have been any lesser at the time of the advent of the Indo-Aryans, even if some

of the major culn¡ral taits of the Indus Clvilization had spread over a large a¡ea. There is a
sizable residue of unexplained wo¡ds and foreign names (especially of indigenous animals,

plants and peoples) in the Vedic and the later Indo-Aryan language (cf. Masica 1979).

Many of these words contain retroflex consonants, including phonotactically un-
motivated (pa¡tly spontaneous?) rctroflex sibilants, e.g. tgtaça- (AV) 'a kind of noxious

insect' (perhaps to be connected with itaç 'scratch')a0; iaç¿- (AV+) 'an aquatic animal'
- jhaçá- (SB) 'large fish'; jãskamadá- (AV, in several mss. jã!'tha-) 'a kind of
animal'; mâça- (AV+) 'bean' (cf. Modern Persian nãt 'lentil'); ysvela- (KS 30.1) 'a
kind of noxious insect'4l = yévesa- (AV). (Cf. Mayrhofer 1956-1980, s.w.; Kuiper
L967,p.84ff.; Burow 19óE, p. 327ff.; Vacek 1976,p.13ff.; Masica 1979,p. t37ff.>.

The presence of one or several extinct non-Dravidian non-Munda substrata in Indo-
Aryan is strongly supported by Masica's (1979, p. 137f.) penetrating study of the North
Indian agriculnral vocabulary:

The Dravidian eþment, while not large, does loom somewhat larger than the Munda or Austroasiatic
element (at least by vinue of inclusion of a number of doubtful items). However, it seems 1o decline
from Sanskrit to Hindi. Though this is not documented he¡e, I could not help noting while
researching this paper that many a Dravidian word c¡¡r¡ent in Sanskrit has left no living descørda¡¡¡s in
Hindi. Either one of its Aryan synonyms has alone survived, or is place is t¿ken by a new Aryan
coinage... The Ausu,oasiatic element is quiæ small, suggesting, according to Burrow [1968, p, 328],
that 'lbe bypothesis that languages of this family were cunent much further west than they are now
found" is mistaken. '"The evidence as it is so far establisl¡ed would suggest ùat these langnrges in
ancient times as well as now were situated only in easæm India" tibid.l.

This is also Burrow's (1968, p. 328) conclusion, which is quoted by Masica (ibid.):

4 But cf. also Finnish tst¡s 'cicada', which sounds like an onomatopoietic formation.
4l According to Suryakanta (1981, s.v.) yrviçe- may be identical with "[Hindil jrv-sã tAlhagi
maurorwn < ? Skt. yevisrt¡-l; a sort of plant (that withers in rainy season)".
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It is my opinion that, wben all has been done in tbis direction which can be done, the number of
loanwords in Sanskrit, which cannot be explained as either Dravidian or Munda, will remain
considerable. It may very well turr¡ out that the number of such words which cannot be explained will
ouErumber those which can be. This is the impression one gels, for inst¿nce, from the freld of plant
names, since so far only a minority of the... non-Aryan words have been explained from these two
linguistic families... Evidence such as this leads o ûe conclusion that tlære must have been several
non-Aryan languages or families of languages which exercisod an influence on the vocabulary of Inde
A¡yan.

Referring especially to Koppers' work on the Bhils, Burrow (1968, p. 330ff.; quored by
Masica" ibid.) continues:

The most a¡¡cient element in the population of the mountainous region of Central India cånnot be
identiñed as either Kol [that is, Munda] or Dravidian. There are guiæ a number of tribes in the region
who can be regarded with some plausibility as the pre-Gonda and pre-Kol stratum of tl¡e population.
Thc Baigas are a well-lnown case in poinr.. Thus [Koppers] arrives at a large group of non-Munda
and non-Dravidian ribes, scattered over a large area.. there is no need to assume that these among
lhemselves necessarily form a united group. Koppers' theory repres€nts a clear-cut break with a
common radition in India¡¡ ethnological studies which looked ûor either Dravidian and Munda in
evcrything that was pre-Aryan. In the casc of Nahali, at åny ratc, it turns out that it has some
linguistic support.. We... have to assume the exisænce of other pre-Aryan languages and language
families !o acoo$t fo tlre large numÞr of unexplained words in Sanskrit-.. lVhat goes for Central
India was origina[y the case no doubt in nonhern and southem India, a¡¡d thc universal adopúon of
Indo-Aryan in the North and Dravidian in the South have covered up an origirul linguistic diversity.

As finally pointed out by Masica (ibid.), this "also raises a question ... of the linguistic af-
filiations of the Harappan civilization. VÍas it pertraps multilingual? Burrow's [1968, p.
3z7tr.1argument is based on Sanslcit, but confirmed by Hindi. The non-Dravidian, non-
Munda element in the Indo-Aryan lexicon persists, and even grows (cf. Turner's re-
constn¡cted items, most of which have a distinctive phonological appearance, it may be
noted). Needless to say, not all unexplained items need be atributed to this ancient stratum:
some no doubt stem from insufficiently investigated foreign contacts."

Keeping these observations in mind, there is no justification for operaring with the
simplistic model that the pre-Dravidian elements of North India had become isolated or
almost fully assimilated with the Dravidians. Judging by the mentioning in the early Vedic
literaturc of non-Aryan Vedic sages with names that sound neither Dravidian nor Munda
(e.g. RV Kava¡a Ailûsa; Kuiper 1967, p.87; Deshpande L979, p. 253), the cultural
importance of these elements cannot be undercstimated. The problem is that \pe cannot
identify them linguistically.

It is obvious that the first foreign contacts of the pre-Bgvedic Indo-Aryans must have
been with the most peripheral ethnic and linguistic groups in the northwestern parts of the
Indian subcontinent. But it is hardly likely that these were Dravidian speakers inasmuch as
neither Nuristani nor Da¡dic show any Dravidian influence, most of their loanwords and
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many of their structural innovations being traceable to Burushaski (Grierson 1906, p. 4;

Èdel'man 1980). This is consistent with the hypothesis that the later development of Indo-
Aryan retroflexion as underlying the $gvedic system was partly due to a different sub-

stratum, but the obvious presence of retroflex systems (especially such that include
retroflex sibilants) in the extinct non-Aryan sub- or adstratum language(s) forces us to
count with the possibility of only indirect or secondary convergence with the Dravidian
system of retroflexion.

A simila¡ case of perhaps only secondary convergence with Dravidian might be the

rigdly posçosed position of the quotative ma¡ker (Sanslsit iti) in quotatival constructions.

Although the Dravidian quotatival constructions and their uses differ from subgroup to

subgroup, being also somewhat more restricted than in Classical Sanskrit (Hock 1982, p.

74ff.), ttre most co¡nmon pattern is for the quotative ma¡ker to follow the quote and be

syntactically linked with this rather than with the superordinate clause.

Quotatival constn¡ctions based on a non-finite form of the verb 'to say' or 'speak' or on

an anaphoric pronominal adverb exist over a larger area extending aLnost without any
break from the ancient Near East to Further-India (Hock l9E2), but only in Dravidian,
Elamiæ and Sumerian is the postposed (vs. prcposed or inserted) position of the quotative

marker as rigid as in (and after) Bgvedic Sanslrit. Hock (1982, p. 75f.) has expressed

doubts about reconstructing (more than one type of word order in) such quotatival con-

structions to proto-Dravidian, but for some reason he allows the reconstn¡ction of, and all
the three types of word order, for proto-Indo-European quotatival constructions on much

lesser comparative evidencc. Comparable constructions occur in Homeric Creek and

Germanic (cf. also Hock 1984, p. 98ff.), but the posçosed position of the quotative

marker is not attesæd in kanian, which uses the same marker (ui¿i). Postposed and

preposed quotatives also occur in Tibeto-Burman and some Munda languages, but the fact

that the Munda quotâtives are based on conjunctive panicipiat forms of a verbu¡n dicendi
(e.!. Sora ganle 'having said', cf. Telugu ani 'having said', Tamil eggu 'id.'; compare

Marathi nha4un 'id.'), while the conjunctive participle is itself recent in Munda (cf.

6.6.4), shows that they are at least partly secondary formations in this group.

A simpler, but later case of stn¡ctural convergence is the post-Vedic 'totalizing use' of
the inclusive enclitic particle api 'also', which has a perfect match in Dravidian *-um.

Hock (1975, p. 103f.; 1984, p. 93) has uied to explain this use as derivable frrom the older
(inherited) emphasizing use of this particle, but api is not used in this way after numerals

in the Veda, nor is the totalizing use of this particle or its synonyms attested elsewhere in

Indo-European.

While the presence of lexical and structu¡al (phonological and syntactico-semantic)

loans from Dravidian can hardly be doubted in laær Vedic and Classical Sanskrit, it is thus

mostly impossible to prove their prcsence in (pre-)$.gvedic Indo-Aryan. This has bearing
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on the question of the possibility or likelihood of Dravidian influence during the early
stages in the syntactico-semantic deveþment of the IndeAryan past gerund-

6.5.B.DRAYIDIAN INFLUENCE ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF TIIE GERUND?

Dravidian clause linkage is cha¡acterized by synthetic non-frnite stn¡ctures (based on
relative and adverbial participles, infinitives and oblique verbal nouns) and the paucity of
finite subordinate (esp. embedded) and coordinate or paratactic clauses. This is in con-
formity with the basically non-finite typology of complex sentence formation in Dravidian,
as reflected especially in Old Tamil and confimred by comparison with the modern South
and Central Dravidian languages.

The Dravidian verb-forms that can be compared with the IndeAryan gerunds a¡e called
'verbal', 'conjunctive', or'adverbial'participles, less often 'verbal adverbs', .absolutives'

or 'gerunds'. In traditional Tamil gramma¡ they are subsumed under the name viqai
ecçarñ 'incomplete/eltiptical verb'.42 Like the Indo-Aryan gerunds (but unlike the Indo-
European participles), the Dravidian 'verbal participles' (as they will be called here) are
non-adnominal, indeclinable and coreferentially constrained (by the topical subject m Actor
of the superordinate clause). They are syntactically complementary with infinitives, oblique
verbal noun phrases and embedded relative participles.

All Dravidian languages except Brahui have a (temporally neutralizable) 'past verbal
participle' (in both the positive and negative conjugation), which is used with morc or less
similar ñrnctions as the Indo-Aryan past gerund. A typologically significant featu¡e of the
Dravidian verbal participle from ancient times is its potential dependence on the mood,
tense and other operators of the main clause. cf. old ramil (cankam age):

(7¿t4) PN 123.1

sãt ka[ u+-gu ¡ãlma.kil makilig
morníng toddy drink-vnt.pun coun_roc be tnppy-cono
'Having drunk toddy in the rrorning, if anyone is intoxicated while holding court'
Or: 'If anyone drinks toddy in the morning and is intoxicated while hold"ing couf'

(74s) KT 189.1

i!{ë ceg-go varuvatu !4ait..
today go-vBLppLE coming-rw.-3lcMr;uT tomonow
'We will go today and return tomorrow'

42Tolkappiyam deals with rhe verbal paniciples in 15 rutes (222,236;707,713-71g,72t,722,724;
913, 915,940). Cf. Agesthialingom (t979,p. t27).
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(746) KT 130.1

nila¡ tog-fup Putãar vãgam ëfar

eanh dig-wttrte enter-NEGttAB sky ascend-¡ircaes

'He wilVcan not dig up the earth and enter it; he wilVcan not asoend to the slsy'

"He will not dig up the earth and enter it'' (Hart 19/9' p. 65)

"He just cannot have dug up and entered the ea¡th-" @arnanujan 1971' p. 58)

This featu¡e is linked with the constraint on coo¡dinating finite clauses. Unless the

operators of the main clause could have scope also over a (non-restrictive) non-finite clause

it would not be possible ro express several coordinate predications in the same sentence in

modally ma¡ked contexts. A possible, but somewhat ambiguous, exception to this would

be the juxtaposition of finite predicates with different personal endings in imperative

sentences in Old Ta¡nil, e.g. KT 236.2 lrérrna4ai yãyig ta¡tagai ce¡rnõ 'if you agree,

give (ind.) and go (imp.)!' (Agesthialingom 1979, p. 87). But the fact that the first

conjunct is in the indicative and not in the imperative mood, would imply some sort of
subordination to or dependence on the ñnal main vsrb. In the case of the Indo-Aryan past

gerund, the operational consuaints of the gerund in additive-sequential linkage were see¡r to

have been relaxed only gradually, apparently futly reaching the Old Dravidian state of
affairs onty in the Middle Indo-Aryan perid (cf. 4.3, 5.2-3' 6.3.8). This develoPment

may be explained by convergence with the Dravidian past verbal participle, as it is not

paralleled by the participles, nor by functionally corresponding categories in other Indo-

European languages.

Like the post-Vedic gerund, the Old Tamil past verbal participle may also function as a

non-past complement or adjunct of manner depending on a non-finite or finite verb, cf.:

e47) PN 47.1-7

vafliyõrp f,at¡r-rtu putfig põf-i I netiya ve€q-âtu ss¡ampâla tapa-ntu I

vatiyã nãvig vallãntuP Pãg-iP I pe¡¡atn nali!-ntu Gugfan arut¡-i I

õmp-ãt u¡-to tûnP-ãtu vic-i I varicaittu Yaruaüum ipparicil vãltkai I

pigarttut ciitadnt aa-tõ viggë...
'This reputation-destroying living on donations while hoping for þatarnru) rich

patrons and moving (põti) a¡ound like bi¡ds, traversing (taçaotu) many deserts

without (even) calling (eggä¿u) them long, singing (pã-ti) to the best of one's

ability with one's imperfect tongue, rejoicing (matilntu) at what one gets and

feeding (aruæi) one's kinsmen, eating (ua.9s) without saving (õmpãto) and giving

away (vici) without stinting (ttmpätu), docs it brring harm to others? Certainty

not!...'
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(748) PN 43.r-4
nilan icai vãlnar alaolaragirat I te¡ukatirt kagali ve.mrnai tfut-ik I

tãlu?a vätac cug,aroF¡ togtum I avircaçai nu{Livaron arulat...
'...astounding even the sages with ttreir shining matted hair, who circle a¡ound with
the sun with only wind as food, while bearing (enduring: ti¡ti) the heat of the sun

with its burning rays in order to relieve the suffering of the inhabiunts of the earth'

Similarly, the use of the past verbal participle with both stative-habitual and, especially,
perfective aspectual auxiliaries is known from the ea¡liest Dravidian sources, e.g. Old
Tamil itu 'place, put' (perf.), tof 'take' (perf.-refl.), cã 'give (perf.), viçu 'let go'
(perf.), nil 'stand' (stative), vã 'to come' (hab.), stc. (cf. Srinivasan 1980). Cf.:

(749) Í<L 101.25 (Srinivasan 1980, p. 233)

...neñc ita-ng+it-cu...
clnst tear-wL?PLE+place-WL-PPLE

. '...having tom up the chest'

It will be seen that these auxilia¡ies are not very well paralleled in Old lndo-Aryan,
although the Middle Indo-Aryan system shows some convergence with Dravidian through
the int¡oduction of perfective auxilaries (cf. 6.3).

All these functions continue in Modern Tamil and Malayalam (cf. Moag 19E0, p.243),
being paralleled by the past verbal paniciples of the other Dravidian languages. The
temporally orcircumstantially resrictive function is exemplified in (750) and (756)-(758),
the non-¡esrictive additive-sequential function with operational dependenoe in (751)-(755):

(750) oruv¡g rãjnyútu ãrõtam colli aô.kë veluraa¡raôtalaip peggutto?çu
vafie!' (Arden 1942,p.282)
'A certain man used ro ger (pet-gut+ko?-çu) many presents there (by)
soothsaying (coll-i) to the king.'

(?51) têcãlrtaram põyp paol?m campãri-ccuk taliyã,tan pattritto[a
ãlõcittãrkal (Arden 1942, p. 770)
'They decided to move (pO-y) abroad, earn (campãri-ccu) money and then
marr¡1.'

(752) i¡At yarãve¿u toa¡uvaatu põnirutta vënJunr (Arden 1942,p.I79)
'Somebody must have brought (to4-gu+va-sru) it and put it þõt-t+irutta)
here.'
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(753) fuçitaluttu vãraktair kotuppiæu¡r payir ituvittu aûtap pa?attaip
pakurip parlatcõtu sërttãI, acagãl tuçikafum, ¡v¿rtalãt aracarutn
paleg ataivãrtal (Arden 1942, p. 269)
'If you cause advances to be given (kocuppi-ttu) to the cultivators, and (if you)

cause them to get (ituvi-æu) a crop, and (if you) collect the money (given in
advance) together with the tax-money, by that means the cultivators, and through

them the king will obtain profit.'

(754) goy nigr-u meyyai vellumã (A¡den 1942,p.258)
'Shall falsehood stand (nig-gu) and conquer truth?'

(755) tãqun a4upavieuc ca¡pãuiraail celavaliyãtatu vi? ãtum (op. cit., p.271)
'That which he does not enjoy himsetf (agupevi-ttu) and spend upon a worthy

person, will be to no purpose'

(75O pngaiyaik ta4ç.a tili pulanpi 4utiradlaiyi (Arden 1942, p. 180)

'Does not a paíot that has seen a cat we€p lamenting þulampi)?'

(757) oru tuyavagL pãgei caçital cey-tu viC-Su jivairam pa+4-it+to1-çu
iru¡¡ãq (A¡den 1942, p. 267)
'A certain potter was getting þaÎ1-it+ko4-9u) his living (by) making (cey-tu)

and selting (viS-Su) pots and pans.' Cf. ex. (57), (718).

(758) õÉ vã (A¡den 1942,p.201)
'Comerunning (õg-i)!'

As in Sanskrit and late¡ lndo-Aryan, the repetition of the past verbal paniciple confers

either distributive or iterative-continuous sense: vimrn-i vimm-i y4u34 'she cried

sobbing frantically' (Andronov 1969, p. 182f.).

In point of difference with regard to Old Indo-Aryan in general (but not New Indo-

Aryan, cf. 6.3), it may be observed that at least in Modem Tamil and Kannada the verbal

participle may occasionally take an independent subjert which cannot be recovered from

among the core arguments of the main clause, but which yet mostly shows some referential

or thematic contiguity with the subject of the main clause. Such marginal absolute con-

structions must be due to convergent developments, starting perhaps with Dravidian

constructions like (Tamil) ¡ãS iru-ns-un avag põgãg 'although I ¡emained, he left'
(Arden 1942,p- 203), ¡va! va-ntu-teg aã¡L põtea.urn 'only after he cam€, I should

go', avag va-ûtu nâg põkavã? 'am I to go after he comes?', aYag õç-i ¡e!'
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pãrkkavillai 'I never saw him running' (Agesthialingom 1979,p.132). Cf.:

(759) m4¿i peytu veyil atittu vãqavil tõgdyatu (Steever, forthcoming)
'Afær it had rained (pey-t¡¡) the sun came out (agi-ttu) and a rainbow appeared.'

(760) pämpu taçiuup paiyaS cetfi¡p põgãg (Steever 1980, p. 65)

'The snake bit (kagi-uu) lthe boy] and the boy died (ce-nup põgãg).'
Cf. Kannada: pãvu tacc-i... arasaûu sattaûu 'The snake having bit, the king
died' @loch 1946, p. 67).

(761) tavalaip pag.t¡ egga paya+ (Steever 1981, p. 65)
'lVhat is the use of worrying (kavalaip pag-çu)!'

Note that in (760) it is the animate Undergoer (> impticit object) that figures as the subject

of the main clause.

Absolute constn¡ctions were noted also in Old Tarnil by the commentators on TOL 715
(cf. Agesthialingom 1979, p. 132), but mostly these constructions a¡e confined to cases

where the subject of the verbal participle can be recovered from among the topicaVanimate

core arguments of the main clause. The coreferentiality constraint of the (Old and New)
Dravidian past verbal participle is thus looser o¡ more pragmatic than that of the (Old and
Middle) Indo-Aryan past gerund, but still much stricter than e.g. that of the semantically
corresponding Tibeto-Burman and Altaic past gerunds.

Al[ of thesc uses, to which we could add the concatenation of clauses by repeating the
verb of the proceding clause43 can also be atæsted fø Cental Dravidian, cf. Telugu:

Q62) pl[alû anram tiai aiddarapõlédu (Krishnamuni & Sarma 1968, p. 127f.)
'The children did not eat (ti¡-i) and go to sleep.'

On 'Having eaten, the children did not go to sleep.'

(763) áyroa occi tsûdalêdc (ibid.)
'He did not come (o-cc-i) and see.'

43 This particular discourse function is also cha¡acæristic of the past gerund in Buddhist Hybrid
Sanstrit and Middle a¡rd New Indo-Aryan (cf. 4.7.C.1). It is usually ascrib€d to Dravidian infhænce (cf.
Bloch 1930, p. 73af .), while it is not very common in Munda. On the other hand, rhis as well as the
lavish use of the genrnd is also a t¡pical feature of thc Tibeo-Burman gerund(s), and appears to the fore
especially in Bengali and the othcr Fasærn Indo-Aryan languages, which is why tocal Tibeto-Burman
rather than Dravidian inlluence has been suggesæd at this point (Anderson l9fl, p. 524, but cf. also
Chatterji l9?ß,p. l0ll S 740). An easter¡¡ Tibe¡o-Burman substraû¡m would atso be in conformity wirh
tbe loss of gender (cf. Blah f 963, p. 3ff., carte 5) and low æxt ftequency of retroflexes vs. dentals in the
Eastem Indo-Aryan languages, as against thepresovation ofgenderand higher frequency ofreEoflexes
vs. dentais in the Cenral, Westcol and Southern IndeAryan languages (cf. Southwortlr 1974,p.212Íf .).
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(764) atanv college ti nadici velladu (Ramarao 1971, p. 50)
'He goes on foot (nadi-c-i; *na{u-s-cä 'while walking') to college.'
Cf. Tamil avag saga-¡tu põSãg 'he went walking (on foot)' rê nats-ntu to4-ç.ê
põgãs'while walking'.

(765) atanu túli cèsi batututunnãdu (ibid.)
'He makes his living by working (cë-s-i; *cë-s-cä 'while working') as a coolie.'
Cf. Pali bhadñ tawã jivati (ex.718)

(766) a¿anu lañcãlu rini s¿splyi¡ciãdu (ibid-)
'He earned by taking (tin-i) bribes.'

(767) Kui (Winfield 1928, p. 131)

sa¡ju tara mnenii r¡u rova cuhanai ¡ãtoti in'ji vestenju
"'You leave the ploughing (tuh-a-aai) and go home", thus [i¡-j-i, lit. 'having
said'l the man said to his son.'

(768) Kui (Bloch 1925,p.734 < Friend Perei¡a, p. 21, 61)
gõsa ki sãseaju. säjaaai tr:atrdi ti vlit'eaju
'He went to the forest. Having gone (si-ja-nai) therc he shot a tiger.'

(769) Konda (Steever forthcoming)
or nén{ vãzi darmam ki?a
'Come (vãz-i) for a day and help us!'

(770) Pengo (Burrow & Bhattacharyal9T0,p-92)
mussi mussi vãtair
'I came continously chewing (mus-s-i nus-s-i) (tobacco).'

In the non-literary C-entral and North Dravidian languages, the typology of clause linkage
has be¡n profoundly influenced by the contiguous Indo-Aryan and Iranian languages (cf.
Bloch 1946, p. 94ff.). This can be seen in the deveþment and downright borrowing of
Indo-Aryan and Iranian coordinative conjunctions, e.g. Kurukh and Gondi aur 'and' (<
Hindi), Gondi jab '\rhen' (< Hindi), Malto anæ 'and', Brahui õ (< Baluchi) (cf. LSI IV,
pp. 420, 426, 450ff.). Thus, where the South Dravidian languages and Telugu use

exclusively non-finite consrr¡ctions (esp. in additive-sequential linkage), these Central and

North Dravidian languages have alternative and often prcferred finite constn¡ctions of a
distinctly Indo-Aryan Wpe.
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(771) Kurukh (LSI IV, p.426)
ë¡ chõ'or-ti enbõs gusatr tã'on aur esi¡l ã'¡'o¡
I wíllrise-a¡d nryfather neø will go and øhim willsay
'I will rise and go near to my father and say to hiÍL..'
Contrast e.g. Marathi (South Indo-Aryan): mãmãpudheñ jã-üa mi pãyãtit

pa{erir 'I will go to my uncle and th¡ow myself at his feet' (Bloch 1970,p-272)-

Q72) Malto Sonttral Parganas district (LSI tV, P. 454)

én chõcheter eng abbe behak ëke¡r rn¡e ehiir ¡wden. ã¡teh ãh

chõchah erte tarm bato b¿hak etYah
'I will rise (chõche-ke-n, vbl.pple; I sg.) and go to my father's place and (ante)

say to him... Having said (ãn-te-h, vbl.pple; 3 sg.) this he rose and (aate) went

to his father's place.'

Note that unlike the other Dravidian languages Malto inflecs its past (or'perfective') verbal

participles (in -a-, -ka-) according to the person-number of the subject, which thus

behaves like a relative participle. However, when immediately preceding a finite verb

goveming the same subject, the e-participle usually drops ia personal ending and

occasionally also ttre participial formative, e.g. e:¡ o¡dr ondr ba:çyen 'I shall distribute

having brought it' (Mahapatra 1979,p.IIlf.).
Despite the diversity of the specific sufñxes involved in the formation of the past verbal

paniciple in the various Dravidian languages, it is consideredpossible to rcconstruct such a

category to proto-hvidian as formed directly from the past ænse base with the addition of
an enunciative vowel after a stop (Andronov 1970, p. 121ff.; 1978a, p. 381ff.; 1978b, p.

56f.; Subrahmanyam 1971, p. 227ff.). The reconstructed form conforms thus mainly with

the South and Central Dravidian pattem. In addition a temporally unmarked negative verbal

participles based on the negative suffix *-ã- can be reconsm¡cted to proto-Dravidian
(Andronov 1978a, p. 430ff.).

Formationally the reconsuucted past verbal participle shows no structuxal resemblance

with the Old Indo-Aryan gerund, except in temrs of its indeclinability. Instrumental and

sociative verbal nouns a¡e also used in Dravidian, but as in Indo-European, they express

attendant circumstances or concomitant acdon, cf. Tamil va+¿irgal-õÇu, va4angal-um
'with veneration' o va+ang-i 'having venerated' (Poucha 1947, p- 285). While the

instn¡mental case appears normally after the past ænse base in the conditional paniciple (cf.

Tamil cey-t-ãl 'if having done/going to do'), it seems that only Malayalam is able to use

such a form as a past verbal participle (Asko Parpola, personal communication). This
together with ttre a¡chaic shape and suppletion of fonns of the Old Indo-Aryan past gerund

would then imply that the gerund existed asa fomul category independently ofany
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Dravidian influence, while even its reinterpretation or reanalyis as having specifically past
relative ænse is difficult to explain on a conurþn Dravidian basis.

However, the gradual loss of suppletion of allomorphs after the early Old Indo-Aryan
stage and the laær emergence of Apabhrarirsa gerunds based on ttre past participle in -i, -ia
< -ica (cf. Subhad¡a Sen 1973, p.29) are secondary deveþments that show some formal
analogy with Dravidian, especially because the past participle was commonly used as a

finite verb. Conversely, the formaúon of the Nonh and tribal Cenral Dravidian verbal
paticiples reveal secondary IndoAryan and in some cases Munda influence. Forexample,
the suffix -ãr of the Kurukh verbal participle is apparently derived from the Hindi
gerundial suffix -tar (Subrahmanyam 1971, p.228), while simila¡ borrowed gerundial
morphemes appear also in Munda (Kharia and Juang, cf. Pinnow L966,p.174)-

A further problem for the theory of Þravidian influence on the early deveþment of the
Indo-Aryan past gerund is that the past gerund as we know it from the Vedic literature is
actually more srongly marked for relative past tense than the eady Dravidian 'past verbal
participle' as we know it from the oldest Tamil sources and by comparison with the
cognate languages. Especially the Old Tamil past verbal participle is rather ambivalent as to
its relative temporal value (cf. 747-74Ð.44In facr, the suffix -i-, which seems to appear
also in the Kui, Kuvi and Brahui (see below) non-past verbal participles, was perhaps

specialized for past tense only in South Dravidian and some of the Central Dravidian
languages (Emeneau [1957] 1967,p. 16; cf. And¡onov 1978a, p. 386; lg7Eb, p. 5g).

To account fo¡ this discrepancy, while still defending the theory of the past gerund
being a syntactico-semantic calque on the Dravidian past verbal participle, we would have
to assume that the past gerund was secondarily incorporated within the rather strict
inherited system of relative tense, where it was temporally more or less synonymous with
the perfect participle and contrasted mainly with the present participle and non-past g€rund
(cf. 3.2). This means that it was originally (or at least in the main B.gvedic dialect)
reinterpreted on an existing system of relative tense in accordance with the most salient use
of the foreign model on which it developed. The principal function of the Dravidian 'past
verbal participle' has always been that of implying a sequence (rather than concomiønce)
of actions. (fhis does not follow from the constrained word order, since all dependent
clauses precede the governing clause in Dravidian, while only some non-finite verbfomrs
have basically past relative tense.)

On the other hand, it is hardly a coincidence that the non-preterital uses and absolute
constructions of the past gerund increase toward the Middle and New Indo.Aryan pedod
especially in texts of southern origin (cf. section 3.3). In some cases there is almost idio-

4 Upon a rar¡dom penrsal of about 2G30 Caikam poems ftom Puranegúfu, Kuruntokai, Ainkr4untqu
and some passages from Cilappatikãram, I have come æross more than ten clea¡ cases of the past verbal
paniciple used with rclative non-past seose as a æmporal or modal-instrr¡mental qualification. The ratio
between non-prererital and preteriøl uses of the Old Tamil past veröal paniciple ranks hus as high as in
the case of the New IndoAryan pasr gerunô
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matic correspondence with Old and especially New Indo-Aryan gerundial manner comple-
ments (e.g. ruditvã,/vilapla ah-/brû- 'say crying/lamenting', cf. PN 19.15 t¿ci¡tu
alu 'cry u/eeping', i.e. 'cry bittedy'; Hindi daur.tar jãnã 'go running', i.e. 'hurry', cf.
(758), nustarãlar bolnã 'say smiling', i.e. 'say with a smile', cf. below).

It might þ conceived that the rclative past tense of the Indo-Aryan gerund was due to a
reinterpretation of the primarily perfective aspect of the Dravidian past verbal paniciple,
which would be compatible with its use in additive-sequential linkage and perfective
manner complements. But there is no clea¡ evidence of the past verbal participle having
been specifically, or at least exclusively, perfective by aspect (cf.747-748), nor can we
reduce the semantic opposition between the Dravidian past and non-past verbal participles
to a merely aspectual opposition. On the other hand, it is clear that the non-past verbal
participle was aspectually and temporally more restricted ttran the past verbal participle,
which therefore still appears as the least ma¡ked member of the system of verbal participles
in Dravidian, cf. Tamil ava4L poci-ttut turitti¡ãq 'he is eating and drinking', lit. 'he is
drinking having eaten' @ope 1911, p. 67).

According to Meenakshisunda¡an (1965, p. 32) the Dravidian past tense suffixes have
derived their meaning pragmatically due to ttreir frequent use in additive-sequential linkage.
This would imply that the past verbal participles go back to serial verb constructions or
'clause chains' with ellipsis of redundant or re,peated elements ('conjunction reduction'). It
could then be further hypothesized that proteDravidian had only æmporally undifferentia-
ted verbal paniciples, but this situation has been preserved nowhere, while it must have
been abandoned at quite an early stage through the general development of a distinction
between past vs. non-past finite verb-forms. It has, on the other hand, been suggested that
the central and North Dravidian non-past verbal participles in -iC) (cf. Kui and Kuvi -i;
Brahui -[i-]sa) were perhaps temporally undifferentiated until the development of a

specifically past verbal participle (cf. Kui -a; Andronov 1978a, p. 386; 1978b, p. 58).
The Brahui non-past gerund (-[i-]sa, -isa-ar4s, -isaua6) is, in fact, something of a

mystery, in particular if its suffixal formatives (-i- and -s-) are related to the past suffixes
of Nonh, central and part of south Dravidian, as argued by Emeneau (t195zl 196T, p.
l6ff.), cf.:

(773) Brahui (Bray 1907, p. 190)

o tasarat 6hinjik bi¡-isa (bin-isau, bin-isa-ac) hioät¡
'He went along the road picking up nvigs.'

45 The suffrx -¡t is identical with the instrumental suffix -et; rhis hybrid formation, which displays
the same enigmatic instrumental case as the Indo-Aryan past g€rund a¡¡d some North Munda a¡rd Tibeto
Burman gerundial formations, is used especially in semi-absolutc construct¡ons, cf. trsrü ¡re¡c
sütir tr¡-i¡r-.i ¡rtr t¡mni 'shooting on rhe road, night fell upon us' (Bray lX)?, pp. l2g, 190).
46 This form conùains the conjunction o 'and' attached to the regular verbal participle in -ist @ray
1907, p. 128), cf. the Baluchi 'conjunctive participle' = past pple + õ 'and', e.g. turø 'having slain'.
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Possibly there has been a specifîcally past verbal paniciple also in Brahui, which was lost
with the other past non-finire verb-forms (subrahmanyam 1971, p. 2z7ff.), or rhe
originally rattrer weakly marked past verbal participle has been reinterpreted as specifically
non-past due to rocent Iranian influence. The major problem is that Baluchi, just as most of
the neighbouring Iranian languages, does have a past conjunctive participle, formed on the
basis of the past paniciple with the addition of the conjunction õ 'and'; Brahui does not
have such a formation, using instead finite verb{omrs conjoined asyndetically or e.g. with
the said coordinative conjunction

Non-past or temporally undifferentiated verbal participles, being mostly based on the
non-past stem or periphrastic consúuctions are found also in most South Dravidian
languages as e.g. ancient and modern Tamil, Kannada, Tulu, Kota and Kodagu, cf.
Kannada -al-l<-tú-aL < *-(r)r¿l (Andronov 1920, p. 136; l978b, p. 58); Modern
Tamil cãppiuuk to¡r,ë pëcisãg'he talked while eating' (Agesthialingom 1979, p. 128).

In Old Tamil these forms ended in -pu (? >), -ú and -i (? < -at). Although -p- seems
to represent the non-past stem formative, the verbal paniciple in -pu- had more often
relative past than non-pasr tense (cf. Andronov 1970, p. 121; Agesthialingom lfil9, p.
l32ff .; Subrahmanyam 1971, p.246; Natarajan 1977,p. l7l):

(774) Cit.4.43 (cf. also KT 201)

...curtarac cu4ge¡ uukafotu nalaiic cinnrpu pariata celampüñ cëttai
'...pea¡l necklaces, which having slipped (ciaru-pu), lay in mixed confusion on
the flowery bed together with particles of fine powder'

It was thus mainly used in the same constructions as the past verbal participle, including
non-preterital rnanner adjuncts, cf. Cénãvaraiyar on TOL 228 (Agesthialingom 1979, p-

135) naku-pu vantã4r 'he came smiling' (compare Modern Tamil ciri-mut toq-të
pëcigãg 'he said smiling' = Hindi us ¡e muskarã-tar/ha¡irs-tar tahã).

Since it did not contrast with the past verbal participle significantly, except when
occasionally exprcssing purpose as a final infinitive, it was lost soon after the Late Old
Tamil pedod (cf. Agesthialingom 1979, p. 135):

(775) CiI.23.166
tolaittalai matagait täuupu nigr_õ!

'She ascended [a cliffj in o¡de¡ to rcjoin (túgu-pu) her murdered husband [in
heaven].'

The verbal participle in -ã seems to have contrasted mqe clearly with the (speciñcally) past

verbal participle, cf. :
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(770 Nelaçiyãr,366 (Cennai 1956; quoted from And¡onov L969, p. 182)

tall-ãt kalippar talaiyfyãr -..
"hominent men spend (thei¡ time) studying (science)..."

As in the case of the Old Indo-Aryan system of gerunds, it is thus usually the past form

that is or has become the unma¡ked and productive member of the system, the non-past

fomt being aspectually and temporally constrained to expressing the cooccurrence of two
separate continuous or concomitant activities ('while/at the time of...'). A similar situation

for gerundlconjunctive participles has been observed for the whole exænded 'Indo-Altaic'
linguistic a¡ea in contrast with the v/estern European linguistic area (cf. Masica 1976,p.
128). In addition, only the past form is used in additive-sequential linkage, whereas in
western European languages, it is mainly the corresponding non-past fomr that may (with

cenain operational constraints) be used in this way.

6.6. MT'NDA INFLIJENCE ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE GERUND?

The Munda languages, nowadays confined to cenain mountaine¡us regions in Cencal and

Eastern India (mainly Orissa, Bihar and Madhya Pradesh), represent the relics of the once

much wider western branch of the Austroasiatic family, the eastern branch of which
comprises the Mon-Khmer or Khmer-Nicobarese languages spoken in'Vy'estern Funher-
India (as well as Assam) and on the Nicoba¡ islands. Vietnamese and Muong are usually
considere.d old members of this family, while Nahali, spoken in western Madhya Pradesh,

occupies a morìe controversial position in relation to it (cf. Pinnow 1966; Bhattacharya
1976, p. 15).

The Austroasiatic languages and cultures have migrated from the east, being distantly
related to the Austronesian languages and cultures of South-East Asia. Austroasiatic
speaken must have occupied a vast area in North India by the time of the Indo-Aryan
invasion and they arc generally thought to have antedated also Dravidian speakers on the

subcontinenL

We find indisputable Austroasiatic lexical loans already in the $.gveda, e.g. láagala-
'plough', hala- 'id.', Pali nangala-, cf. Santali ¡a+hel 'id.', Khmer e+ñ+tãl, Cam
la+iral, Khasi ta+tynkor, Malay te+tr+gala, ta+n+gâla (Burrow 1973, p. 380;
Bhanacharya 1975, p. 207). Some of the early Austroasiatic loanwords have boen attested
in Mon-Kh¡ner or even Austronesian, but not in the present Munda languages, which have

been heavily influenced by Indo-Aryan and Dravidian. Moreover, some Austroasiatic
loanwo¡ds in Indo-Aryan appear also in Dravidian (cf. Tamil ñãñcil 'plough', Kannada
nëgal 'id.', ibid.), making it difficult to judge rhe source of bonowing into Indo-Aryan.
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On the other hand, aPart frìom a few derivational suffixes occurring in tribal names (e.g.
the masculine plural suffîx -[N]U-gt+vl in e.g. Juanga, parenga and toponyms like
(sanshit) Aaga, vaåga, Kalirìga and Dravidian ribar names like Ko{agu, Badaga, Ko¡ku,
Teleiga (or Telugu), there seems to be very little non-local structu¡al borrowing from
Munda into either D¡avidian or Indo-fuyan.47

6.6.A. COMPARISON OF MI'NDA AND INDO-ARYAN 'GERUNDS'

Austoasiatic (and Nahali) clause linkage is cha¡acterized by two patterns: on one hand we
have the mixed synthetic-analytic type rcpresented by North Munda" some South Munda
languages (e.g. Sora) and Nahali. On the other hand, we have the predominantly analytic
type represented by the other South Munda languages (e.g. Juang and pareng) and all the
non-Indianized Austroasiatic languages (incl. Khasi), where complex sentence formation is
based on finite rather than non-finiæ srn¡cnr€s.

Although many of the modern Austroasiatic tanguages of India possess grammatical
forms that may be morphosyntactically compared with the gerund(s) or verbal participles of
Indo-Aryan and Dravidian, their formal diversity and partly borrowed character indicate
that they are of comparatively recent origin @innow 1966, p. 174).

In the following examples from Mundari and Santali (North Munda), Kha¡ia and Sora
(South Munda), the basic morphosyntactic featu¡es and uses of these forms a¡e illustrated
with morphemic glosses as deduced from available (partly quite crnsory) descriptions of
these languages. CIhe transcription is in some cases some\r,hat simplified, but follows in
the main the normal rules of b'road transcription of South Asian languages. (coull =
completive aspect, REs = f€sultative, Fr.I = finitizer, DLJR = dt¡rative aspect, nn = intentional
mood, DEF = definite aspect)

(777) Mundari @nnow 196ó, p. 173)
jom-ked-cr:to seaog-jan-a
eat-couprlAoRlcaR-3pL goaway-coMpIlNoN-RÆ)_FN

'They went away as soon as they had eaæn their meal'

4? Ibe 'Munda-like' sufF¡xes -[N]dr, -ta and -r¡, found in the designation of many Munda and some
Drâvidian uibes, e.g. Ni¡ada, Pulind4 Kulinda, Koçala, Tosala, Bhilla, canqãla, Ãndhr4 Saba¡a, eæ.,
could principølly also be Dravidian masculine pronominal suffixes (cf. Parji coled '(younger) brother',
Tamil eveg 'he', Telugu vi{u 'id.', ollari õ4{ 'id"', etc.) or even plural sufñxes (cf. Telugu -lr¡, erc.
< *-t¡1./-!; cf, Bhattacharya 1974,p.200ff.). Even -tr¡lU-gt+vl could be rhe Dravidian plural suffu
*-[n]t (found in Gødi, Kui, Kuvi, Konda and B¡ahui; cf. Shanmugan l9?1, p. 128).
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(778) Mundari (Sinha 1975,p.125)
.. .tami-tad (-re/te)
wo r k- $,tn c ?¿sl (r,oct ABL- NsT R)

'...(afterþecause of) having done the work'

(779) Santali (MacPhail 1964,p- 45)
kami-ka-te hijut'-me
work-tw-e.But¡tffNloc come-IMp.2sc

'After finishing the work, come!' (rc 'finish the work and come')

(780) Santali (MacPhail 1964, p. 48)

s€a ñam-ted-e-a-í.
go find-arcwt tesr-3sc.oBr-FN- r scsaBJ
'I went and found him.' (Note that the form corresponding to an Indo-Aryan
gerund is morphologically quite unmarked: sen, cf. Hindi zero-gerunds, 6.3.8)

(781) Kharia (Biligiri 1965, p. 105)

musain ti¡og del-koa larog buda bog-æ
orc day tiger cotrùe-ABIJcER date palm bush place-toaotnoot
r¡o¡tan-te u+gur-toa socay-ra lag-ki
face-toaøaTou ctus-fall-eouoøn think-NF continß-pAtr
'...one day the tiger came near the date palm plant and was thinking having lowered
his head (having his crest fallen).'

(782) Kharia @innow 1966, p. 38)
.-jegamdaura ôod-koa co-¡a-m odog tej-toa ol-e-m

so you baskct carry-ABAGER go-lwp-2sc and cøryonbd-AßLtcER bring-lnp2sc
'...so go and get a basket and put it on your head and bning it!'

(783) Kha¡ia (ibid.)
...tiÍog hak4e-Åoa gaÍr-og

tíger roar-ABucùR say-pAsT.isc

'...the tiger, having ro¿[ed, said', i.e. ,the tiger roared and said'

As in Dravidian and some Indo-Aryan and Tibeto.Bu¡man languages, a non-finite form of
the verb 'say' is in many Munda languages used as a quotative ma¡ker after reponed
speech (incl. thought) and onomatopoietic expressions (cf. Ramamurti 1931, pp. 52,
149f.; Kuiper 1967,p.94; Hock 1975,p.90; 1982, p.77):
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(784) Munda¡i (Sinha, 1975, p. 138)
.-.senog-jan me[-te rag-tan-a-e

go-co MP4NON-RES),FIN s6y-ABU NSTNG ER weep-DEF -PRES -FN -3 SG SUB.I

'...because he went, he is weeping'

(785) Sora (LSI IV, p.224)
..-onã-sile pãn-fai gim-le opun-fë-ji

wlnre-from bring-eenzsc say-can ask-nsr-spt
'...(tlre villagen) asked him where he had got it'

(786) Sora (Ramamu¡ti 1931, p. 149; Kuiper 1967,p.95 fn. 50)

rarneô-e¡ ¡rauir oauô gln-Ie gu-t-e
cat-Nov naun maun say-cEÈ ,ry-PRES|FUT-3SG

'The cat miaows "maung mßung" .'

Hock (1975, p. 90; 1982, p.77ff.;1982) has pointed out quotative markers formed from
verba dícendi in Austroasiatic languages outside India (Mon, Khm€tr, Nicoba¡ese) as well
as in TibeteBunnarr, but the fact that Sora uses a recent form Gfe[n]), which is analogical

with the Dravidian past verbal participle is probably not a coincidence in view of other

cases of convergence of (South) Munda with Dravidian @hattacharya tflÐ.
If we compare the above Munda formation with the Indo-Aryan gerunds and Dravidian

verbal participlas, we rnay note two analogical types of formation:

(i) Indeclinable verb'forms based on aspecn¡al o¡ nominal stems of the root followed by
(pa¡tly optional) instrumental, ablative or locative case affixes for expressing antecedence

or simuluneousness, e.g. Santali and Munda¡i -ce 'from, by, with; to' (less probably = ¿p
progressive or infective aspect affix), Kha¡ia -to¡ = Santali -tho¡ '[away] from, since,

than' (Pinnow 1966, p. 173f.; Sinha 1975, p. 104; Biligiri 1965, p. 65). These fomrations

are structurally similar to Indo-Aryan instrumental and (Marathi) ablative gerunds, but at

least in Santali they are mainly propositionally restrictive u backgrounding@f-779\-

(ü) Indeclinable verÞforms based on ttre ba¡e root (Santali) or a perfective stem (Sora), ex-

pressing antecedence, e.g. Sora -le[n] 'perfective aspect affîx' (Pinnow, ibid.; Ramamu¡ti

1931, p. 29). These formations, which often have non-past4E counterpans, are analogical

to the Cenual and South Dravidian (and eastern Apabhrarirsa) past verbal participles.

48 As in Indo-A¡yan a¡¡d Drâvidian, tJ¡ese forms are occasionally repeated forms of the past or non-past

gerund, cf. Juang lon-rr loi¡-Da 'looking again and again', jim-o-gi tomo-gi .ro-ti. toe-r¡-ti.
'eating and working the two lived', Sora yer-i-ti yet-i-tin 'while walking' @innow 1966' p. 173),
jiou-je 'while earing' (LSI ry, p.212).In Munda¡i the past gerund is repeaæd in non-preærial manner

¿¿ve¡þialc, but then tbe "gerundial ma¡ker" is optional (Sinha 1975, p. 126).
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On the other hand, the Mundari gerund in -ci cannot be regarded as a proper gerundial or
participial form since it is followed by the subjective infix. Those Munda languages which
lack these types of formations resort to adpositional constructions of less synthetic
character and/or coordinate and subordinate finite clauses. E.g.

(787) Juang (Pinnow 1966, p. 174)

tomo o¡-a biri aiñ leber-e-
'After I shall have worked, I shall sleep."

(788) Juang (ibid.)

komo m-on-a biri tm me-leber-e
"After thou wilt have worked, thou wilt sleep."

(789) Pareng (ibid.)

dos baras le-lelu-du le-yai-ai
"Ilaving stayed there myself for ten years I came back."

The 'gerundial marker' biri in Juang is etymologically identical with the temporal
conjunction 'when' (cf. beta 'time' and Kharia bhere 'time, as, during'; Pinnow 1966,
p. fi$. There is also an alternative constr¡¡ction based on the coordinative conjunction ãur
'and' < Hindi aur 'and'. Similady, Pareng -du is etymologically the coordinative
conjunction 'and' (cf. Kha¡ia ro, o{og 'and'; Mundari o{og 'id.').

Hence we may conclude that gerundial and verbal participial formations comparable to
those of Indo-Aryan and Dravidian are lacking in most Munda languages. It will also be

seen that finite coordinate and subordinate sm¡ctures and especially asyndetic clause chains
predominate in clause linkage in non-Indian Austroasiatic languages (cf. Pinnow I963,p.
145; LSIIV, p. 186):

(790) Khmer (Maspero 1915, p. 417)
vea leu¡ ci se ba còu phta ea viñ
he tnowú lørse rewn b him retwn
'He mounted the hone and retumed back to him..-'

(791) Chrau (Thomas 1971, p. 169ff., quored from Hock 1984, p. 98)
aéh slq. síq (acai) (nêh)panh...
'He rerumed (síg). Having rerurned (siq) (then he) said...,

(792) ñh sa. (sa) chong er roq aeh saq (ibid.)
'He ate (sa). Having finished (eating: sa), then he went.,
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Hock (1984, p. 97f.) claims that even these constructions can be compared with Indo-
Aryan gerundial and Dravidian participial constructions, but there is no morphosyntactic
parallelism, because in these finite clause chains or serial verb constructions, the verb is
uninflecæd, semantically unma¡ked and syntactically independenc

A further confirmation of the secondariness of the Munda 'gerunds' is that they are not

by far as frequently used as the corresponding Indo-Aryan and Dravidian forms (cf. LSI
W, p. 196 and Pinnow 1965, p. 34). E.g.:

(793) Kharia @innow 1965, p.38)
ho-tar moñ upae socae-to¡ ocho-o? ¡o iñ noñ to¡tåed bui-iñ
that-persoaoae devicethi.ak-AîUGER come-PAST.3SGthat I oae bird bridgup-FUT.ISC

burha adi-ga moñ dbodhri-te led-sig-na tag-ti olog
old a,aa sell-EMPH oae câvity-Loc be hidden-PER.F-INF co^tinue-PA,ST aad

tan{ae-bog-te gam-og...
old woûâa.-LOC say-PAST

'Having thought of a device: "I will bring up a bird", the old man hid himself in
a cavity and said to the old woman...'

(794) Khada (LSI IV, p. 196)

adi uje ol-o oro chol-ti
'He brought this and went.'

All these facs point to the conclusion that the Munda gerunds a¡e recent morphosyntactic

calques on the Indo-Aryan gerunds and/or Dravidian verbal participles. This is not sr¡r-

prising seeing that Nonh Munda has been heavily influenced by Indo-Aryan and South

Munda mainly by Central Dravidian. The rarer gerundial suffïxes -te, -tar, -tor in
Kha¡ia and -kiri, -&uri in Juang are, in fact, borrowed f¡om Hindi and/or Sadani (< -te,
-kar, cf. Pinnow 1966, p. 174). Parallel (and often much more radical) cases of structual
convergence are amply attested in the Indian context, e.g. non-Indo-Aryan Nahali and

Bhili, which havebonowedmost of theirinflectional and grammatical morphemes

6.7. TIBETO.BURMAN INFLUENCE ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
GERUND?

The TibetoBurman languages belonging to the SinoTibean family are spoken over a wide

tenitory on the northern and eastern borden of India, where they have displaced earlier
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Austroasiatic and perhaps also North Dravidian settlemenc. The linguistic influence
exercised by ttre Tibeto-Burman languages on IndoAryan is of a comparatively recent date
and concentrated to the eastern area (cf. Southworth 1974). There a¡e no certain Tibeto-
Burman loanwords in early Sanskrit (Burrow L973, p.376), nor are there any indications
of intimate culrural contact with the early Indo-Aryans (cf. parpola 1974, p.9lf.).

6.7.A. COMPARISON OF TIBETO.BURMAN AND INDO.ARYAN GERTJNDS

The Tibeto-Burman languages make use of both synthetic and analytic constructions in
clause linkage. Synthetic structures are especially frequent in the westem Tibeto-Burman
group' while analytic ones are more representative of the eastern group. In Classical
Tibetan additive(-sequential) and temporal-circumstanrial interpropositional relarions a¡e
expressed by the means of the infinitive (in gerundial function) with the copulative-
instrumental posçosition dai¡ 'witty'and' or some other case postposition (nas .from,

after' [enL], las 'after' [æl], kyis 'by' [rNsrR], etc.). Alternatively finite clauses or
conjugated verbs are joined by clause or predicate connecrives (c{n for concomitant action
or activity [coNl]; sre 'clause-final particle' [cm], probably relaæd o t adakhi -te):

(795) rgyal-mo gyog-mo man-pos yoirs-su bstor-zrT thub-pa-'i drun-du
queen companion ßMy wholly nnound-cæ sage besíde

phyin-co
go-*P

'Surrounded by many companions, the queen rerurned to the sage.'
(Lalou 1950, p. 34)

(7e6)

(797)

lag-pagy?s-pa brkyaå-aas plag-Sa-.i yal-ga-tas bzun-sae
hand ríght extend-nucza fig-tree-ow branch- eat seize-cpp
nam-¡nkha-'i dtyif-du l¿os-sin ,dug par gyur_to
heaven-c¿¡,¡ middle-toc look-coNt stay-NF:rERM be-spp
'Having extended her right hand, she seized a branch of the fig-tree and gazing
towa¡d the middle of the sþ, she ¡emained motionless.' (Lalou 1950, p. 92)

ña bsor-ãiá 'cho-'o
fl,sh catchtaar-coru live-srp
'We live by catching fish.' (Jäschke 1954, p. 56)
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(798) nam lairs-a¡s soí
night rise-penp*sucar go-PERF

'When ttre night had risen he went' (Jäschke I954,p. 57)

(799) son-la ltos

*,.PERF-DAT1COR looktUp
'On going look!'= "go and look!" (Jäschke 1954, p.57)

The formation that shows the greatest structural resemblance with the Indo-Aryan gerund

is the infinitive in -pa/-ba + datr 'with/and'. However, this construction is not

coreferentially constrained, i.e. bears no relation to the system of switch reference (cf. P.

Andersen, Zero.anaphora), and its interpretation ¿g implying actional sequence seems to

rely mainly upon the fixed word order @aul Andersen, personal communication). The

formal and syntactic correspondence is somewhat lesser for the anal¡ic consEuctions

based on tense bases followed by adpositions (case marker), especially since these

'gerunds' a¡e not constrained by rules of coreference of subjecVAcor. Note, however, that

unlike Indo-Aryan oblique noun phrases they allow modal-operational transfer (cf.799).

As can be expected, different case markers tend to confer different meanings to the

Tibetan 'gerunds'. Thus the ablative and instumental-sociative gerunds a¡e often asso-

ciated with past relative tense, while the locative gerund and any of the rcpeated 'past

gerunds' indicate simultaneousness of action (cf. LSI ltr:1; Jåischke 1954, p. 55ff.; Lalou

1950, p. 34, 85f.; Poucha t947;P. Andersen 1984). Cf. the following passage consisting

of trro extended sentences (quoted from Jäschke 1954, p. 85 > Poucha 1947 , p. 269ff .):

(800) der bud-med gñis Sig bu gëig-ta rtsod-de rgyal-po blo mthas-pas
olce woøsn tÍo oae child ol.e-DAT quarrel-CFP Éry aind be rise-INF-INSTR

brtag-aas 'di-stad ëes bsgos-'o. thyod gñis-þis bu-'i lag-pa
Iî7-ABL/GER ¡áus so ordæed-9ft. you ero-IN,SÎR soa-AEN hand

re-re-nar bzur-ste dro¡s-I¡ gair-gis chob-pa bu khyer-Zig
eAch-ABL seizeaFP P.|U-DAT|OER råo-Il.¿s?R gcf-INF child ¡tte tw.y.IMP

ðes bsgo-ôr dtir bu-'i Ea na yin-pe des-¡i bu-la sñia-rie
m æder-INF vi¡h/tad ro¡-CEt\¡ mæher aæ be-INF såe-JVSIR soa-DAT heârt'give

med-pas saad-lyis mi dogs-te mthu-ji yod-par duas-so

oô¡ai¡-lNF-Il¡s?R iajury-NSTR aoc tea¡-CFP force-trhat to be-sw PUAú'SF?

'Once two women were quarreling about a child and the king being wise in his

mind and experienced ordered as follor¡/s: Seize each of you the boy by his hand

and pull and whoever gets the child take it away. Having ordercd this, the one

who was not the mother of the son, not fearing to hurt the son, pulled as hard as

she could.'
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In the modern Tibetan dialects as well as in Newari and Manipuri (of the Bumrese branch)
we find comparable formations based mainly on tense bases or participial and infrnitival
stems with especially 'ablative' and 'instrumental-sociative' case ma¡kers (cf. Poucha
1947 , p. 273 and LSI Itr:l). In Mikir of the Naga-Bodo subgroup the form corresponding
closest to the past gerund consists ofthe 'locative' case ma¡ker added to the verbal roo¡. In
additive-seqential linkage finite clause chains or serial verb constructions are, however,
quite common, especially in Bumrese, which thus resembles the anal¡ic Mon-Khmer t1pe.

(801) Burmese (Maung & al. 1963. p. 113f.)
to ne'ie-h.oai' mau¡2-1s2-s3 y6¡¡3-hna' sO3 zO3 shi¡3-la2-ye'i'
ote day-oa MauaLuE ofüce-ftom ærly eady rúrn-pERF
ei¡L¡' yau'hlyiq
house go-W
'One day Maun Lu E rcturned eady fr,om his office and went home and...'

In view of the distant genetic rclationship of the Tibeto-Burman languages u¡ith Chinese , it
is worth mentioning that Archaic Chinese did not have adpositional phrases o nominalized
ve¡Þforms corresponding to the Tibeto-Bunnan gerundial formations. On the other hand,
it did have preposed aspectual particles (ji4 = *kied, ji2 = *t-siec) conferring perfective or
completive aspect to the following ve¡b, which construction gave the sense of temporal
antecedence or prior completion of action ('do alrready' o,r 'having [al¡eady] done'). More
rarely (mainly in the Book of Songs) the panicle /uel = +agiaa was used to express a
prcceding verb (phrase) in the manner of a backgrounded subqrdinate clause.

The most ancient type of clause tinkage in Sino-Tibetan is therefore rcpresent€d by
(a)syndetic or aspectually marked clause chains and serial verb constructions, as cha¡acte-
ristic of ancient (and modern) chinese (cf. Dobson r962,p.49ff.; Kr¡rkov 1990, pp.57,
73f.), Thai and especially eas¡em Tibeto-Burman. On the other hand, gertrndial forrnations
based on verb stems followed by case ma¡ken must be early dialectal Tibeto-Burman
innovations inspired by the substratum language(s) or the neighbouring Indian or Cenral
Asian languages (cf. 6.4.C).

6.8. BURUSHASKI INFLUENCE ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
GERUND?

The genetically isolated Burushaski language (with its dialect Wershikwa¡ or yasin-
Burushaski) is nowadays confined to the most inaccessible mountain vallies (Hunza and
Nagit) of the westem edge of the Ka¡akorum mountain range. Its speakers are evidently
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historically connected with the K¿shmi¡ neolithic culture, which is isolated from the other

Indian and Iranian cultures. Burushaski speakers are thus likely to have occupied a much

wider territory in'!üy'estern Central Asia in pre-Dravidian and pre-Indo-Aryan times (cf.

Parpola 1974,p.92).
However, there is no evidence that Burushaski influence has extended beyond the

northwestern Aryan languages. It seems to be restricted to certain phonological, morpho-

syntactic and semantic innovations (or shared isolated archaisms) in Nuristani, Da¡dic and

Eastern kanian, e.g. the development or presewation of rcuoflex sibilants and retroflex

and palatal affricates (e.g. c' < *t' < *k' for Indo-Aryan and lranian *s),49 the early
Nuristani and Dardic disaspiration of voiced aspirates, the l'igesimal system and

restructuring of the higher numetrals, the change to semantic gender and an ergative system

based on the animacy hierarchy as part of a switch to 'active grpology', etc. (cf. Toporov

1966, p. 191; Èdel'man 1980; Pa¡pola 1974,p. 93; see also 6.5.4.1).

6.8.A. COMPARISON OF BURUSHASKI AND INDO.ARYAN 'GERUNDS'

Though Burushaski does have a (borrowed) conjunction k€, ke 'and' of 'when', by
which clauses may be coordinated or subordinated, it utilizes mainly non-finite (gerundial

and participial) structures in clause linkage. The fomntions in question have the appearance

of being original, since the language is highly synthetic, rich in inflection, and most of the

coordinative and subordinative conjunctions are borrowed (cf. Lorime¡ 1935, p. 382;

Berger 1974,p.55).
Burushaski has a present and a past active 'participle', the latter functioning more or

less like the Indo-Aryan past gerund and Dravidian past verbal participle. The basic

function of this participle has been defrned by Lorimer (1935, p. 330) as follows:

The ñ¡rction of this panicþle is lo express an action as completed before, or at the point æ which the
action of the principal vert begins. It does not exprcss the duration of the action but the moment at
which it ceases, or ât least ceases to be under consideration. It is therefore used in many instances
where English (with less logic) has ttre present participle: "seeing him there, I turned back",
"mounting his horse, he rode away". Burushaski is averse o a series of finite verbs. As a rule only
the last verb of a series is put in a finite tense, the preceding ones being expressed in the form of
participles. (Cf. also Berger 1974,p.42.)

The present participle is formed by adding a suffix to the present base (802), while the past

participle is formed by prcfixing and/or suffixing affixes (incl. pronominal prefixes for
verts that demand ttrem) to the past base (803)-(804). More seldom the past base is used as

such (l,orimer 1935, p. 293f;Berger 1974,p.42f.; Klimov & Èdel'man 19?0, p. 70ff.).

49 Note that Indo-kanian t is evidenced already in proto-Finno-Ugric loanwords, e.g. Mordvin 3rdo,
Hungarian ¡zls, cf. proûo-Ih. *t¡trm.
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(802) Burushaski (Lorimer 1935, p. 328)

...ho he'r-ð-ume ri'-m-o
after tbis WeeP-PRES-PRES.PPLE gq-PRET.-3SG.HUÌ!,!AN.FEM

'...then she went off weeping'

(803) Burushaski (Lorimer 1935, Text I, p.2,1. l0 - p. 4, l. 1)

"ltAzi'r-e b¿l-er ¿I+ki-'n nië-¿m,"
Wazir-GEN/OBL SE$-DÂT PAST.PPLE.ACT.+en¡er+PÀST.PPLEACT go-zuT.ls,G

sre'o,-im-i. IIA.o guncs-na-ulo u¡Azi'r-e bat-er
Say-PRET-3SG.MASC otre day-INDEF-iß Wazir-GEN/OBL ski¡-DAT

¡.I+ki'-n ba'dSa s¡la'n-er ni'm-i.
PAST.PPLE.ACT.+e¡¡er+P.P..d ki¡g.NONt/GEN salutation-DAT go.PRE'f-3Sc.MASC

'...he said to himself: "...I will enter into the skin (= take the shape) of the Wazir
and go to him." So one day, having entered into the skin of the Wazir, he went to
greet the King.'

(804) Yasin-Burushaski (Wershikwar: Berger 1974,p.42; cf. L,orimer 1935, p. 330)

to n-i(+Ø) te;k d-é+us-i.
there PAST.PPLE.ACT-3SG.ÌIÍÀSC(+go) daggt PREF-3SGx)z+draw ouû-PREI.3SGMASC

d-é+us-e n+úle ôa o.u+rés-i.
PREF-SGxy+drar our-PAsT.ppLE.ACT 3SGFEM+be[y up 3SC.FEM-sti.-pRSr.3SGN{.aSC

nu-mû+xes ilji d-i(+Ø)...
PAST.PPLE.ACT-3SGFEM+Ii¡ back PREF.CPAST.PPLE"ACT)-3SG.MåSC(+come)

"er ging dorthin und zog den Dolch. Nachdem er ihn gezogen hatte, schlitzte er ih¡
von unten nach oben den Bauch auf. Nachdem er ihr (den Bauch) aufgeschlitzt
hatte, keh¡te er zurück [und]..."

Like the Indo-Aryan past gerund, this participle is used also in distributive and continous
distribution and mannercomplements with non-preterital value. Anotherpoint in common
with the neighbouring Indo-Aryan (Shina and Khowar) and Tibeto-Bunnan languages is
the use of the verb 'say' in this form as a quotative marker: ru+se[!] 'having said' < sen
'say (cf. Lorimer 1935, p. 331). on the other hand, it is not used with perfective
auxilia¡ies like the Indo-Aryan gerund, although it has been met with the past rense of the
verb 'be' in a kind of periphrasric imperfect tense (ibid.).

Morphosyntactically the Burushaski past active participle differs fundamentally from the
Indo-Aryan and Tibeto-Burman gerunds as it is inflected for person, gender and number of
subject and object. It would thus correspond fomrally to a declinable participle rather than
to a 'verbal adverb' or petrified action noun, although it apparently lacks attributive
cOnStruCtion.
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